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INTRODUCTION

An Institute on Library Service to the Blind and Physically Handi-

capped was held August 27 - September 1, 1978 at the Florida State Uni-

versity School of Library Science. The aim of the Institute, supported

by U.S.O.E. under Title L of the Higher Education Act, was to discuss

instructional nraterlal on library service to the blind and physically

handicapped with faculty members of library schools - the participants

of the Institute - and to encourage the inclusion of this topic in the

core programs of library schools. The handicapped were defined in the

context of the Institute as individuals with visual disabilities that

Pr vent them from reading regular print, hearing and motor disabilities.

Prior to the Institute, instructionalmaterial on library service

e handicapped was prepared for and tested in the following five core

courses at the Florida State University School of Library Science:

Foundations, Administration, Materials, Information Services, and Re-

search Methods. This instructional material was revised as a result

discussions at the Institute and the revised material is included as

ections A - E he proceedings. The following five papers presented

at the Institute are Included as sections F papers by Elizabeth

Carl on the Library of congress National Library Service for the Blind

and Physically Handicapped (formerly the tivision for the Blind and

Physically Handicapped), Genevieve Casey's paper on the history

library service to the handicapped, Lawrence Papier's paper on research

In library service to the blind and physically handicapped, Don Weber's

paper on standards for library service to this group, and Ki th Wright'

paper on employing the handicapped in libraries. Printed versions of



three other papers presented at the Institute are not available and

are therefore summarized.

Donald Wedewer, Director, Division of Blind Services for the State

of Florida and supervisor of the state's libra Ian for the Regional

Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, presented arguments

for the Library being part of the rehabilitation services agency rather

than of the state library. The library for the blind and physically

handicapped should be an integral part f the rehabilitation agency's

information services and be a source of more than the traditional read-

g material. Material for vocational rehabilitation in recorded or

Braille form and material on transportation, recreation, legislation

and other information needs should be made available through the Library.

Thus the Library both an educational and rehabilitative agency.

Funding for such expanded information services is more likely to he

obtained for an agency serving the blind than for a library agency.

An illustrated lecture was given by Irving Lieberman titled: Re-

ence Service Audiovisual Materials. It included recommended books,

pamphlets and periodicals for a library audiovisual materials informa-

tion collection as well as tools for selection of materials. Each

institute participant was provided by Dr. Lieberman with a 77-page

bibliography.

Raoul Arreola discussed the strategy of curricular change to bring

about the inclusion of additional topics such as library service to the

handicapped into the core curriculum. He suggested that change entails

more than group dynamics and that several approaches may be taken.

Curriculum change is an aspect of social science, and a theoretical

ftame-

vant citations on this subject are:

h alternative plans for action are available. Rele-
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III Stereotypes

A. Bibliography

Allport, Gordon W. The Nature of Pre- 'u_dce. Reading, Pennsylvania:
Addison-Wesley, 1954.

Atkinson, frank. ibrar" nshi An introduction to the Profession.
Hamden, Connecticut: Linnet Books, 1974.

Biklen, Douglas and Robert Boydan.
People: A Study in Stereotypes. Interracial Books
dren Bulletin 8(Nos. 6 and 7, 1977): 4-9.

"Media Portrayals of Disabled
or Chil-

Hagemeyer, Alice. Deaf Awareness handbook or Public Librarians.
Washington, D.C. Public Library of the District of Columbia, 1975.

Lippman, Walter fL41211s_air1191a. e- York: Macmillan, 1922, p. 79-
156.

"The Month in Review." IiiilIaLlihEarBn 47(September 1972):5.

Nation, Margaret.
AppLILl. Unpublished Master's Paper. Florida State University,
1954.

isborn, Jeanne. "The Ghost of the Hairy Javelin," American Libraries
2(July/August 1971) : 747-749,

Pearson, Edmund Lester. Itslibraria. Boston: Small, May-
nard and Co., 1911.

"Survey Shows What High School Students Know About Disabilities.
Interracial Books for Children Bulletin 8 (Nos. 6 and 7, 1977): 15.

White, R. P. and D. B. Macklin. Education Careers and ofession-
alizatio n Librarianshi and lnformation Science. Part of Final
Report of a Program of Research into the Identification of Man-
power Requirements, the Educational Preparation and the Utili-
zation of Manpower in Library and Information Profession, Oct.
1970.

B. Questions

1. Name an instance in any media form where a handicapped person is
depicted as one of the stereotypes described by Biklen and Boy-
dan.

2. Name an instance in any media form where a handicapped person is
depicted as a person of normal human needs and behavior.



FOUNDATIONS OF LIBRARIANSHIP FOR SERVICE TO THE HANDICAPPED

Objectives

To be able to list six problems and/or needs of the handicapped
which relate to education and information, knowledge of which may
serve to sensitize future librarians to particular difficulties
faced by handicapped people in our society.

B. To be able to list and discuss at least six instances of unusual
treatment of the handicapped in the past which indicate a change in
attitudes toward the handicapped.

To be able to list and give media examples of ten stereotypes of
the handicapped in order to compare personal observations with
those of Biklen and Boyden.

D. To be able to give three examples of political activity by and for
the handicapped and to compare each with earlier civil rights ac-
tivities by other minorities.

E. To be able to list five major activities of the Library of Congress
National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped
(NLS) and to explain how these can affect the handicapped.

F. To be able to list five major areas of concern in providing library
services to the handicapped on an international basis and to explain
why such concerns exist.

The Handicapped in the Past

A. Bibliography

Dexter, D.L. Special Education and the Classroom Teacher. Springfield,
Ill.: C.C. Thomas, 1977.

Kanner, Leo. A Histo of the Care and Stud- the Mentail Retarded.
Springfield, Ill.: C.C. Thomas, 1964.

Lenihan, John. "Disabled Americans: A History." Performance 27
(November-December 1976/January 1977) whole issue.

O'Leary, James L. and Sidney Goldring. Science and -Epie
Neuroscience Gains in Riles New York: Raven
Press. 1976.

Questions

The history of the disabled indicates a slowly moving trend from
virtually no help to increasing interest and concern for the handi-
capped. List five factors contributing to the change.
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[V. Facts About the Handicapped

A. B'bliography

"Disabled People in the U.S.: Facts and Figures." Interracial
for Children Bulletin 8(Nos. 6 and 7, 1977): 90-21.

B. Question

Books

Considering the various types of handicaps, name five problems per-
sons having handicaps might encounter in a typical library. Differ-
entiate among various handicaps and types of libraries, where nec-
essary.

V Politics of the Handicapped

Bibloigraphy

"American Public Transit Association egislative Program." Metro.
73(November/December 1977): 1' 19.

Goodman, Leroy V. "A Bill of Rights for the Handicapped." Ameri-
can Education L2(July 1976): 6-8.

United Cerebral Palsy Association. Annual Reports. 1970-1975.

Zames, Frieda. "The Disability Rights Movement - A Program Report."
Interracial Books for Children Bulletin 8 (Nos. 6 and 7, 1977)
16-18.

B. Questions

1. List three reasons for the current political activity amo
disabled groups.

2. Do you think the disabled have lost their perspective if they
can't laugh at caricatures such as Magoo? Defend your position.

Why do you think the United Cerebral Palsy Association decided
in 1976 to enter into selected court actions when issues are of
national significance in affecting the rights of the handicapped?
Was it a good idea?

VI. Specific Disabilities

A. Bibliography

Anderson, Elizabeth
Bifida. London:

and Bernie Spain. The Chil
_thuen and Co., Ltd., 1977.

Blackwli.11, R. B. and R. R. Joynt. Learnin

With S

Disabilities Handbook
for Teachers. Springfield, Ill.: C. Thomas, 1972.
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Dexter, B. L. ecial Education and the Classroom_Teacher. Spring-
field, Ill.: C. C. Ti oMas, 1977.

Kershaw, John D. Handicapped Children. 3r( ed. Condo elnemann, 1973.

Love, R. D. and J. E. Walthall. A Handbook of T Educational
ILILIEfyc(21Rgieal_plformation for Teachers _oc121]ylLIall.KJI2-111A°
upped Children. Springfield, Ill.: C. Thomas, 1977.

Myers, Julian S. An Orientation to Chronic Disease and Disability.
New York: Macmillan, 1965.

'stion

You have now read specific information about a fey handicapping
conditions. Do vou think this kind of information should be in-
cluded in education for lthraranshin? Why': Why not?

VII. National Legislation Currently Important Affecting the Handicapped.

A. Bibliop-aphy

Decker, Louis R. and Daniel A. Peed. "Affirmative Action for
Handicapped." Personnel 53(May-June 1976):64-69.

De _y, Bernard E. "Equal. Job Opportunity for the Handicapped Means
Positive Thinking and Positive Action." Labor Law Journal 26
(November 1975):679-685.

"Education of the Handicapped Today." American Education 12
(June 1976):6 -R.

Goodman, Leroy V. "A Bill of Rights for the Handicapped." Ameri
Education 12(July 1976) :6 --8.

Pati, Copal C. "Countdown on Hiring the Handicapped." Personnel
Journal 57(March 1978):144-L53

slork Performance of Physically Impaired Workers." Monthly Labor
Review 66(January 1948):31-73.

B. Questions

an

1. List four reasons for making libraries accessible to the handi-
capped besides the legal requirement.

Are there tasks in the work of professional librarianship which
cannot be performed by handicapped people? List such tasks.

Is there an analogy between Civil Rights Legislation for
tics and for the handicapped? Can we expect the results of cu-
cent legislation for the handicanped to cause a change in atti-
tudes toward this group?

1 0
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VIII. National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped (NIS)

A. Bibliography

Cylke, Frank K "Free National Program to Beef Up Services for
Blind and Handicapped." American Libraries 7(July 1976): 466-467.

Friedman, Morton H. "A Computerized Bibliographic Service for the
Blind and Physically Handi.:Ipped." Journal_ of Library_Auromatlaa
8(December 1975): 322-335,

Karnisar, Hylda and Dorothy Pellet "Those Missing Renders: The
Visually and Physically Handicapped." CatholicLibrar World
46 (May-Juno 1975): 426-431.

LaBauve, Lois F. "Helping I Help Th
31(Sommer 1969): 60-74.

Texas Libraries

"Nationwide Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped."
The Bowker Annual of Libras and Book Trade Information. 20th
Edition. 1975, p. 81-89.

-vices to the Blind and Physically Handicapped." Annual Report
the Librarian of Coniress, 1968 (p. 106-107); 1975 (p. A16-

* 1976 (p. A70 -A71).

''Services to the Blind and Physically Handicapped." Library_af
C©ntress Information Bulletin 37(January 13, 1978): 39-40.

"Survey Started to Find Number of Eligible Readers." News. Library
of Con ress. Division for the Blind and Ph-sicall_Handicappfj
8(March -April 1977): 3.

"Two New Multistate Centers Named." News. Library of Congress.
Division for the Blind and Ph sicallylandicapped. 8(May-June 1977

B. Question

What advantages are there in the decentralized network over a single
central source of materials and equipment for blind and physically
handicapped library users? What disadvantages?

IX. International Cooperation
A. Bibliography

Cylke, Frank Kurt. Coordination of Librar Services for Blind and
Physically handicapped Individuals. Summary of a meeting under
the sponsorship of the Hospital Libraries Section International
Federation of Library Associations. September 6, 1977. Brussels,
Belgium. Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, Division for
the Blind and Physically Handicapped. September 23, 1977, 4 pages.

"Hospital Libraries: Working Group on International Coordination of
Library Services for Blind and Physically Handicapped Individuals."
Library of Congress Information Bulletin 36(November 4, 1977):
752-753.
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"Overseas Developments In Braille and Roc_ Materials." Washington,
P.C.: The Library of Congress. DI vision the Blind and
Vhvsicaliv Handicapped. Undated.

Ques on

Unlike the States with its library network some countries
distribute y materials for the disabled through agencies other
than 11hr-a -htch provide services to the handicapped. What
advantages and disadvantages are there in such a system? Of the
two, WQ ch would you favor?
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I . Objectives

To be able t to lis t eix preblems and/or needs o aridic p ed
which relate to education and inforrnati_on, knowledge of which nay
serve to sensitize future librarians to part icolar. cIJ.ff iculties
f ace d by Tian di cap pe6 people in our society.

To be able t o 2is t and discuss at least six AnstarlceS o of uriusull
treatment of to e -harldicappod it the past which indica te a change
in attitudes toward the handicapped.

To be able tip list and give ineclia examp les of ten stereotypes of
tbe handicapped ill ofrde r to eornpare personal obser-vatio-ins -faith
tbose of Wilder, acid Boy dare.

To be able to ivy three examples of political activity by and for
the -handicapped aind to cornpare each witli easier civil Tigtto ac-
tivities by other minor ities

To be able to list Five me actild tie s of the Library of Congress
National Library ter -vic for the Blind and Physically Handicapped
(r4LS) and to esplaim hoer these can affect the handicapped.

To be able o list E ive major areas of concern in providing library
services to the hand. icarped On an interim-clonal basis arid to expla=in
Way sucii concerns otist .

1T_ the Handicanned in the Fast

rile history of the treatment of handicapped people has not been well
recaorcied , but what is available has not, until fairly -recent time
beein very encouraging- It was not until 1520 that the first theory for
training the deaf appeared, arid it took until the 1700 ts before efforts
were rnadr. teach deaf -solutes to communicate. Until ttenn, they generally
T.-1er2 c ens. idere d men tally defective. Indeed, any sort of physical de=
fortuity was long th ought to indicate subnormal inte lligen oe elan), o of the
jesters Called fools) 01 the Roman Empire and lateen Medieval period
actually were handicapped people. That similar tnnf art una te at tit ude s
gtiai prevail mar be illiistvatecl by the story of the Vietnam] veteran
Who took his wife te a restaurant for dinner. The vdaiter took the couple is

order from him and chatted MIL ably with him sever -al tines prior to serv-
ing the meal, but ceased to speak- directly to the veteran when his wife
cut his food and fed the armless man. At one point the waiter asked
the young woman if "he " wanted dessert -

Tr antiquity soeme handicaps were cause for fear and religious super-
s ticion. In and eat Greece, time teem epi lepsta referred to a convulsive
disease believed to be an inalict ion of the gods. I3ecause it Was at tri-
buted to the stipe Triatural epilepsy was commonly cal -led time "Sacred
pisease."

By tile tirne of the earLY c oleni el settlement in /America, It was
widely be lieved Lilac wood he al th , hard work and ni.aterial success were

13



signs of religious salvation. Moreover, creating settlements in the
wilderness was difficult for the heartiest, whose own quest for survival
and economic gain led to the condemnation of those who could not fend
for themselves. So strong was the feeling that ship masters had to post
bond against the possibility of transporting anyone who night become
dependent on society. Each colony had a law to prevent the settlement
of anyone who might require aid. Some colonies had deportation laws
to protect against potential handicapped settlers who might become
dependent. Each family was expected to take care of any such problem
occurring after settlement. Older people who wanted aid had to turn
their property over to an individual who would care for them, or in some
cases, to a township whose citizens would share the burden. A 1685
report tells about a disabled Indian Wars veteran who was "farmed out"
to 32 differeat families in 65 weeks in Hadley, Massachusetts.
As conditions improved attitudes about the poor and disabled slowly

changed, and some public assistance began to be provided on a local
level. By 1751. a group which included Bonjnmin Franklin, founded
the first hospital for the physically handicapped and mentally ill in
America. To that point mentally ill persons not controlled by their
own families were often jailed.

Little help vas available for the afflicted, regardless of their sta-
tion in life, and not much is known about the handicapped in America
in the 17th and 18th centuries. Peter Stuyvesant, whose leg was severe-
ly wounded in a military expedition and who remarkably survived the
primitive amputation, ruled the Dutch New Netherland Colony for seven-
teen years. Gouverneur Morris, a member of the Continental Congress
and also an amputee, referred to his peg leg as "my handsome leg."
Stephen. Hopkins, who signed the Declaration of Independence, suffered
from cerebral palsy. When signing he was quoted as saying, "my hand
trembles but my heart does not." These were perhaps the unusual cases.
George 1.4ashington's household accounts for 1771 reveal he paid 14 pounds
for treatment for epilepsy for a relative who soon died in a fit.
Though at the end of the Revolutionary War, pensions were voted by

the Continental Congress for disabled veterans (the first example of
suc4 fedet.al puolic aid), general attitudes about the handicapped changed
little. As watre after wave of immigration crowded the cities, rho plight
of the handicapped became dreadful. Those who could not care for them-
selves were crowded into almshouses with the insane, criminals and any
ethers who were a burden to society.
Such conditions were eventually revealed by reformers like Dorothea

Uix whose work led to the founding of 30 mental hospitals, the begin-
nings of state aid and initial steps for federal aid. At one point she
succeeded in getting_ a bill through Congress, but President Franklin
Pierce vetoed it.

Up to this tine most of the ideas about the handicapped cane to America
from Europe, where the first research concerning such conditions ori-
ginated among medical doctors. In 1534, the first legal definition of
idiot, a term seldom used today, was written. That progress was slow
is revealed by the fact that it was 1755 before the first residential
school for any handicapped group (the deaf) was founded in Paris, and
1791 before a school for the blind was established in England. Thomas
Gallaudet established the first school for the deaf in America in 1816,
and today, except for the military academies, it is the only school in
the nation totally funded by federal money.



Early work with mental retardation started in this country in the
120's, after the work of J. M. Itard, a French medical doctor, with
the so-called "Wild Boy of Aveyron," indicated that education of the
retarded was possible.

In 1825, Louis Braille's raised dot system for communication for the
blind was designed, though it has since been revised a number of times.
Today the Braille literary code has been set, but the codes for other
areas such as mathematics, music and computer science are not standard-
ized, creating severe problems for Braille users (recently a federal
grant of $100,000 was awarded to researchers at Florida State Univer-
sity to standardize all the Braille codes not yet set).

The Perkins School for the Blind was established in Boston in 1832
and is today one of the foremost residential and research centers for
the blind in the world. Samuel Howe, its founder, proved blind children
could learn and communicate by teaching Laura Bridgman, a deaf, blind
mite to sneak by signs and to write intpllisprrly, She 1-1pAme A P-
brit), and later an inspiration to Helen Keller.

Recognition of the need for early aid to handicapped children led in
18:61 to the first preschool for such children, though it took until
1973 to fund a national program for early childhood education under the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

The cause of the crippled was taken up by newspaperman Isaac Hill,
'himself lame, who used his "New Hampshire Patriot" to espouse state aid
for all handicapped people. During his career he served in his state's
to-use and senate and later as state governor.

In 1897 Maria Montessori, an Italian physician, started her first
school in Rome. Her students were more culturally disadvantaged than
retarded, but her work with sensory and motor skills later proved use-
ful in work with the handicapped.
.lt was 1911 before any state (New Jersey) adopted certification re-

cludrements for teachers of the handicapped and 1924 before the first
school specifically for such teachers was established, at Teachers
College, Columbia University.

Prr,k,Ply th, a1,7%,01- Arrm.t1.- onv 4n vr., 4 ,'Nw?i°,4 dhe
handicapped occurred after World Wars I and II. Both of these wars saw
enormous numbers of young Americans return home handicapped. National
sentiment clearly favored doing everything necessary to help these vet-
erams resume as normal a life as was possible. The federal government
became deeply involved in rehabilitation programs and related research.
By the 1940's, knowledge gained from this work was applied to notiveteran
imamdicapped people. In 1958, the federal government began to support
the training of teachers for the retarded, then soon for other handicap-
piritg conditions. In 1965, with the passage of the Elementary and Se-
corldary Education Act, federal involvement with the handicapped took
m Leap. From a one million dollar commitment in 1958, federal funding
For research and training of personnel to work with the handicapped has
grcpwa to a 48 million dollar proposed budget for 1979. Major steps in
this chain include The Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the
1975 Public Law 94-142, Education for All Handicapped Children Act, which
passed in the Senate by a vote of 98 to 2, and is one of the most far-
reaching pieces of education legislation ever passed in this country.
PTeident Ford, when signing it, said that though be could not oppose it,
there was no way it would ever be funded, for it calls for annual increases
LT to three billion dollars for 1983. To date, it has been funded on
sch.eduie - in 1977 for 80 million dollars.

Li
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Though progress has been seemingl,., slow, mankind has moved from a
necessary concern for basic survival to more humanitarian concerns which
are beginning to include the Full development and well being of the
handicapped.

III. Stereotypes

The Library long been depict in all forms of media as a drab,
uninviting place where silence reigns over the few bored or boring
who enter its portals. An older, though perhaps typical, portrayal
which may seem somewhat silly to today's reader reveals Professor
Obadiah Wurzburger (who is studying the Indo-Iranian origins of
the noun "fuddy-dud" and its possible derivation from the Semitic)
and Or. Nicholas jasper (himself working on the first volume of an
Arabic dictionary) both of whom are appalled by imagined noises in
the Blankville Public Library in the short story "The Conversation
Rope by Edmund Lester Pearson in The Librarian at Play (Boston:
Small, Maynard and Co., 1911, p. 131-66). Kore recently the movie
"Good-bye Columbus" shows the library as a drab quaint edifice
situated in an otherwise modern setting, and which draws some strange
characters, such as the pate young boy who spends clays staring at
the same book of nudes.

The Libra

White and Macklin (1970) indicated that the library science stu-
dent tended to be white, middle-class, female, older than her
counterparts in other graduate programs, oriented to the humani-
ties, lacking self-confidence, deferential, respectful of author-
ity, submissive, negatively oriented to change, and usually coming
to librarianship from teaching or secretarial work. Both males
and females shared similar traits.

2. Margaret Nation in The Lorallanllut!JAaajLIELL/2.1!,nal
AaLlAan'ILmi (Unpublished Master's Paper, Florida State Univer-
sity, 1954) concluded from short stories written from 1900 to 1945,
that librarians were often depicted as old bookworms who were
rr
*L f," "grizzled," "gnarled," ",frinkted," and/or "ancient."

Such characters exhibited a brusque manner, failing eyesight
requiring spectacles, and such afflictions as arthritis or rheuma-
tism resulting in a stoop or hobble. elf-chosen meager diets
caused thinness and cranky dispositions. These keepers of the
kingdom of books were shy introverts plagued by inferiority
complexes or the inability to cope with life. Loyalty and devo-
tion to their books dominated vacuous lives otherwise unpunctuated
by excitement or sorrow (p. 37-38).

3. Career guidance literature has even cautioned against librarian-
ship. In a 1945 Cood_Housekeening article, Judith Chase Churchill
warned readers wishing matrimony against certain professions.
"Above all," she advised, "stay out of the library" (Nation,
p. 2). Make Mine Success, a 1950 career handbook for girls,
states that aptitude tests "are intended to keep extroverts out
of library service" (Nation, p. 2). rn bibrarlan!hiplA2_11
duct Ion to the Profession, Frank Atkinson (1974) says the phrase
°I happen try be a Ilbrarian could be taken for an apology in

profeslon indtormit:ate social. status " (p. 7-8).
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4. Even in recent literature, movies, television and advertising,
the librarian is often seen as a thin, sour, authoritarian,
older woman who wears her hair in a bun, dresses in a drab fash-
ionless manner, always with sensible shoes, and whose vocabulary
consists mainly of "shhh." In the media these caricatures often
serve as "atmosphere" rather than as central characters. Several
years back American Motors ran an advertisement indicating that
their Javelin was a car for the young, sporty and adventurous
not librarians! (Osborn, Jeanne. "The Ghost of the Hairy Javelin"
American Libraries 2(July/August 1971): 747-749). A similar
portrayal by Nabisco which ran a highly unflattering ad of a
"town librarian" resulted in protest picketing of the company
in New York by some 50 librarians.

5. Libraries and librarians are working hard to combat the image
and they certainly resent it. However, awareness of their own
plight does not necessarily carry over to an understanding of
equally ucifortunate Dr VC;f3:1 otcrectypcs of others such

those of the handicapped. Alice Hagemeyer, herself a deaf li-
brarian, became so concerned about misconceptions librarians
held about the deaf, she wrote a handbook concerning the matter
for public librarians.

Stereotype Defined

A stereotype can be defined as an oversimplification about the traits
and behaviors of an entire group of people. The stereotype is applied
to each member of the group without regard to any person's individual
traits. Thus the term "Mexican," "Polish," "Harvard man," and "law-
yer" bring forth certain stereotypes either favorable or unfavorable.
Walter Lippman in Public Opinion (p. 79-156) defined a stereotype as
an oversimplified pattern that helps one find meaning in the world.
He said the stereotype helps people satisfy needs and defend their
prejudices by seeming to provide definiteness and consistency to
lifa'a often ace. Stereolypes can reflect injustices
while also serving to reinforce and perpetuate them. One group which
has suffered particularly m being stereotyped is the handicapped.

D. Stereotypes of the Handicapped in the Media (Examples of imaginative
literature providing additional characterizations of the handicapped
are provided in Appendix A).

Douglas Bikien and Robert Boydan called the stereotyping by our sociaty
of the disabled "handicapism," pointing out that the term handicap
comes from the practice of beggars who held "cap in hand" to solicit
charity. 7o them the word reflects the dependent position of disabled
people in our society. They identify the following stereotypes of
the disabled in the media (Interracial Books Children Bulletin.
Vol. 8(Nos. 6 and 7, 1977), p. 4-

1. The disabled as pitiable.
a. In literature this stereotype is illustrated d.s such characters

as Philip Carey in 2L_ItglasIlyjIlo who is used by the author
to reveal the goodness and sensitivity of another character
who provides kindness, love and pity to the disabled Philip.
Pathetic characters are often portrayed as having hearts of
gold, which serves to make them even more pitiable - such as
Tiny Tim in A Christmas Carol or Porgy in y2rs41y.
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2 The disabled as an object cif violence - the disabled are featured
as totally helpless and dependent, as Joan Crawford is depicted in
the movie "What over Happened to Baby Jane?" completely at the mercy
of tier diabolical and murderous sister, Davis.
The disabled as sinister and/or evil:
a. In nOyDick, Melville uses Captain Ahab's disability to build

a sinister atmosphere as, for example, when Ishmael frequently
listens to Ahab's false leg taPping across the ship's deck late
at night.

b. Dr. Strangelove in the movie of the same name is a maniac wh
multiple disabilities make him even more sinister.

4. The disabled as "atmosphere." - Blind musicians, newsdealers and
the blind man with a cup arc frequently thrown in as background

s in movies and TV stories.
5 The disabled as "Super Grip." TV's lronsides is a good example.

Though paralyzed, he has extraordinary intellect and great calm in
the midst of grave troubles The Seaders'Diges.t regularly features
extraordinary achievements of the real disabled who have "overcome."

f. The disabled as laughable - Mr. Mae,00 is the perfect fool, bumbling
nearsightedly through life wreaking havoc, totally unaware of numerous
dangers to himself and othes.

7. The disabled as his/her own worst - and only - enemy. The popular
media often portray the disabled as self-pitiers who could "make it"
if only they would stop bping "hitter" about their "fate," think
positively and rise to the "challenge." "Marcus Welby, M.D."
routinely runs stories with such characters.
The disabled as burden stereotype suggests that all people
with disabilities are helpless and need to be taken care of by
"normal" people. it suggests that the "normal" person is an es-
pecially good soul who bears the "burden" without complaint. In
Of Nice and Men Lenny, who is retarded, is perceived by most as
helpless and dependent on (,seer even though Lenny's physical
strength provides choir living, and their dependence is mutually
shared with concern and affection.

9. The disabled as nonsexual - The i Qb ec are almo t always shown as
completely incapable of sexual activity. In fact, they are rarely
shown in a loving relationship of any sort. TV's Ironsides is
depicted as having had a love lift:: once upon a time before be was
shot in the spine and put out of commission. He is philosophical,
never bitter, 'b- ut it. The flip side of this stereotype is to show,
as some comic books do, the disabled as sexually starved and degen-
erate.

10. The disabled as incapable o rtarticipating fully in eve-rydav lift.
This is a stereotype of emisst n in that the disabled are se:Ldom
shown as integral and productive members of society.

E. Traditionally handicapped stmdcL h=ive had little contact in chool,
camps or work settings with other vcr.x.g people.. As a result many people
have matured with little real knowle4c about the problems of the
handicapped. In 1974, Public Law P3-380 was passed, requiring where
possible the integration of the handicapped into regular classroom
settings. In preparation, high school, students of Warren, Michigan
surveyed 400 of their classmtes to determine their attitudes, opinions
and knowledge_ about the handicap- red. (7,ordon Aliport in The Nature of
ereludice has noin!,od out that is partially the result of
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ignorance and that often when generalizations are replaced by knowledge,
prejudice is alleviated. How many of the students' experiences, attitudes
and misconceptions do you hold?"

1. 82% had never known an acquaintance or classmate with a handicap.
2. 91% had never worked with handicapped persons (in a camp, nurs-

ing home or regular work setting).
74% thought one out of 25 persons is handicapped
chose the correct response, one out of ten.

4 The students anked types of handicapped
they would feel most to

to least
deaf, (c)

sclero_

palsy, (h)

here from m
problems, (b
(e) multiple
(g) cerebral
disfigured.
Some of the false
thein included:
a. People with muscular dystrophy are also retarded - 47%.
b. Epilepsy is related to emotional illness - 47%.
c. Epilepsy cannot usually be controlled with proper ledi-

cation - 65%.
d. The blind are unable to attend college or work - 59%.
e. Blind people should not live alone - 83%.
f. People in wheelchairs should not have children - 53%.
g. People in wheelchairs should not live alone - 56%.
h. People in. wheelchairs have a short life span - 63%.
i. Speech deficits are usually related to mental retardation

55%.

Speech deficits are usually _related to emotional problems
53%.

Over 50% wanted to hear handicapped speakers, see films, and
visit facilities to broaden their knowledge.

7 73% of the students favored a mixture of separate and regular
cla s in the education of handicapped individuals. (taken from
"Survey shows_ _What High School Students Know About Disabilities"
Interracial Books for Childrer Bulletin 8(Nos. 6 and 7, 1977):15)

persons

and only 57%

from those
least comfortable working with. Listed
comfortable working with: (a) speech
orthopedically handicapped, (d) blind,
r muscular dystrophy, (f) epilepsy,
amputee, (i) mentally retarded, (j)

ideas and the percent of persons expressing

J.

IV. Facts About the Handicapped

(from Interracial Books far Children $ulletin 8(Nos. 6 and 7, 1977): 20-21).

A. The American Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities estimates that
36 million people in the U.S. (one in six) have physical and/or develop-
mental disabilities. The 1980 Census, the first Census to attempt to
count all handicapped citizens is expected to prove this.

B. The 1970 Census attempted to count those citizens between ages 16 and 64
who had a health or physical condition which affected the ability to
work. This count revealed that of the 121 million working aged Americans,
11.3 million (or over 9%) were disabled.

In 1973, disabling work injuries totalled approximately 2.5 million in
the U.S. About 90,000 resulted in permanent injury and were largely
attributed to unsafe working conditions.

Some 490,000 veterans :ere disabled by the Vietnam War.

9
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E. Other statistics include (some fall into more than one category):
1. 11.7 million physically handicapped people (1/2 million who use

wheelchairs, 3 million who use canes, crutches, braces or walkers,
plus mobility-impaired elderly, amputees and those with sueh.ill-
nesses as chronic arthritis, severe cardiovascular disorders and
cerebral palsy).

2. 12.5 million temporarily injured.
3. 2.4 million deaf.
4. 11 million hearing impaired.
5. 1.3 million blind.
6. 8.2 million visually impaired
7. 6.8 million developmentally disabled (retarded, severely emotion-

ally disturbed, brain damaged, severe learning disabilities).
1.7 million homebound (due to chronic health disorders of degenera-
tive diseases like multiple sclerosis).

9. 2.1 million institutionalized (mentally retarded, developmentally
disabled, terminally ill as well as those who are disabled and
forced into institutions for economic reasons alone).

F. Earning Power (for ages 45-54, when highest wages are normally earned
(from Jobs for the Disabled by :gar Levitan and Robert Taggart, Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1977)
For each dollar earned by a nondisabled white male in 1969, disabled
pooplo earned the following:
1. Vhite male - 40c.
2. Black male - 25c.
3. Black female - 8c.

Politics of the Handicapped

Until recently the handicapped were not organized for political action. They
seemed to accept the passive helpless role assigned them by an insensitive
society. Inspired by 0-2. successes of ether gro,aps, they began to organize
with the intent to Fight both the psychological and physical barriers which
have prevented their acceptance as full

The movement started in the late 1960's and early 1970's with small groups
sur,:h as one in Berkeley, California, organized to provide needed, inexpen-
sive wheelchair repairs. That success suggested other actions.

The Center for independent Living (CIL) developed to offer various services
to the disabled in Berkeley and later in other locations in California.

The Disabled in Action (DIA) was started by a disabled woman educated as
a teacher but unable to find work. She sued the New York City Board of
:.ducation for discrimination against handicapped teachers and won. This
gave her the idea for the organization as a political entity, and today
such groups exist in cities around the nation.

D. Causes of the Movement
1, The Civil Rights Movement suggested political and legal insights and

actions. The disabled began to believe themselves victims of discri-
nation rather than as failures in achieving society's standards For
the nonhandicapoed.
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2 The Great Society Programs of Kennedy and Johnson provided huge
amounts of money for rehabilitation programs for the disabled. In
1952, a severely disabled girl just out of high school was advised
by the U.S. Office of Vocational Rehabilitation to take up basket
weaving to earn a living though she wanted to go to college. In

1965, 13 years later, the same office finally offered to send her
to college.

3. The Vietnam War produced many disabled veterans who were not admired
as defenders of liberty as earlier veterans had been. Many expressed
their anger and disillusionment by joining the already flourishing
anti-war movement. The movement helped to politicize disabled veterans
and their sympathizers who joined together to fight the system, most
notably with their demonstration at the Lincoln Memorial when the
RehabWtation Act of 1973 was vetoed. The veto was soon overturned
by the largest Congressional margin in history. In 1977 the 1974
Amendments designed to broaden the 1973 Act were not signed even
though President Carter had promised to sign them if elected. In
Health, Education and Welfare Offices around the country the disabled
staged sit-ins as a protest. The Berkeley sit-in lasted 23 days and
thanks to media coverage gained tremendous nationwide support. In
Apri11977, Secretary Califano under public pressure, signed.

4 Using newly acquired skills, an eleven group coalition of handicapped
and elderly filed suit against the U.S. Department of Transportation,
the Urban Mass Transportation Administration and the Federal Aid
Highway Administration. The suit claimed that the TRANSBUS, a low-
floor, side-door, ramped bus was technologically feasible, but would
not be voluntarily produced. Again under pressure Brock Adams, the
Carter Administration Secretary of Transportation, announced in May
1977 that all buses purchased with federal funds on or after September
30, 1979; must have low floors, wide doors and ramps. About 80% of
public transportation has never been accessible to many disabled
people. The Urban Mass Transportation Administration has estimated a
cost of approximately 0,000 per bus to add equipment that will re-
move access barriers to wheelchairs and thereby also make them
accessible to other handicapped persons.

Current Activity

1. In 1976 and 1977 the Metropolitan New York Disabled in Action (DIA)
demonstrated against the United Cerebral Palsy (UCP) Telethon as a
demeaning show whidh hinders the disabled in getting into the main-
stream of society. Interestingly annual reports of the UPC have for
some years indicated that the telethons were their largest income
producers, bringing in well over five million dollars in 1975. In
the years from 1970 to 1975 the incidence of congenital cerebral palsy
dropped from 25,000 newborns annually to 15,000 - thus 50,000.babies
were saved from a lifelong disability thanks to, claims UCP, numerous
research and education projects sponsored by UCP, the federal govern-
ment and other organizations.

2. The Metropolitan New York DIA has taken the position that the
President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped would
better- represent the disabled if 50% of its membership were disabled
people. The committee responded that it is opposed to quotas.

3. The Gray Panthers Media Watch is an organization interested in pro-
tecting the rights of older people. It routinely reviews all types
media and protests depictions of older people as handicapped or in-
competent.

21
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4. The United Cerebral Palsy Association responded in 1976 to activists'
calls by reversing a long standing policy of avoiding legal action.
It approved a policy of entering selected court actions when issues
are of national significance in affecting the rights of the handicap_ pe(

5 Differences of opinion as to how to best help the disabled have
resulted in rifts among soue groups of the disabled. Some of the

activist consumer groups are particularly concerned that they are
not more often included in decisions affecting them. Regarding
library service, some, such as the National Federation of the Blind,
have strong reservations about the ability or desire of the eNisting
library community to servo the disabled. In some states (Nebraska,
Washington and Montana, for example), the National Federation of the
Blind has campaigned vigorously to remove library services for the
blind from the jurisdiction of the state library and to place them
in other agencies whose major activities are services to the blind
and/or other disabled groups. This type of activity differs from
that of oranizations such as the American Council of the Blind and
the American Foundation for the Blind. At the present time member-
ship in the National Federation of the Blind is not open to members
of the American Council of the Blind.
Some of the radicalism of certain groups may be attributed to the
newness of the movement. It might be recalled that a similar develop-
ment occurred in the earlier civil rights movements. Strong feeling

tht, teiethons fin i977, the Jerry Lewis Muscular Dystrophy
telethon collected 44 million dollars of which 83% went directly to
patient care and research.) may be assuaged when consideration is
given to the consequences of recent taxmer revolt movements coupled
with such factors as the cost of a TRANSBUS (estimated at $5,000 over
a conventional bus) or the cost and results of needed research projects.
Of importance is the fact that disabled citizens are learning to uti-
lize the democratic system, the success of which requires skill in
compromise as wetl as advocacy.

Vt. Specific Disabili

The disabling condition. with which man ind is faced are still numerous,
vet changing. Today few newborns will have to face polio, though many who
surfer from its effects are still living. The number of babies born with
cerebral palsy dropped from 25,000 per year in 1970 to 15,000 in 1975 and
cautious predictions have been made that this dreaded malndy can be conquered
by the turn of the century. In the last several years the number of deaths
and disabilities resulting from cardiovascular diseases has taken a dramatic
drop thanks to research, treatment, and education. On the other hand, the
battle is just beginning on other conditions, for example, hydrocephalic
spina bifida which just a few years ago took the lives of almost all of its
victims within weeks of birth. And of course, the increase in life expectancy
has resulted in an increase in the number of degenerative conditions result-
ing from the aging process. BieencTineering, relatively unknown a few Years
ago, has coupled advances in technology and the life sciences to increasingly
minimize the effects of disabilities. These changes, along with improved
medital care and education have provided the disabled greater ability to con-
trol their lives. They are now inmkt!og on their rights as humans to parti-
cipate in all aspects of life. Their demands are being met, though not always
in the spirit, tf to tho totror of the law.

Those who understand the pr
and understanding. In an

blems of another more likely to be tolerant
fort to provide some initial awareness of the

2a
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basic problems of the handicapped, a few of the handicapping conditions are
described below:

A. Some General Handicapping Conditions

1. Temporary - includes fractures, and those in recovery stages of
disease or operation. Approximately 12.5 million Americans suffer
from such injuries at any given time.

2. Loss of activity - includes those suffering from heart or lung disease,
lack of coordination caused by neurological diseases and some forms
of arthritis and rheumatism. Also includes those who suffer from ex-
tremes in size and weight from the dwarf to unusual obesity.

3. Loss of mobility
a. Includes those who use crutches, canes, braces, walkers, artifi-

cial limbs or orthopedic shoes, as well as those who are confined
to a wheelchair all or part of the time.

b. Partial or rural 10 of dr.2.:v-r4y in on- - -A-
4 Visual handicaps

a. Total or partial loss of sight.
b. Color blindness.
c. Cataracts.
d. Ophthalmologic diseases.

5. Hearing handicap - partial to total loss.
6. Aging - as a process may include many of the above named disabilities.

B. Specific Handicapping Conditions

1. Visual Disorders
a. A person is said to be legally blind if his central visual acuity

does not exceed 20/200 in the better eye with corrective lenses,
or if his visual field is less than an angle of twenty degrees.
In other words, a person is legally blind if with corrective
lenses, he can see no more at 20 feet than a person with normal
sight can see at a distance of 200 feet.
Causes of Blindr,ss
1) Heredity - 15%.
2) Infectious diseases 7%.
3) Prenatal causes - 50%.
4) Injuries - 3%.
5) Poisoning - 20%.
6) Tumors - 5%.

c. It is estimated that about 6.4 million people in the U.S. have
some visual impairment. These are people who have trouble seeing
even with corrective lenses. Of these 1.7 million are legally
blind or function as if they were. Only about 400,000 of these
have no usable vision at all. Thus some 75% have some usable
vision.

d Over one million persons, or about 65% of those with severe
visual impairments, are sixty-five years old or older. This is
because the diseases which are the main causes of blindness in
the U.S. are mainly associated with the aging process. Increased
life expectancy has added to this number.
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e. About 60,000 with severe visual impairment are of school age
or younger. Of these 40,000 are in school, including about
5,000 in collee.

f. About In (20,000) of the severely visually handicapped are in
the labor force.

2 Hearing Disorders
a. About 2/5 of de,_T s is congenital; the rest results from dis-

eases and accidents, but more often from diseases such as menin-
gitis, scarlet fever measles, whooping cough and abscesses of
the ear and head,

b. It is estimated that 5% of school age children have a hearing
impairment and roughly 5 in a thousand will require special
attention educationally.

c. An HEW report by the Advisory Committee on the Deaf (1965)
indicated:
1) Less than halt the deaf children needing specialized

preschool instruction were receiving it.
2) The average graduate of a public residential school for

the deaf had only an eighth grade education.
Seniors at Oallaudet College, the nation's only college
for the de ranked close to the bottom in performance
on the G.R.E.

5/6 of deaf adults work in manual jobs, as compared to
only 1/2 of the hearing population.

5) The report indicated that this lack of development could
be attributed to the lack of adequate use of language.

Cerebral Palsy
a. It is a condition resulting from damage to the central nervous

system, caused usually' by too little oxygen to the brain during
the birth process. It is characterized by paralysis, weakness,
incoordination caused by disorder in the motor control centers
of the brain. ft may also include learning disorders, psycholo-
gical problems de d :sensory derecLs. Damage is determined by the
site of the brain damage.

b. The United cerebral Palsy Association estimates that there were
550,000 cerebral palsied persons in the U.S. in 1975. About
15,000 infants are born with cerebral palsy each year.

c. Causes
1) Heredity.
2) Prenatal causes - measles, mumps, syphilis, maternal poisons,

maternal anemia. cord anomalies, cerebral hemorrhage, metabo-
lic disturbances, drugs, and unknown causes.
Natal factors - prematurity, prolonged labor, Rh incompati-
bility.

4) Postnatal factors - hiaw to the brain, skull fracture, other
head wounds, meningitis, encephalitis, brain abscess, toxic
agents, vascular injury or brain tumors.

d. It is estimated that 70 to SO pereentof persons with cerebral
palsy have some involvement of speech and/or hearing, often pro-
duced by the brain damage ich produced the cerebral palsy.

e. A number of studies indicate an incideece of mental deficiency
of from 0 pc rce:it cerebral pAsied children.
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4. Spina Bifida
a. Spina bifida is the second most common birth defect affecting

more than 11,000 newborns in the U.S. each year. It is a develop-
mental defect of the spinal column in which the arches of one or
more of the spinal vertebrae have failed to fuse together so that
the spine is "bifid," a Latin term meaning split in two. Through
this gap in the spine, either the spinal cord itself or its sur-
rounding membranes protrude, depending upon which of several
types of spina bifida is present. The type is determined by
where on the spinal column the "bifid" occurs and this determines
the extent of tIle paralysis.

b. Approximately 4 out of 5 babies born withspina bifida also
have hydrocephalus, which means "water on the brain" and refers
to a group of conditions which cause an excess of cerebrospinal
fluid to build up within the brain. Twenty years ago a child
with this condition would have died within weeks of birth. In
1956, an engineer whose child was hydrnrephRlio, invpnrpa A VA1VP
to control the circulation of the fluid surrounding the brain and
from that time it became possible to treat spina bifida.

c. A third to a half of such children are paraplegic while most
of the rest have significant locomotor problems. In addition,
hydrocephalus makes walking difficult as it disturbs balance,
and if intellectual impairment has also occurred, it makes it
more difficult for the child to learn to use his limbs.

d. Damage to the spinal cord produces not only paralysis but also
loss of sensation which creates several dangers. Unnoticed
fractures are not unusual, lack of circulation to extremities
may go unnoticed and cause ulceration, and heat or cold may
cause unfelt damage. Also the child cannot discern a full bladder
or bowel, which creates social problems as well as the danger
of physical damage, especially to the kidneys.

e Spina bifida children tend to score to the lower end of the
I.Q. range. There are marked differences among those who are
hydrocephalic and those who arc not. w4th
only are usually in the normal I.f1. range. Those with hydro-
cephalus requiring a shunt valve generally have I.Q.'s ranging
from 70-80, with some on each extreme of the scale. Major pro-
blems appear to be perceptual and visuo-motor skills.

f. Psychologically such children may have difficulty becoming inde-
pendent of parents and other adults. There is a high degree of
depression in this group, especially as they reach adolescence.
At that time they become particularly aware of social isolation.

5. Sickle Cell Anemia
a. It is a hereditary blood disease common in central Africa,

occurring chiefly among Blacks. It causes attacks that include
pain, high fever, and damage to the body tissues. It may injure
almost all parts of the body, especially the bones, the central
nervous system, the liver, the lungs, and the spleen. It may
cause blindness, convulsions, paralysis, or loss of speech.
Many of its victims die in childhood, and few live past the age
of 40.

b. Sickle cell anemia occurs if a person's red blood cells contain
too many hemoglobin molecules of an abaormal type. Too much of
an abnormal hemoglobin, called hemoglobin S, causes the cells to
change to a sickle shape.
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Sickled ce.els clog blood v:,,- ,ls and interfere with the flow of
blood. This interference denrives the body of oxygen and causes
a Painful attaek called a "crisis" which may last several days.

d. Many Blacks are born with some hemoglobin 5, but will not have
sickle coil anemia unless both parents are carriers.
Until 1970, physicians had no treatment for the "crisis." Now
there are several drugs, but each has serious side effects.

Unseen Handicaps

Those who serve the handicapped should realize that many people
may have handicaps which may not be noticeable, but which may affect
behavior adversely. Among these, are such problems as:
a. Deafness or hearing loss - person may not respond because he

cannot understand or does not hear.
b. Vascular problems - all ages may be affected. Persons suffering

from hypertension, heart attack, other cardiovascular problems
suffer front depression, fear and sometimes irritability.

Those on medication medications which, uhile taken for numerous
legitimate purposes, may have effects on the behavior of the person
who may in addition suffer psychologically from the effects of the
illness.

VII. National Legislation Currently Important Concerning the Handicapped

Pratt-Smoot Act of 1931

Congress passed this act to provide books for the adult blind. Since
then the service has been eNpanded to include partially sighted or phy-
sically handicapped adults and children. Congress empowered the Librarian
of Congress to designate other libraries as regional distribution centers.
From nineteen libraries this network has grown to over 50 regional and
approximately 100 subregional libraries across the nation (the number
growing with expansion of the network).

B. Public Law 89-529 of 1966

This law extended the Li `gar ;:fry ot Congress books for the blind program

to physically handicapped persons unable to use conventional print.

Public Law 89-511 of 1966

An amendment to the Library Services and Construction Act, Title ii-B,
it provided authorization to improve library services to the blind and
physically handicapped, a l is reading aids and devices such as magnifying
glasses , page turners, iprt !,-r^ glasses and large print books.

Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 - blic Law 90-480.

Required that facilities huilr wU-.11 federal funds be accessible to the
handicapped. This law wa not enforced until the Federal Architectural
and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board was sot up in 1975 to enforce
it utilizing ANSI Standiend 117.1.

E. American National Institw:e ANSI. Standard 117.1.

Sets standards for madni...

Last revised in 1961. ft

and expansion that oi.l I I r

les _sthle to the hand apped.

v lv undergong a thorough revision
,ra eteht pages to over 100 pages.
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F. The Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 - Public Law 93-112, and
Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1974 - Public Law 93-516.

The Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 greatly expanded previous
efforts of the federal government to assist the handicapped against
discrimination. Several sections of the law are particularly impor-
tant because of their far-reaching effects:
1. Section 502

Establishes the Federal Architectural and Transportation Barriers
Compliance Board whose purpose is to enforce the Architectural
Barriers Act of 1968. It uses as its code for enforcement ANSI
Standard 117 1 with the criteria for federal contractors being that
the Standard must be met for each contract of at least $2,500.

2. Section 503

States the requirement that any federal contractor of at least
$2,500 shall take affirmative action in hiring qualified handicapped
persons and sets up a procedure for handling complaints.

3. Section 504
a. Redefines "handicapped person" as:

1) Any person who has a physical or mental impairment which
substantially limits one or more of such person's major
life activities,

2) has a record of such impairment, or
3) is regarded as having such an Impairment.
4) A "major life activity" is any mental or physical function

or activity which, if impaired, creates a substantial barrier
to employment.

b. States that no otherwise qualified handicapped individual, shall
because of his handicap, be excluded from participation in or
be denied the benefits of any program or activity receiving
federal financial assistance. To implement this requires:
1) The removal of physical barriers.
2) The hiring of qualified handicapped persons.
3) The provision of needed auxiliary aids such as readers for

the blind and interpreters for the deaf in educational
institutions.

4) Deadline dates for implementation, for example, colleges
and universities receiving federal funds had to evaluate
facility accessibility by June, 1977, provide a transition
plan by December, 1977, and by June, 1980, must have
finished necessary structural changes.

4. Section 504 Policy Interpretations
a. As with all regulations, interpretations are provided through

regulatory agencies and through court decisions. In light of
the recency of much legislation affecting the handicapped, close
attention must be paid to such interpretations.

b. On August 8, 1978, the Secretary of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare issued policy interpretations of Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. These appeared in the
Federal Register, Vol. 43, August 14, 1978, pages 36034 - 36036,
and are reproduced in Appendix B.

G. Public Law 93-380 - Education Amendments of 1974

It broadened the comdtment to handicapped children, by authorizing
additional ftinds to the states, and more importantly specified due pro-
cess requirements protecting the rights of such children by placing

- ,
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children in the "least restrictive environment." This meant each child
would be "mainstreamed" as far as was best possible for his own develop-
ment into regular ichools and classrooms. Each state was required to
preseaL a plan of action for the implementation of the act.

Public Law 94-142 - Education for All Handicapped Children Act

1. Unlike other federal education laws, this has no expiration date
and is regarded as permanent.

2. It sets forth as national policy the ideal that education must be
extended to the handicapped as a fundamental right.
It also requires mainstreaming into the least restrictive environ-
ment.

4 It requires an inoividual plan written by a school official, a
teacher, a parent or guardian and if possible including the child.
The plan should include the child's present achievement status,
goals for growth and plans for meeting the goals. Parents must be
consulted if changes are made.

VIII. The Library of Congress National Library Service for the Blind and
Physically Handicapped (NLS)

A. The Pratt-Smoot Act of 1931 authorized the Library of Congress to im-
plement a books for blind adults program utilizing a network of nine-
teen regional libraries located throughout the nation. Braille was the
major "reading form" initially, though today the program includes Talking
Books (books recorded on long-playing records), recordings on magnetic
tape (cassettes) and flexible discs. Music and journals are also made
available as well as annotated catalogs and regular lists of available
material.

The Pratt-Smoot Act has been amended to provide services to children
and to handicapped persons other than just the blind. As well, there
is now provision for a variety of aids for utilizing materials, such as
earphones, speed controls and special devices for bedridden readers.

To fulfill its mission the National Library Service for the Blind and
Physically Handicapped (NLS) conducts five major activities:

1. Production and supply of books in appropriate format (Braille, tape,
etc.),

2. Purchase, maintenance, and supply of equipment to utilize various
formats,

3. Collection, maintenance and distribution of music scores, texts,
and other materials in music,

4. Arrangements with regional libraries for the distribution of ma-
terials and equipment,
Research and development leading to the improvement and expansion
of services.

The Network

1. The Pratt-Smoot Act provided initially for nineteen regional li-
braries. Since then the network has grown by increasing the num-
ber of regional libraries, and adding subregionals and multi-state
centers.
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a. Regional. Libraries
The first library service program for the blind in the U.S.
was started in 1868 by the Boston Public Library. At that time
the books were embossed and were bulky, cumbersome things, quite
expensive to mail, though that was the only way to get them to
a scattered audience. To alleviate the problem, Congress in
1904 permitted free postage to circulate books to the blind.
By 1931, it was recognized that the burden of supplying such
materials was too great for a few volunteer libraries to handle.
By then it was also clear that neither individuals nor libraries
could support the expensive business of Braille book production.
Thus, the Pratt-Smoot Act of 1931 was passed and set into motion
the national network of regional libraries to distribute books
to the adult blind.
Within a short time research sponsored by NLS resulted in the

creation of the 33 1/3 rpm record and the Talking Book became
more feasible than those earlier produced at 78 rpms.
Today the regional libraries not only circulate materials from

NLS, but also buy and produce materials needed within their
own regions. The Library of Congress certifies volunteer
Braille transcribers, proofreaders and narrators who produce
needed materials as a service. All the proofreaders are blind,
and many volunteers are handicapped, though others are retired
or those who otherwise have the time and interest to help.
Subregional Libraries
In order to bring services even closer to its patrons, NLS now
designates qualified public libraries as subregional links in
the network. To achieve this category the library should have
a registered clientele of at least 200 handicapped users as
well as a minimal collection of materials in various formats for
the handicapped for purposes of demonstration and immediate ser-
vice to walk-in patrons. This growing section of the network
has now reached about 100 libraries and has greatly expanded
its service.
Multi-State Centers
This program started in 1974 vith the designation of two such
centers (in Florida and Utah) and has now grown to four (Phila-
delphia and Illinois). The centers were created to relieve the
Library of Congress of some of the overwhelming task of produc-
tion of duplicate copies, storage and distribution to individuals
and other libraries. Decentralization also provides more effi-
cient service throughout the network.

D. Utilization of Technolo

The National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped
has from its beginning implemented research and development projects
to utilize existing technology, and to encourage new adaptation and
new technology where needed to serve the handicapped. Examples of
its accomplishments are

1. Development of the 33 1/3 and 16 2/3 rpm records.
2. Development of the 8 1/3 rpm disc to provide three hours of play-

back time.
3. Development of the 7 inch flexible disc which need not be returned

and on which journal issues and some books are provided for quick
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4. Cassette books on 15/16 ips tape whose speed is such that it can
be used to copy directly 8 1/3 rpm records, thus allowing a rela-
tively easy change over from discs to cassette recordings.
Four track tapes which increases potential listening time to six
hours and allows most books to be recorded on only two cassettes,
providing ease of handling, more compact storage and easier shipping.
Specially adapted equipment for use of various formats, the most
recent being a combination. record/cassette player which is now
being tested.

A microfilm reader is being developed which enlarges type to read-
able sizes for the partially sighted.
Computerized bibliographic service linking network members has
been planned and is being developed. A COM catalog which will
eventually be the most compete listing of loan materials available
in Braille and recorded form has now been produced in a third
edition. Each entry includes an annotation, the narrator and the
format of the item. Each network library has been provided a micro-
fiche reader which enlarges the reduced type 48 times. Computer tech-
nology is also being utilized in some network libraries as a manage-
ment tool to keep track of patron selections and mailings, as well as
for other purposes.

Telebook, a project to provide Talking Books to users in their homes
via a special F4 receiver connected to cable television lines,
has been implemented on an experimental basis in Columbus, Ohio.

10. The Ealing Reader, a print reading device combining computer op-
tical character recognition with vocal response for persons who lack
the manual dexterity needed to handle conventional print, is being
used experimentally in New Englind with 30 readers.

Use of the Services

1. Number of readers

Talking Book Take Braille Total

1967 98,152 11,126 18,332 127,610
1975 330,380 96,190 19,420 445,990

2. Circulation

1967 4,059,028 355,864 574,174 4,990,066
1975 10,759,600 981,700 548,800 12,290,100

F. Potential Users

It is difficult to determine the number of persons who may qualify
as users of the service since a person who has a disorder, such as
multiple sclerosis, may or may not need the service depending on how
the disease has affected him. The National Library Service for the
Bl'nd and Physically Handicapped awarded a contract to the American
Foundation for the Blind to conduct a survey to determine the number
of potential users of the NLS. In January 1977, a random sample of
140,000 households over the nation was to be surveyed and in April,
1977 an additional 70,000 households were to be polled for a sample of
over 200,000 households. Then a subsample of this group identified
as potential users will be interviewed in depth to learn the incidence
of various handicaps, reading material and equipment preferred, the
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scatter of readers and the percentage of the population of potential
users not being served by the program. Another aspect of the survey
'All be questionnaires and observations of users in hospitals and nur
ing homes, Administrators of such institutions will be contacteL co
determine how their attitudes may affect program use. An analysis of
all collected data will be used to make future plans for the network.

IX. International Cooperation

A. Kurt Cylke, Chief, National Library Service for the Blind and Physi-
cally Handicapped has proposed that library service for the handicapped
is based in the same philosophy as is that for the nonhandicapped,
the only difference being the requirement of special formats and equip-
ment for the handicapped. This necessity makes provision of library
materials to the handicapped very expensive and suggests the need to
eliminate duplicaton of effort in the production of reading materials
and in the development of technology. International cooperation would
also make it easier to provide reading materials in various languages.
Readers in the United States could benefit greatly from such sharing,
as the NLS has very little non-English material available.

B. Cylke noted to interested librarians meeting at the International
Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) in Brussels in 1977,
areas of concern in developing international cooperation:

1. Development of an international inventory of library resources.
2. The need for identification of existing production formats.
3. The need for standardization of production formats.
4. The development of an effective international interlibrary loan

program.
5. The need for coordination in the application of present and future

technology to production.

C. How Some Countries Vary in Meeting Needs

1. Copyrights for materials are handled differently:
a. The English publishers' association grants the right to copy

on a title -by -title basis for all United Kingdom countries,
except Canada, and allows the Royal National Institute for the
Blind in London to reproduce up to 50 copies of each book.

b. In England, duplication of recorded materials is limited to for-
mats which cannot be used on commercial sound systems.

c. The Swedish Association for the Blind routinely pays royalties
to the publishers' association because it produces cassettes
which can be played on coftmercially available eciuipment.

d. In the U.S., the NLS either requests permission to copy from
the copyright owner or negotiates an agreement with a publisher
to copy all titles controlled by the publisher.

2. Eligibility and Distribution
a. It seems generally to be agreed that services should be pro-

vided to those who are unable to read conventional print materials.
b. Distribution in the U.S. is handled through a network of coop-

erating libraries. In other countries distribution is handled
by separate agencies for the handicapped.

Technology

Each country conducts its own research and development program
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and utilization of materials. In most instances the U.S. is a lead-
er in technology and has for several years shared its knowledge
with interested countries.

D. The 1977 IFLA meeting resulted in agreement to form an international
user group to study ways to cooperate in providing library services
to the blind and physically handicapped. It was agreed that seven
areas be given first attention:

1. Copyright.
2. Bibliographic Control.
3. Postal Regulations and Customs Laws.
4. Format.
5. Library Identification.
6. International and National Liaison.
7. Research and Development.

It was further agreed that working papers would be developed to be
presented at the next IFLA meeting in 1978.

Efforts at international cooperation in library service to the handi-.
capped -:an best be described as developmental or exploratory. That
initial steps have been taken should be of interest to those serving
the handicapped.
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IIIL4Llncive Literature Containin Characterizations of the Handica

1. Bronte, Charlotte. .lane _Eyre

2. Brown, Roy. Flight of Sparrows
3. Byars, Betsy. Summer of the Swans
4. Corcoran, Barbara. A Dance to Still Music
5. Crichton, Michael. The Terminal Man
6. De Angeli, Marguerite. The Door in the Wall
7. Kellogg, Marjorie. Tell Me That You Love Me, unie Moon
8. Lenski, Lois. We Live in the South
9. London, Jack. The Sea-Wolf

10. McCullers, Carson. The Heart is a Lonel Hunter
11. Maugham, W. Somerset. Of Human Bondage
12. Mulock, Dinah Maria. The Little Lame Prince
13. Raskin, Ellen. 1.Spectacles

14. Vonnegut, Kurt. Breakfast of Char
15. Wilder, Laura Ingalls. These Happy Golden Years

Sources of Additional Imasinative Literature
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1. Children's Catalog, 1909 -
2. Junior High School Library Catalog, 1965
3. Senior High School Library Catalo1, 1926 -
4. Fiction Catalog, 1908
5. Baskin, Barbara and Karen H. Harris. Notes from a Different

Drummer: A Guide t_o Juyenile_FictionPorLEELLIglimil,
1977.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

office of tale Secretary

NONDISCRIMINATION IN FEDERALLY ASSISTED
i3ROORANiS

rdlity infepceionee.

INTitonucriost

The foil- Quin(; four policy interpreta-
tiens are Issued by the Office for Civil
Rights under the procedures an-
nounced in the F-co enni. REGISTER 011
May 1, 1978, 43 FR 18630. They inter-
pret the Dc-partment's regulation
issued under section 504 of the Reha-
bilitation Act of 1973.

v S. TATEL,-
Direclor,

Office for Civil Rights.
Alec :tr:,r 8. 1978.

Stmost 504 OE THE RE11/011 oN
AFT op 1973

rot ICY INTERPRETATION NO

Subject: "Program Accessibility'. Re-
quirements.

Policy Interpretation: A recipient is
not required to make structural modi-
fications to its existing facilities if its
services can be made effectively availa-
ble to mobility impaired persons by
other methods. In selecting from
among other methods, recipients must
give priority to those that offer handi-
capped and nonhandicapped persons
Programs and activities In the same
Setting. Because of the administrative
impossibility of continually determin-
ing, on an up-to-date basis, whether
mobility impaired individuals will be
entitled to services by a given recipi-
ent, and for other reasons set forth
below, the absence of mobility im-
paired persons residing in an area
cannot be used as the test of whether
Programs and activities must be made
accessible.

Discussion: The Department has
been asked by recipients conducting
modest programs (e.g.. libraries in
rural meas. small welfare offices, day
care centers and senior citizens cen-
ters): (1) Whether they must make
structtiril changes to their buildings
to accommodate persons who are mo-
bility impaired: and (2) whether they
must make their services accessible to
mobility impaired persons evert if no
such prmons arc known to live in their
service area.

The Section 504 regulation was care-
fully written equire "program ac-
cessibility- not "building accessibil-
ity," thus allswing recipients flexibil-
ity ia se!.-ct:ng the means of compli-
ance. example. they may arrange
for t'se anve-ry a their services at al-
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tentative sites that are accessible or assistance. For further information,
use aides or deliver services to persons see definition of "recipient" at 45 CFR
at their homes. The regUlation does section 84.3(1).
not require that all existing facilities Authority: Regulation issued under
or every part of an existing facility be section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
made accessible; structural changes of 1973, 45 CFR §84.22 and appendix
are not necessary if other methods are A.
effective In making the recipient's ser- I_ec..ion. 84,22
vices available to mobility Impaired
versons. For example, a library build-
ing in a rural area with one room and
an entrance with several steps can
make its services accessible in several
v.ays. It may construct a simple
wooden ramp quickly and at relatively
low cost. Mobility impaired persons
may he provided access to the library's
services through a bookmobile or by
special messenger service or clerical
aid or any other method that makes
the resources of the library "readily
accessible." However, recipients are re-
quired to give priority to methods that
offer handicapped and nonhandi-
capped persons programs and activi-
ties In the same setting.

There is an additional option for re-
cipients that have fewer than 15 em-
ployees and that provide health, wel-
fare. or other social services, if such a
recipient finds, after consulting with a
handicapped person seeking services,
that only a significant alteration to Its
existing facilities will make its pro-
gram accessible, the recipient may
refer the handicapped person to an-
other provider of the sane services
that is accessible. The referring recipi-
ent has the obligation to determine
that the other provider is accessible
and is willing to provide the services.

The section 504 regulation does not
condition the requirement of "pro-
gram accessibility" upon handicapped
persons residing in the recipient's serv-
ice area. Such a condition would be ad-
rninistratively unworkable. It would
require the establishment of arbitrary
geographic boundaries for each recipi7
ent's service area, the identification of
all handicapped persons in that area
and periodic surveys to determine
whether handicapped persons have
moved into or out of the service area.
It would also Ignore the needs of those
persons who temporarily becorne mo-
bility impaired or those mobility_ im-
paired persons who visit a service area.
goreover, mobility impaired Persons
may decide not to settle in a communi-
ty because its services are not accessi-
bit%

The Department concludes, as it. did
when the section 504 regulation was
adopted, that because the "standard
(for program accessibility) is flexible"
the regulation "does not allow for
waivers" (See "Authority" section
below).

Coverage: This policy interpretation
applies to any public or private institu-
tion, person, or other entity that se-

a; or benefits front HEW financial

EGISTE

(a) Program accessibility A recipient
shall operate each program or activity
to which this part applies so that the
pros ram er activity, when viewed in its
entirety, is readily accessible to handi-
capped persons. This paragraph does
riot reeuire a recipient to make each of
its existing facilities or every part of a
facility accessible to and usable by
handicapped persons.

(b) Methods. A recipient may comply
with the requirements of paragraph
(a) of this section through such means
as redesign of equipment, reassig-nent
of classes or other services to access!.
ble buildings, assignment of aides to
beneficiaries, home visits, delivery of
health, welfare, or other social ser-
vices at alternate accessible sites, al-
teration of existing facilities and con-
struction of new facilities in confor-
mance with the requirements of
§ 84.23, or any other methods that
result. in making its program or activi-
ty accessible to handicapped persons.
A recipient is not required to make
structural changes in existing facilities
where other methods are effective in
achieving compliance with paragraph
(a) of this section. In choosing among
available methods for meeting the re-
quirement of paragraph (a) of this sec-
tion, a recipient shall give priority to
those methods that offer programs
and activities to handicapped persons
in the most integrated setting appro.
-priate.

(c) Small health, welfare, or other
social service providers. If a receiplent
with fewer than 15 employees that
provides health, welfare, or other
social services finds, after consultation
with a handicapped person seeking its
services, that there is no method of
complying with paragraph (a) of this
section other than making a signficant
alteration In its existing facilities, the
recipient may, as an alternative, refer
the handicapped person to other pro-
viders of those services that are acces-
sible.
Appendix ASection-by-Section Analy-
sis, Sebpart CPrograrn Accessibility-

Several commenters expressed con-
cern about the feasibility of compli-
ance with the program accessibility
statiard. Secretary believes that
the standard is flexible enough to
permit recir,:ents to devise ways to
make their programs access,ible short
of extremely expensive or impractical
physical char:;cs in facilities. Accord-
ingly, the scr,i%ori does not atom for
waivers. The Deparrnent is ready at
all times to p7avi-.1. technical assist-
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tr..ct;,l_ di... lU tr tv :: t.;al C ......

mi-i hu rime it - . any.

C :::ti,:'-_ S 1 biia-ui .. . iiii

of ha-' i-ffcctivi lnde of this pa-ri, trilL
in airy i_eejit as expeditiously a_c i)rjrai-

ble.

Sncmuuac 504 ny 'iii: RF:unttorI.ITrto:1
ACT or 1373

i-aLmCv InaTnitrIieTAT0N .50. Ii

Sub;,-d: Ptirhc'ipa-tiofl of Hasithi-
Ca ;1[trCI SI tldt'tlt. Ill Contact Sports.

Poliri JUt erpc(u harm: Students
liavtt lost an organ, limb, or append:ce
but who arc otherwise qualified. maa-y
not be excluded by rccipiv.nts from
contact sports. however, such students
may b rttquircd to obtain parcrital
cnscnt and approval for participation
fiorn the doctor most familiar with
their condition. If the school system
provides it-i athletes with medical care
imtcuranice for ickns or accident, it
rn.t make the inuirance available
without discrimination against handi-
capped athictes.
DisC uision: The Department hin.s re-

cnlvca several noniplairmt.a that stu

dots have been denied an opporttinl-
ty to participate ill contact spOrts
solely because thcy have lost an organ.

limb, or appendage. The regulations
requirement that handicapped stu-
dents be provided an equal opportuni-
ty to participate ins physical education
and at hirtics programs extends to con-
tact sport5 The exclusion from nori
tact. sport-s of students who have lt
an organ, limb. Cr an appendage (e.g. a
kidney, leg, or linger) but who are otis-
ri-wise qualified I.s a denial of equal op-
portunity. It denies participation riot
on the basis of ability but bccausc of a

ban U ira p.

,A recihlictit cannot. 8_saume that such

a child is too :rertt a risk for physical

injury or iIhnc if prznIttcd to partici-

pate In contact sports. Howcvci-, a
child may be rcq;ilred to obtain paren-
tal rriairt a-nil approval for participa-

thou from t.hti doctor most familiar
svt n hr i-i icr condition.

I! timc rinpi'nt provides Its a-thli'tr-t
th irstrdhensl mn' insurance for Sick-

r.t :,:c rimec iilL'm:I it mUst make time ira-
stIranrO aailathe without discrimire"
ban a-iinst hianiciiri-tiiprd athletes.

cntrrniqu'.IIIC; pohry intemprtttritmon

opplies t any public or pi-ivate iIl5ttIt-
ben, person, or othcr .-irljty that ne
Ceitec or bciii-fits from hEW [inaniciril

a--nslsta-mice. I'nr further Informal ioi
ace eirlliiitiomi of 'rceI!iicnt" at 45 CiI(
§ 84.3(1).

-1 rit/rar: tij: Reitmilalfori Istied tinder
sect im-m 50-1 of the Rehabilitation et
of I93, 4i CIR 84.37(c)( 1).
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Sectiz4i S I 37(c)(
(c) Physical cdttcation and Wit:tics.

(I) In providing physical education
courses and athletics and -similar pro-
grams and activities to any of its stu-
dents, a recipiont to which this sub-
part applies rna, not discriminate on
the basis of handic:o A recipient that
offers plivs:cal edocation courses or
that operates or stionsi-irs interscheda
tie. chili, or intramural athletics shall
provide handicapped iil %I-
dents an cipo.:tunity for partici-
pation hi

SE.(_ THE
Ac :T or 1g73

"I' I FrieltETATION NO. G

SUILTECT. F-::,11001 board menibe
hearinit . crs.

POLICY INTERPRETATION:
board members may not servo_ as hear-
ing oftr..i:::; in proceedings coniiiictod
to resols disputes between pa rends of

chil-ireu and citric:Isl.; of
their st:hoo: ern.

DISCUSSION: The section 504 regula-
tion requires school districts to estab-
lish a "system of procedural safe-
guards" to protect against cirors In
the cductdional programs developed
for handicapped students. One re-
quirement of that system is an -impar-
tial hearing and a review proce-
dure" through which a parisit may
contest the evaluation and placement
of his or her child.

ReciPie have asked whOlier
school board members may serc as
the hr io ret or reviewing ant Ilea itp in
their NC':10U1 d t r;(: The part-
meat ha:, co:a-lulled (Lai this tar iri
is rit r-;::;-tmr:-;
rentlirr!,!,tif pyoc,cd

ings. School hoard members h _ve a
clear interest in the oniconw of the
hearing. For exampl, tietetininaiions
adverse to t he parents oil! rifton avoid
additional expenditurr:, by the board.
Also, the school board has hired, anl
therefore expressed co; iidence in, the
Judgment of the prof,,,siorials chap
lens -.'d in the hearlin 7.7oreover, since

Dopartinent not
re iw individna! and other
ecloca`joral cle:q.-0(41:-; a 'r 1001 dr-i-
trit if the --system of in ocraltrral safe-

in placo, .ry precaution
must t.',;.:,;(1 to C11.--, that Llwiie
pracedi.r,-i operate rai,

Whit J interr:relatain 1 ;A:.rc) ortcd
by cur commitment. to r -:n-.iii ro e -sec-
tion 504 procedural
no-r: :-q1,,c1 by t Of ficT of

Educst:on under the of the
ttandi-:ttp:)--.1 Act. reguittions

ur,:_!yr that intorprct-
ed by the Office of Fltication, bar
sf'hoo: board morale rrT ,erring as
lleZrinit of fices, in the hoot sys1e.m.
coV,VotAGE: This pel:cy interpreta-
tion a;-)nlips to -_tny_ ni iirivate in-
stitution, per-on, or c,;!( etoty that
receives or benefits froin Iii V finan-
cial aFsistanee, Fur furtlicr informa-
tion, see definition of "oveipient" at 45
CE,'R 84.3(f).

AUTIIORI'rY: Peg:dr:Jinn isqued
under section ficti of roe net-lab:lit a.
Don AC!: of lYi3, 45 Crit 84,3C, _Ap-

pendiS A t hereto.
Section 6,:,36: A recipicnt that oper-

rites a public element- -y or secondary
education program sc.d: cst aidno: and
implf,mr.nt, with ro!;,-,i-i to actions re
garding the :dent: I;c:d nn, evatnr:tion,

piaci or persoret
vi ho, 1..;:nc-, c.ed el- are

nced sigq, .t,r`km or
\ procodor.

L1( iTtnads that

A

opportunity for the parents or guardi-
NI of the person to examine elevant
rer-ords, an impartial hearing- with op-
portunity for participation by the per-
son's parents or guardian and ore-
r.entation by counsel, and a review pro-
cedure. Compliance with the procedur-
al Lafeguard3 of section 615 of the
Education of the ifandicopned Act is
one mcans of meeting this require-
rant.

Arapiendiir A, Subpart D (Fifth Para-
grophx-R, is not the intention of the
1)partment, except in extraordinary
circuiaitanc:-s, to review the result of
individual placement and other educa-
tional decisions, so long as the school
district complies with the -process" re-
etiiira: merits of this subpart (concern-
it id.2ntification and location, evalua-
tion, and doe process procedures)

Regulations Issued Under the Educa-
tion of the Handicapped Act, 45 CFR
121,1,507 and Appendix A Therto
Section 121a,507: (a) A hearing may

not tin 01-11(100 i

(1) By a per%,.::n who is an employee
of a public agency which is involved in
the education or care of the child, or

(2) Ey any person having a personal
or professional interest which could
conflict with his .31- her objectivity in
the hearing.

(b) A Person Who otherwise qualifies
to conduct a hearing under paragraph
(ra) of thil section is not an employee
of the agency solely because he or she
is paid by the agency to serve as a
licarin;,. °Mutt

Ap,lendfx A, Subpart E ("Response"
to "Comment" on Sri 121c 507):
[Al Parent of the child in question and
sch,,o1 hoard officials arc disqualified
undcr ;121a.107.

f 1-R DEC. 78-22012 Filed 8-11 -78, 8:45 arm
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STUDENT ASSIGNMENT SHEET

policy Development

A. Objectives

B - 1

1. To be able to name three sources of pressure for the prevision of
services.

To be able to list three initial steps in determing if a need for
service exists.

To be able to list five results of a community survey to document
need for service.

B. Readings

"Disabled People in the U.S.: Facts and Figures." Inter
Books for Children Bulletin 8(Nos. 6 and 7, 1977) 20-21.

acial

2. Kleinfield, Sonny. "The Handicapped: Hidden No Longer." Atlantic
Monthly 240(December 1977):86-90.

Needham, William L. "Academic Library Service to Handicapped Stu-
dents." Journal of Academic Librarian 3(November 1977):273-279.

C. Activities

1. Find population data that indicate percentage of handicapped in
various age groups, such as those over 65.

2. Find out if your organization accepts federal funds such that it
is required to follow federal requirements for handicapped.

D. Questions

1. What is the role of standards in policy formulation?

2. What are the arguments, pro and con, for integrating library services
to the handicapped with library services to the other user groups?

II. Consumer Advocacy for the Handicapped

A. Objectives

To be able to define and explain the role of consumer advocates
for the blind and physically handicapped and to give one example of
such an organization.

To be able to list nine ways for a library to indicate its commit-
ment to including the disabled in planning, implementing and evaluating
its services.
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B. Readings

1. Cashel, James. "The Consumer's Role in Library Services for the
Blind" in Strom, M. G. Libraryallyices _totheBlind and Phy-
sically Handicapped. Metuchen. N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1977,
p. 41-47.

2. Laski, Frank J. "Legal Advocacy, Positive Factor in Rights for
Disabled People." American Rehahilitation l(May-June 1976):
12-17.

3. "Library -based Blind Service Fought by National Blind Group"
Library Journal 102(January 15, 1977):148-149.

Activities

Contact a local group, such as a chapter of the National Federation
for the Blind, to invite a representative to present its view of local
library service.

Questions

What advantages may accrue to the library as a result of consumer ad-
vocate activity? What problems may result from such activity?

III. Facilities for the Handicapped

A. Objectives

1. To recognize seventeen. possible physical barriers to use of a library.

2. To be able to explain how each of the possible physical barriers
may also be a psychological barrier to effective use of a library.

To be able to explain the effects of four -deral laws regarding such
barriers and two basic facts about state laws.

B. Readings:

1. Greco, Constance M. "Barred from the Library."
i(October 1970):908-910.

Libraries

2. Harkness, Sarah P. and James N. Groom, Jr. Building Without Barriers
for the Disabled. New York: Watson ¢ Guptill Publications, 1976
(skim this).

C. Activities

1. Walk through your library, jotting down barriers to the handicapped
in the public service and work areas.

2. Interview, if possible, a handicapped person to learn what barriers
to use he experiences in the library.
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D. Questions

1. Are there "conflicts of interest" about facilities for different
groups of handicapped citizens?

2 How much more expensive is it to construct a new building that is
barrier free as opposed to a conventional building? What about
renovation costs?

IV. Employment of the Handicapped in Libraries

A. Objectives

1. To learn the legal definition of the term handicapped.

2. To learn three basic facts about the education and employment rates
of the handicapped.

3. To correct five misconceptions regarding employment of the handicapped.

4. To learn six requirements of affirmative action.

5. To learn six steps that may result from failure to comply with
affirmative action.

6. To be able to write a job description which will meet affirmative
action guidelines.

B. Readings

1. Pati, Copal C. "Countdown on Hiring the Handicapped." Personnel
Journal 57(March 1978):144-153.

2. Zerface. W. A. "No More Excuses: Hire the Handicapped Librarian."
Wilson Librar Bulletin 51(April 1977):656-660.

C. Activities

1. Prepare a job description which would be legally acceptable for
eliminating potential job-holders because of a particular handicap.

2. List the number of professionally employed handicapped librarians
you know and their jobs. Nonprofessional library staff?

D. Questions

1. How can library administrators prepare their staffs for acceptance
of handicapped employees? Should they?

2. Should handicapped library science students receive special coun-
seling, including instruction in the law on employment?

V. Using Volunteers in the Library

A. Objectives

1. To be able to list five values which may be gained from using volunteers.

4
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2. To be able to list four steps in selecting volunteers.

To be able to list and discuss five possible problems resulting
from the use of volunteers.

B. Readings

1. Jenkins, Harold. "Volunteers in the Future of Libraries
Library Journal 97(April 15, 1972):1399-1403.

2 Straus, Ellen Sulzberger. "In Defense of Unpaid Labor."
Ms. 3(February 1975):74-75+.

Warner, Alice Sizer. "Volunteerism and Librarianship.
Library Journal 97(April 1, 1972):1241-1245.

C. Activities

1. List types of positions volunteers might handle in a library.

2. Prepare a job description for a volunteer position.

D. Questions

1. Why may volunteers be considered as goodwill ambassadors for the
library?

2. How would you handle 245 volunteer applications for ten openings?

Evaluation

A. Objectives

1. To become aware of the necessity for evaluation of services and
programs.

2. To become familiar with some methods of evaluation.

B. Readings

1. Lancaster, F. Wilfrid, Issue Editor. "Systems Design and Analysis
for Libraries." Library 'Trends 21(April 1973):463-604.

2. Reed, Sarah R., Issue Editor. "Evaluation of Library Services."
Library Trends 22(January 1974):254-413.

C. Activities

1. Choose one method for evaluation of a service to handicapped users
and give pros and cons of using the method.

2. Find an example in library literature of an evaluation of a library
service and critique it.
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ADMINISTRATION OF LIBRARY SERVICES TO THE HANDICAPPED

Introdu on

In the last several years an increasing amount of attention has
been given to problems of the handicapped, as evidenced by popular
media coverage, civil rights activities by the disabled and changes in
both federal and state laws. Recognizing the right to equal and humane
treatment of handicapped people has become, in a sense, a national
priority. It has been said that the sixties marked the beginning of
the period of civil rights for racial minorities, the seventies saw
the nation enter into the women's rights movement, and now finally, we
embark on the journey to ensure the civil rights of a relatively small,
but sizable group - the blind and physically handicapped.

It might be well to begin with a working definition of the handi-
capped. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-112) as amended
by The Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1974 (Public Law 93-516) states
that a handicapped person is "any person who (1) has a physical or men-
tal impairment which substantially limits one or more of such person's
major life activities, (2) has a record of such impairment, or (3) is
regarded as _having such an impairment." A "major life activity" is
defined as "any mental or physical fundtion or activity which, if im-
paired, creates a substantial barrier to employment." A "qualified
handicapped individual" is further defined as one who fits the above
description and "is capable of performing a particular job, with
reasonable accomodation to his handicap, at the minimum acceptable
level of productivity applicable to a nonhandicapped incumbent employee.

Who are these people? H.E.W. Secretary Califano in signing
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 in May 1977, stated that
35 million Americans are handicapped (Milner, Margaret. Planning for
Accessibility, p. 7) The published figures vary widely, and it appears
that we have not yet agreed exactly what to include. A middle ground
figure includes (Wilson Library Bulletin, April 1977, p. 656):

Retarded. million

Paralyzed or physically deformed 1.4 million

Cardiac or hypertensive . . 1.4 million

Advanced arthritics 1 0 million

Deaf (totally or partly) .9 million

Blind (totally or partly) . .7 Anion

Other 2.0 million

While we may not agree on such numbers, it appears clear that li-
braries shall provide services to these people ... particularly the pu-
blic library, but also the school and academic. Steps taken to provide
library services to the handicapped are those an administration would

follow to resolve any problem.
4 3
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policy Development

Objectives

A. To be able to name three sources of pressure for the provision of services

B. To be able to list three initial steps in determining if a need for
service exists.

C. To be able to list five results of a community survey to document need
for service.

II. Initiation of Request for Service

A. Request may be external from

1. Citizens, such as handicapped groups or their advocates
2. Law
3. Legal entity such as federal government agency which-might point

out that failure to provide service to particular groups may jeo-
pardise federally funded programs or funds.
a. Where external requirements are imposed by external agency

documentation should be provided to legal department.
b. When library prepares statement of legal requirements or poli-

cies, these should be approved by legal department prior to
seeking approval or making it public.

III Initial Steps to Determine if Need Exists:

A. Use of general population data on incidence of blind and physically
handicapped. Where this is not reported in census, prepare review of
literature. The 1970 national census provides some incomplete data
about the handicapped between the ages of 16 and 64: this and other data
show:

1. Of those ages 16 to 64, 11.3 million persons had disabilities which
had lasted six months or longer. This included only adults out of
work, not those disabled holding jobs.
12.5 million temporarily injured (broken limbs, injuries to back or
spine, severe burns).

1.7 million homebound (due to chronic health disorders or degenera-
tive diseases like multiple sclerosis).

4. 2.1 million institutionalized (mentally retarded, developmentally
disabled, terminally ill, including an unknown number who are disabled
and forced into institutions for economic reasons alone).

Comparison of general local data with information on general population,
pointing out any seeming variation in:

1. Number in nursing homes
2. Number in retirement homes
3. Work shelters
4. Special institutions
5. Population trends pointing to unusual growth, such as higher than

average projected growth in number of elderly residents in service
area.
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6. Data compiled by regional and municipal planning agencies.
7. Data compiled by other social service agencies; such as Easter

Seals, Visiting Nurses, Visiting Homemakers, Meals on Wheels,
Senior Citizens, Hospitals, etc.

C. Substantiation of Need for Service

1. Use of National Standards for Libraries, such as
a. National Standards as indicated by Minimum Standards for Public

Libraries, 1966:
1) "The aim of the public library is service to all the people.

This encompasses individuals and groups of every age, educa-
tion, philosophy, occupation, economic level, ethnic origin,
and human condition . . Library service reaches the indi-
vidual regardless of where he lives All activities of
the library are designed to facilitiate use of resources -
to remove barriers, to invite use, to guide reading toward
the goals of each individual" (p. 27)

2) "The library has the responsibility to serve all the people
in the community. Many individuals and groups, not having
access to specialized libraries, require special attention
that can be given through specialized materials and services
of the public library. These individuals and groups include,
among others:

The physically handicapped, such as the blind
The homebound, and patients and inmates of hospitals

and institutions
The senior citizens and the retired

Services to these individuals and groups requires:
Ease of access
New techniques of service
Specialized materials
Staff with special competence
Financial support within or in addition to the annual

budget.
Service may be made available in the library or outside
the library. These services to meet special needs should
be reviewed periodically. As national, state, or local pro-
grams are developed, the library system's statement of pur-
pose should be revised to provide service in support of these
developments." (p. 33)

3) "Materials selected for special groups should conform to
the library's objectives for these groups, and should be
appropriate to their needs both in format and in literary
quality. Occasionally material not traditionally acceptable
for library use may be included." (p. 38)
"The library building and its services should have entry
access and interior features to facilitate use by the infirm
and handicapped." (p. 58)

b. Use of State standards as indicated by The Flo
for Public Libras Service. 1967_.

"The public library provides for every citizen a free means
for informal continuing education and cultural enrichment
by making available to him a wide selection of printed and
audio-visual materials, organized and easily accessible, and
with a professional staff to interpret and guide him in their
use . . . Every Florida citizen should have the opportunity

ida Standards

A
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to foster his own educational and cultural development through
the use of a public library in his community." (p. 22)

2) "To meet these needs for expanding service and more adequate
facilities it is necessary that public library service be
given through a system of cooperating resource centers, re-
gional systems, and branch libraries." (p. 23)
"Physical Facilities: 'Attention should be paid to the spe-
cial needs of the handicapped with entrances at street
level a prime consideration.'" (p. 32)

c. Use of Other Standards
1) Standards for Libra Media Centers in Schools for the

1967. While these standards are directed to the school
situation, it should be of concern that the community may
not have a school for the deaf and that where such a school
is available, its materials and services are geared to students.
The guidelines provided here can serve as a model for public
library guidelines.

2) Commission on Standards and Accreditation of Services for
the Blind. The COMSTAC Re.ort: Standards for Strengthened
Services, 1966. "Since blindness knows no geographical
barriers, any community, school, college, business, profession
or other group may be the setting in which a blind person
functions. The library agency which serves any of these
groups should be prepared, within reasonable limits, to see
that the needs of the blind members of the group are served
as well as those of the sighted members." (p. 201)
U.S. National Commission on Libraries and Information Science.
Toward a National Pro-ramfor i,ibrar and Information Ser-
vices: Goals for Action. 1975:

"To eventually provide every individual in the United
States with equal opportunity of access to that part
of the total information resource which will satisfy
the individual's education, working, cultural and leisure
time needs and interests, regardless of the individual's
location, social or physical condition or level of intel-
lectual achievement." (-p. xi)

b) "The more than six million blind and physically handicapped
persons in the United States need materials in a special
format. The National Commission commends the Library
of Congress, Division for the Blind and Physically Handi-
for its dedicated work in this area, and regards it as
critical the° its work be continued and expanded.
Specifically, the Commission recommends that added efforts
be made to seek out and serve those eligible for the
service; utilize more effectively the limited resources
available, considering the expense and time consumed in
the production of embossed and recorded books and periodi-
cals; increase the quantity and quality of available
materials, taking advantage insofar as possible of
new technological advances in the production of Braille
and music Braille; and implement plans for the computer-
ized National Union Catalog of embossed and recorded
materials. Attention should also be directed toward
the continued increase in the number of appropriate
circulation outlets, so that handicapped persons may

4
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be served more adequately by their local libraries; further
development of the multistate service, centralized cataloging,
storage and distribution centers, development of more effi-
cient interlibrary loan techniques; and the promotion of
cooperation and communication among participating libraries
and agencies." (p. 41)

4) Use of Changing Standards and New Standards
a) ALA Activity

1 The Public Library Association is presently drafting
revised standards. (See American Libraries 8(December
1977):615-620).

2 The Ad Hoc Committee to Review Standards for the Blind
and Physically Handicapped for the Health and Rehabili-
tative Library Services Division has prepared a prelimi-
nary draft (3/3/78) for final consideration 8/31/78.

3 - An Ad Hoc Committee of ALA's Health and Rehabilitative
Library Services Division has been named to draft stan-
dards for library services for the deaf.

The governing board, provided such basic preliminary information,
consider whether to support a more thorough community survey from which
can be developed a basic service policy and a plan of service.

E. Armed with such support, the community survey is conducted to determine:

1. Number and composition of handicapped population.
2. Mobility needs.
3. What educational levels are represented.
4. What services are needed:

a. Bookmobiles, number and routes.
b. Deposit collections, number and location.
c. Home visits, number of clients and frequency of vis
Costs of program.
a. Personnel.
b. Materials.
c. Equipment.
d. Space.
e. On-going costs.

6. Possible support from local handicapped groups.

F. Bibliography

"Disabled People in the U.S.: Facts and Figures." Interracial Books for
Children Bulletin 8(Nos. 6 and 7, 1977):20-21.

Cashel, James. "The Consumer's Role in Library Services for the Blind"
in Strom, M. C. Library Services to the Blind and Physically Handi-
capped Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1977, p. 41-47.

Kleinfield, Sonny. "The Handicapped: Hidden No Longer." Atlantic
LtEp211 240(December 1977):86-90.

Needham, William L. "Academic Library Service to Handicapped Students
Journal of Academic Librarianshi (November 1977):273-279.

4 7
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Objectives
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A. To be able to define and explain the role of consumer advocates for
the blind and physically handicapped and to give one example of such
an organization.

B. To be able to list nine ways for a library to indicate its commitme
to including the disabled in planning, implementing and evaluating
its services.

II. Consumer Advocates

Recently blind and physically handicapped groups have organized and become
active politically. They represent their needs to the state legislatures
and Congress as well as other policy-making bodies. The National Federation
of the Blind is only one example of such a group. Organized in 1940, it has
become a powerful consumer voice. One of its positions is that library ser-
vice has never been and will never be adequately provided by traditional
libraries. It has worked vigorously in several states (Nebraska, Washington
and Montana) to remove library services for the blind from the state library
to other agencies serving the blind. It was very active in ALA's withdrawal
of approval of the 1966 COMSTAC standards for library service to the blind.

III. Administrator's Role in Consumer Advocacy

A. Library Administrators must be aware of the activities of such groups,
particularly in their service areay, and include their representatives in
all phases of planning, implementatIon and evaluation of services to
the blind and physically handicapped.

Steps to Assure Participation of Consumer Advocates

1. The creation of an advisory council made up of members chosen by
and representing various organizations for the handicapped.

2. A well publicized structure for the handicapped to request needed
materials which may be purchased, borrowed or produced for them.

3. Employment of qualified handicapped persons.
4. Library orientation programs for handicapped groups or organizations.
5. The availability of a WATS line and TTY telephone terminal (for the

deaf) for those who have trouble getting to the library. Its num-
ber should be well publicized among handicapped groups and organi-
zations.

6. Attendance by librarians at conventions of handicapped organizations
to demonstrate and discuss library services and issues.
Participation of the handicapped in the composition of the library
selection policy.
Information brochures about special services for the handicapped,
as well as about community programs and educational opportunities.

9 Regular publicity in local media about services to such groups.
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IV. Bibliography
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FACILITIES FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Objectives

B- 12

A. To recognize seventeen possible physical barriers to use of a library.

B. To be able to explain how each of the possible physical barriers may
also be a psychological barrier to effective use of a library.

C. To be able to explain the effects of four federal laws regarding such
barriers and two basic facts about state laws.

II. Barriers to the Use of the Library

A. Curbs - Wheelchairs cannot traverse normal curbs. Curb cuts or ramps
should not be steep, should be located where they cannot be obstructed
by cars and should never be built out into the street or drop off on
either side. Such ramps should have slightly raised ridges as guides
to the blind who might otherwise walk unaware into a busy street.

Sidewalks - These should be smooth, hard, with a non-slip surface and
no abrupt changes in level. Walks should be wide enough for two wheel-
chairsto pass. If the walk is not even with adjacent ground, it should
have handrails. Long walks should have an occasional rest area for those
who tire easily. Any slope should be gradual. Any gratings should
have such small holes that a cane or crutch would not get caught.

C. Forking - Spaces should be located to provide the shortest distance to
building entry. Each space should be wide enough to allow doors of
vehicle to open fully for loading and unloading a wheelchair. Each
such space should be designated clearly by a sign.

D. - Ground level entry is best for handicapped. If this
is not possible a gradual slope, no more than 1 inch rise to 12 inches
of distance and preferably 1 inch to 20 inches, is acceptable, either
with a ramp or graded entry. A weatherproof mechanical chairlift can
be installed outdoors to lift wheelchairs to entry level.

Door - The floor area on both sides of the door must be level for wheel-__
chairs to maneuver. The doorway should be wide enough for wheelchairs
or walkers. Wheelchairs for adults range from 2'3" to 2'8" in width.
Knob handles are difficult or impossible for some disabled people to
twist or grip. Lever handles can be opened by an unprecise movement
without gripping or twisting. Doors with automatic closers are hard
for the disabled to traverse and should have kick plates at the bottom
on the push side to allow pushing by sheeichairs. Turnstiles and revolv-
ing doors cannot be used by many disabled. The best doors for the
handicapped are sliding electrical doors.

F. Floors - The best are smooth, hard and slip- resistant. Carpets and
mats make wheelchair travel hard. Carpets should be fastened tightly
to the floor and be tightly woven .thout much pile.
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G. Stairs Handrails should be available on both sides of the stairs and
should continue beyond the top and bottom stair to allow people to
stabilize themselves. Raised numbers near the end of the extensions
let the blind know what floor they're on.

H. Elevator - Elevators should be large enough for a wheelchair to turn
around. Buttons should be low enough for seated persons to reach.
There should be raised numbers beside the buttons for the visually impaired.
There should be handrails inside the elevator.

Signs - Lettering should be large with a contrasting background. The
letters should be raised for use by the visually disabled. Signs at
doors should be mounted on the wall beside the door. Signs may be audi-
ble and visible. Fire alarms should be both audible and visible for the
sake of the deaf and blind.

Water Fountains - They should be low enough for seated or sho
and should be lever operated.

K. Telephones - Telephones should be low enough for all to reach.
should be a clear space in front for approach by wheelchairs.
seat should be provided as well.

people

There
A folding

Restrooms - A toilet stall should be large enough for entry by a wheel-
chair as well as turning room. Grab bars are necessary. Flushing should
be possible without much force. Lavoratories should be mounted so that
wheelchairs can pull up to them. Faucets should be easily operated by
lever for those who cannot grip or turn knobs. Exposed hot water pipes
should be well insulated.

M. Tables - Wheelchairs should fit under tables.

N. Chairs - Chairs should be built for ease of use and ease of emergence.

O. Card Catalo: and Other Files - if a catalog cannot be low enough for use
from a wheelcha_r service should be provided to take drawers to a
table for use by the person in a wheelchair. Drawers should not
packed that the user of a magnifying glass cannot read cards.

be so

P. Bookstacks - Service should be provided to bring material from the
stacks for those who cannot reach all the shelves.

Q. Aisles - Aisles should be wide enough for two wheelchairs to pass.
This does not include the aisles between bookstacks.

The Law - Federal

A. Public Law 90-480, the Architechtural Barriers Act of 1968, was planned
to ensure that buildings financed with federal funds would be accessible
to the handicapped. This was not enforced until the Federal Architech-
tural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board (FATBCB) was created
in 1975 with enforcement as one of its duties.

B. The Tax Reform Act of 1976 provides tax relief for businessmen who make
alterations for accessibility for the handicapped.
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C. Public Law 93-112, The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 was enacted in 1975.
Its section 502 set up the FATBCB to enforce the Architectural Barriers
Act of 1968. The standards enforced by the FATBCB are the American
National Standard Institute (ANSI) Standard A117.1 which was published
in 1961. These standards are not specific enough and are presently
undergoing a thorough revision.

D. Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 requires that any con-
tractor of $2,500 or more with the federal government must hire qua-
lified handicapped employees.

E. Section 504, signed by H.E.W. Secretary Califano in May 1977, requires
that no qualified handicapped person can be excluded from any program
funded by the federal government. There are some who believe this in-
cludes drug addicts and alcoholics, and some who believe homosexuals may
be considered handicapped under this section. Architecturally, it
means almost complete accessibility of new facilities built with federal
funding.

Section 504 also requires that organizations with ongoing programs of
federal funding must remove architectural barriers within three years
of June 3, 1977. This particularly affects university campuses which
were to make all programs available to the handicapped by fall, 1977.
Thus, not only dormitories, classrooms and library were to be accessible,
but aids, such as texts in Braille or recorded form and signers to trans-
late lectures to the deaf were to be made available as needed by fail, 1977

F. Complaints must be made by individuals to obtain action by the federal
government in securing enforcement.

G. Enforcement generally consists of loss of federal funds.

IV. The Law - States

A. Many states are currently revising pertinent laws. These should be
watched carefully by library administrators.

B. Enforcement of states' law 'varies widely. Handicapped groups are
becoming increasingly vocal in seeking enforcement.
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EMPLOYMENT OF THE HANDICAPPED IN LIBRARIES

Object 1.1s

A. To learn the legal definition of the term handicapped.

B. To learn three basic facts about the education and employment ates of
the handicapped.

G. To correct five misconceptions regarding employment of the handicapped.

D. To learn six requirements of affirmative action.

E. To learn six steps that may result from failure to comply with affirma-
tive action.

F. To be able to write a job description which will meet affirmative action
guidelines.

II. The Handicapped Population

A. There -e no adequate figures on the number of handicapped in the popu-
lation. Figures given in the literature vary considerably. The fact

. that such data have not been tabulated as part of the census suggests
the lack of interest and/or perhaps desire not to know. A moderate
estimate indicates that about one of 13 American adults can be classi-
fied as physically or mentally handicapped.

Federal Government Legal Definition of Handicapped - Public Law 93-112
(Rehabilitation Act of 1973) as amended by Public Law 93-516 (Rehabili-
tation Act Amendments of 1974) says a handicapped person is "any person
who (1) has a physical or mental impairment which substantially limits
one or more of such person's major life activities, (2) has a record
of such impairment, or (3) is regarded as having such an impairment."
A "major life activity" is "any mental or physical function or activity
which, if impaired, creates a substantial barrier to employment." A
"qualified handicapped individual" is further defined as one who fits
the above definition and "is capable of performing a particular job,
with reasonable accomodation to his handicap, at the minimum acceptable
level of productivity applicable to a non-handicapped incumbent employee.

Educational and Employment Status of the Handicapped (Wilson Library_Bullatin
51(April 1977) p. 656):

A. 78% have gone through the 8th grade or beyond.

B. 5% are college graduates.

C. Based on current practice, 66% will never find permanent employment.

IV. Typical Arguments Against Employment of the Handicapped and Some Evidence
(Bureau of Labor Statistics data from MonthlyLabor_Rey-lqLT 66(January 1948)
31-33. Dupont data taken from Nathanson article. See bibliography).

5 3



A. A handicapped person does not function as well as non-handicapped,
He is slower, and the quality of his work is poor.

1. A Dupont study of 1,452 disabled employees in a wide variety of
jobs with a range of handicaps showed that supervisors rated 91%
of their disabled workers as average or above (54% average, 37%
above average) and 9% below average compared with the general work
force.

2. A Bureau of Labor Statistics study of 11,028 disabled workers in
109 plants over nearly two years showed that impaired workers were
as efficient as the unimpaired.

B. The handicapped worker will be absent too often, He will miss work
or be late every time it rains or snows.

1. Dupont found that 79% had average or better attendance when compared
with the total company work force.

2. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) study found disabled workers
lost 3.8 days for each 100 scheduled workdays compared with 3.4
days for the non-handicapped.

3. The BLS study showed greater job stability and less turnover than
nondisabled.

C. The job site would have to be redesigned radically and this would cost
thousands of dollars.

1. Dupont found it had to make few expensive special changes to accommo-
date its disabled workers.

2. The BLS study did not mention this, but did say that most of the
workers in the disabled sample were hired prior to becoming disabled.
The companies continued their employment after disability occurred
or became evident. Remember "qualified" definition.

Workers' compensation rates would go up. The insurance company would
cancel the group policy or raise the rates since handicapped are more
likely to be hurt on the job.

1. Dupont's safety record showed 96% of handicapped were rated average
or better both on and off the job (45% average, 51% above average).

2. BLS learned that handicapped workers were as safe workers as were
non-handicapped. The record for disabling injuries (requiring a
minimum absence of one day) was better for handicapped than for other
workers. No disabling injury to an impaired worker could be traced
to his handicap, nor were any cases found in which the handicap
caused injury to a fellow worker.

3. Premiums paid to insurance carriers do not increase for employers
who hire handicapped workers. Workers' compensation rates are com-
puted on the basis of
a. Relative hazards on the job.
b. Company's accident record.

E. The presence of handicapped workers will cause morale to suffer. Re-
gular employees will not accept them. Once hired, they can never be
fired, even with good ca

Dupont found little difference in ability of handicapped and non-
handicapped to work harmoniously with supervisors and fellow employees.

SA
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2. Handicapped can be dismissed for just cause as can non-handicapped.

Federal Law on Equal Job Opportunity for the Handicapped

A. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-112) Section 503 says
that any employer with a federal contract or subcontract in excess of
$2,500 must take affirmative action, or positive steps, to hire and
promote qualified physically and mentally handicapped persons.

What does affirmative action mean?

1. Outreach and positive recruitment, including use of all available
recruit:Lug 6OULut!S sLaLe lImploymeat dud voceLivnal rehabilitation
agencies, workshops, and other institutions that train the handicapped.

2 Review of employment records to determine if skills of currently
employed handicapped are being fully utilized and developed.

3. External and internal communication of the obligation to employ and
advauLe the handicapped - haadled in a positive manner.

4. Accommodation to the physical and mental limitations of employees.
5. Reevaluation of physical standards required for a job.
6. Development of internal procedures ensuring fair treatment of the

handicapped.

at is the consequence of failure to comply?

A handicapped employee or job applicant, or his representative, may
file with the contractor a written complaint alleging violation

Section 503.
2. If the contractor does not resolve in 60 days or if the decision

is adverse to the applicant or employee, the complainant may file
with the Department of Labor, Employment Standards Administration
(ESA) which will appoint a compliance agent to investigate` and at eppt
conciliation.

3. If the complainant remains unhappy after this action, he may appeal
to ESA which will investigate, again attempting conciliation.

4. If the contractor is found in violation of Section 503, payment due
the contractor may be withheld until the violation is corrected.
The contract may be cancelled or terminated, in whole or part.
The contractor may be debarred from receiving future contrac:s.
The government may take action in the courts to enforce the contract.

5. The contractor may request a formal hearing if an apparent violation
is not resolved by informal means or if contract cancellation, termi-
nation or debarment is proposed. An administrative law judge shall
preside over the hearing and make recommendations to the Assistant
Secretary for Employment Standards, who shall make the final decision.
A debarred contractor may be reinstated if employment policies and
practices have been established in compliance with Section 503.

D. What records may the employer require of handicapped applicants?
What pre-employment tests may be given?

1. Medical records are not required unless they relate to job performance.
This section of the law has been highly debated and needs to be
tested in the courts.

2. Pre-employment tests - not allowed unless can prove job related.
By Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EE00) Guidelines tests

defined as anything specified as a requirement for employment
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for example, ALA 1 Tut manpower qualifications that recommended
"clear speaking voice" I ich was not really necL: -sary for all jobs.

Job Descriptions

Must be job related - cannot in effect a test unless cearly job
related. For example - requirement of a clear voice i.a a test - it must
be shown that a cleat voice necessary for the job. At one time ALA
(1967) put out a policy strit t and gui '1-s for hiring of the
handicapped in libraries. The position has been taken that they were
used to keep the handicapped out of library jobs. (Wilson L.ibrar
Bulletin 43(Docember 4968):319).

State Law on Employment of Handicapped
any state LCW (31, I= cntLenily being revitieu and ,,,dlould be watched c osely.
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USING VOLUNTEERS IN THE LIBRARY

I. Objectives

A. To he able to list five values which may be gained from using volunteers.

B. To he able to list four steps in selecting volunteers.

C. To be able to list and discuss five possible problems resulting from the
use of volunteers.

II. Planning

A library which has no fonds for outrea. ch or other services to the
handicapped may wish to use volunteers either to start such a service
or to relieve paid library personnel from various tasks so that they
may begin the service. The goal of using volunteers is to add services
not otherwise possible. Those who volunteer provide the service may
include disabled or nondisabled persons. In any case, any library wishing
Co extend its services through the use of volunteers should be aware
of the problems and costs of such a program, as well as of its potential
values.

B. Planning should proceed only after permission has been given by the
governing board, which will want to know why and how volunteers may be
used and the costs of the program. They should also know that certain
groups (such as some handicapped, elderly, women and Black groups) are
opposed to the use of volunteers. They should be aware of possible
opposition to the program and know insofar as is possible where it may
arise. The hoard also will want routine updates on progress in the
program,

C. Those who will work with volunteers should a ticip 'e in planning for:

1. What volunteers will do.
2. The number needed.
3. A program of selection, training and supervision.
4. A volunteer coordinator or leader.
5. Role of the volunteer on the staff.
6. Permanent volunteer jobs and temporary volunteer jobs.
7. Benefits such as insurance, travel, meals, and/or reimbursemen

III. Selection

A. Advertise for specifi=c positions. Can use newspaper, radio or T.V.
spot announcements which are often free. Set up posters in the library
and other public places. Advertisement should include:

1. Name, address and telephone number of library.
2. Specific person to contact.
3. Kind of help needed.
4. Time required for job.

Connunity leaders can be contacted for help in finding volunteers.
Group might include:
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1. Friends of library.
2. Church groups.
3. Civic organizations.
4. Retired persons groups.
5. Handicapped persons groups.

The interviewer should:

1. Determine what the volunteer can do.
2. Determine what the volunteer wants to do.
3. Explain the responsibilities of the job.
4. Point out possible contributions to the conunity.
5. Explain time requirements for job and determine whether applicant

can me Pt rhpm.
6. Explain the training program.
7. Point out drawbacks of job, if any (it's better to be honest from

the beginning - some important tasks can be boring)
Explain library's rules of conduct for employees and volunteers;
these should bp rhe same.

Contact applicants not chosen to thank them for their interest and
support of the library.

IV. Training

A. Orientation

1 1. A complete tour of the library.
2. Introduce volunteers to the staff.
3. A general introduction to the work and purpose of the library.

One-to-one training - if the volunteer will work directly with one
staff member, he can be trained by that person who will supervise his
work. The supervisor should know in advance that this will occur and
should be prepared. He and his boss may need to go over the details of
the volunteer's job in preparation for training the volunteer.

Workshop if a number of people volunteer at the same time, training
them as a group may he effective. if they are to work directly with
the handicapped, a consultant might discuss with them problems and
needs of such patrons. This might also be part of the orientation to
the library. If a group will be doing the same work they can be trained
together by those who will s,ipc.vise the work. Handicapped persons may
speak to volunteers explaining their problems in the use of public
buildings and transportation, as well as in managing attitudes when
faced with lack of understanding and/or acceptance as human beings.

D. Role playing - Volunteers who are not familiar with the handicapped
can become more aware of their problems by "acting." This might include
attempts to use the library from a wheelchair, while wearing a blindfold,
while wearing glasses that blur the vision, while wearing shoes of
different heights, with an arm strapped to the side, etc. One teacher
outfits students in this manner, including the wearing of poor quality
clothing and sends them out to spend the day in public, each with assigned
tasks including eating, using public transportation, use of the library
and other public organizations, attempts to cash a check, etc. After-
ward they meet to compare their experiences. The teacher reports many
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expressions of new awareness and attitude change.

V. Supervision
Supervisor of volunteers, perhaps himself an experienced volunteer can

(working with the permanent library staff):

A. Recruit for specific positions.

H. Prepare schedules,

Provide orientation preparation and initial training.

D. Maintain list of trained substitutes and call them to replace absent
vuivaLee d6 Heeded.

E Hear grievances of volunteers.

F. Serve only as coordinator, but not interfere with work or its supervision.

G. Plan with Library Director recognition of all volunteers with special
recognition for particular merit.

VI. Problems and Values

t. Volunteer fails to do assigned work. Find out why. Perhaps he wants
another assignment. Perhaps he is involved in too many activities and
cannot do justice to his library activity. Remember that volunteer
can be "fired," but do so gently remembering that his impressions will
go out into the comiaunity.

B. Some supervisor do not like working with handicapped volunteers.
Work with the supervisor on his attitude, also pointing out changes in
law as well as generally changing attitudes.

Goody-Two-Shoes. Some volunteers or supervisors may be overly sympathe-
tic to the handicapped, making them feel uncomfortable. Such a person
also needs help with his attitude.

Schedule problems, transportation, baby-sitters. Work with the person,
perhaps changing his schedule. Keep a list of substitute volunteers
on hand.

Paid staff may fear volunteers may take job or may be jealous of them
for other reasons. Keep paid staff informed about volunteer program.
Encourage close working relationship between two staffs, treating them
as one.

Volunteers may feel they have no impact on library and may become dis-
couraged. Show appreciation and give recognition. Treat them as re-
gular staff members.

G. Once the library begins using volunteers, no money'will be provided
for new programs. Volunteers themselves may serve effectively to lobby
for funding of needed programs.
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H. Values provided by volunteers:

Can improve public relations.
Can provide additional services.
Can experiment with new services.

4. Get community involved with library.
5. Can learn more about commurftv needs.
6. Volunteers vote and may become lobbyists.
7. Can free professionals to do more urofessional work.
8. Can provide special knowledge about ethnic groups, including speak-

ing their lanc,uages.

Casts of Volunteer P

3.

Time of nrofes.slon__ai staff

Publici
Training.

Consultants, if used.
in durance may go up.

Benefits may be provided speci:11 volunteers, such as transportation
and meals for handicanped
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A. To become aware of the necessity for evaluation of services and programs_

To become familiar with some methods of -luation

If. Requirement for Evaluation and Re-dings

Any program or service initiated by the library should be evaluated at
regular intervals against its objectives. A variety of methods for evalua-
tion are available. Services and programs which can be quantified are more

.v50.1,1t.d than those pr-N4_dcd tf, s!1 -h home deliver'_ of
hooks or reference service, since factors such as value to and satisfaction
of patrons are hard to measure though they are the most important elements
to he considered. Regardless of difficulties involved, the librarian must
justify each service. In art area where techniques are not adequate, but
are being refined, examples of various approaches to a difficult problem
are provided in the following sources:

1. Lancaster, F. Wilfrid, Issue Editor. "Systems Design and Analysis
for Libraries." Library Trends 21(April 1973):463-604,

2. Reed, Sarah R. , Issue Editor. "Evaluation of Library Services."
[,ibrary Trendy 22(January 1974):2536413.
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INSTRUG- I.ATERIAL LIBRARY TO THE HANDICAPPED

I I

FOR INCLUSION IN AN INFORNIATIoN LJEIaIGES COURSE

SHOW1 OUTLINE

Object ve5 of In tructional Material:

To be able to identify six information services offered by libraries
to handicapped and non-handicapped users.

To be able to list similarities and differences between information
services offered to handicapped and non handicapped library users.

** To be Able to identify unique problems of handicapped library users.

To be able to identify
special information services for handicappedlibrary use

f'o he able to identify information sources about and for the handicapped.

A. Objectives of Information Services Provided by Libraries

B. The Spectrum of Information Services

Ocrestion For Discussion:

Consider applicability for handicapped users in academic, public or schoollibraries of information services listed in the expanded outline.

C. Similarities and Differences Between Information Services for
Handicapped and on-handicapped Users

1. Similarities in library services for handicapped and non-handicappedusers.
2 Case histories of library use by the handicapped.
3. Specia! considerations in providing information services to handi-

capped services to handicapped users.

Questions for G cussi n:

Assume that you are using a library in a country whose language youdo nor understand. You are therefore linguistically handicapped.How would you go about getting a question answered or obtaining
material on a subject of interest?

2. What problems would a deaf person have in using a library?

How would you, as a reference librarian, make a blind library userfeel at ease?

4. What factors should be considered in selecting a library area
blind library users and their readers?

How can the additional cost of information services to a small
number of handicapped library users be justified?
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Rea ings:

Goodman, William. "When you meet a blind person." The New Outlook for th
Blind 64(dune 1970):186-192.

Hagemeyer, A. Deaf Awareness Handbook for
D.C. Public Lib of the District of

ublic Lib
olumbis.

arians
1975.

Washington

P
Posell, E. Z. "Libraries and the Deaf Patron." Wilson Library

51(January 1977) :402 -404.

0. Special information Services

1. Radio reading For the blind
2. Telcbuok service
3. Outreach programs

Questions for Discussion:

1. What material other than newspapers might be read for the blind
over the radio?

2- Wha arc advantages and disadvantages
service versus the Telebook service?

talking book nailing

3. What are some reasons radio reading for the blind is done over
channels which can be used only with special FM receivers?

Readings:

hammer, S. "Consumer Outreach." Information Reports andBblipr:aph1e
7(No. 1978):33-35.

"Ohio Telebook Experiment: Dial. a Recording." Library Journal 102(November
1, 1977):2209.

Prine, Stephen. "Notes on th Second National Radio Reading Servlees Con-
ference for Blind and Physically Handicapped Persons" Dikta 1 Summer
1970:25-29.

Skalnik, Bob. "Radio Reading for the Print Handicapped." Educational
Broadcasti 10(Jnnuarv/Februnry 1977):23-26.

Quest

Special Information

n for Discussion:

type of questtoat, might he answered special information centers?

A. A. "Resources for Use in Providing Library Services to
Adult Handicapped. TnformnOop Reports and 6ibliogranhies 7(N
1978):43 -47.



Select Reference Tools

Question for Discussion:

Row can one find out about newly published reference tools
for or about the handicapped?

Reading:
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Miller, J.A. "Resources for Use in Providing Library Services to

the Adult Handicapped," Information Reports and Bibliographies- 7(No, 2,
1978): 43-47.

P7.11rin-r-1 Tncn

Questions for Discussion:

ation

1. What role can the user play in the evaluation of information
services? Discuss both in. general and specific terms.

2. Why don't we have quantitative standards for evaluating_
information services?

Now can non-users c,f information services be reached by
the librarian?

Activities:

1. List suggestions (with rationale) for improving interactions
between library staff members and handicapped users. These
suggestions are to be incorporated into a manual for procedures.

Select a list of information services to be provided to the
handicapped by an academic, public or school library and pre-
pare a description of these services for a handbook of handi-
capped library users.

List steps that you would take for the preparation of a "whom
to call" directory about social, legal, medical, and other
community services for the handicapped.

4. Outline procedures that you would use for an- eJ.ng the follow-
ing questions:
a) How does one modify a home for a newly blind person or for

an individual with another specific handicap?
What job opportunities are available in the computer field
for the blind?
How do I communicate with the deaf?

d) Is there any research now being done on artificial light?
(Some of these questions need to be negotiated).
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LIBRARY SERVICE TO THE HANDICAPPED

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL FOR INFORMATION SERVICES COURSE

A. Objectives of information services provided by libraries

Libraries may be viewed as linking agents between an indivi-
dual with an information need and the needed information. The

individual may be any member of the community served by the
library, which in the case of public libraries is any member of
the community. The intended use of the information may be educa-
tional, vocational, or recreational. The task of the librarian
is t ;.-ovide the individual with rho_ nee_ rind infoi-micr. 4n the
proper form, at the proper level, in the right amount or to refer
the individual to someone or someplace else for the needed informa-
tion.

B. The spectrum of information services

Information services range from the provision of an organized
colleciion of library materials available for self use to the
preparrtion of state-of-the-art reviews. Fo/ financial and other
reasons, most libraries do not provide the full ppeetrum of in-
formation services. Academic libraries, for example, usually
provide instructions in the use of the library since they are
part of an institution with instructional responsibilities, but
they usually do not provide indexing, translation or editorial
services, primarily for financial reasons. The spectrum of in-
formation services is given below as a framework for discussing
similarities and differences between information services needed
by handicapped and non-handicapped users.

,Itectrum of Information Servi

Making organized collection of library materials available
for self-use
Instruction in using the library
Photocopying services

4. Interlibrary loan services
5. Ready reference services
6. Referral services
7. Preparing bibliographies
8. Preparing literature searches
9. Current awareness services

10. Editorial services
11. indexing services
12. Translation services
13. Preparing state-of-the-art re.

Similarities and differences in information services for handi-
capped and other users
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1 Similarities in info aation services

Handicapped individuals are individuals who find it diffi-
cult to or cannot see, hear, or move about. In other respects,
they are as other individuals. That is, they differ from each
other in terms of intelligence, motivation, personality as
well as in all other ways in which non-handicapped individuals
differ from each other.
Handicapped individuals have the same information needs as

other individuals but require, in some cases, special re-
sources, services, and facilities to utilize libraries. A
blind college student, for example, needs a library collection
on o iust7unciono in "ng, the 141,r0,7
reference service, interlibrary loan service and other library
services. These services need to be filitd-in'ways,in
which the blind college student may use them, for example,
.information needs should be provided in braille, in recorded
form, and/or in any other form usable by him.

Case histories of library use by the handicapped

Before discussing special considerations in offering informa-
tion services to the handicapped, examples of information
needs of college students with different handicaps will be
presented: that of a blind student, a partially sighted stu-
dent, and a student in a wheelchair.

a) John is a college student who has been blind since birth.
He went to a school for the blind and is now in his senior
year in college. John is majoring in vocational counseling
and hopes to help other blind individuals in their choice of
careers. Despite the large amount of reading required for his
studies, he is able to keep up because he is very bright, is
highly motivated, and has some help. John tapes his instruc-
tors' lectures and either takes oral exams or dictates answers
to exam questions to his reader. He has a reader for assigned
readings. John has recently learned to use the Optacon, a
device that translates print into tactile signals. John only
learned to read and write braille and had to learn the printed
alphabet in order to be able to use the Optacon. After many
hours of practice he is now able to read print at the rate of
about 30 words per minute. This is a considerable achievement
for him but still limits his reading speed to about one tenth
of that of the average sighted student. To practice his newly
acquired reading skill, he goes to the University library for
a book. This entails a trip across the campus, finding his
way first into the library, then to the reference desk where
he asks the librarian for a book on a topic of interest to him.

b) Betty is a partially sighted college student, but one can-
not tell this by looking at her. She has a very narrow angle
of vision and cannot read regular print without special devices.
Her tunnel vision makes her bump into chairs and other objects
outside of her field of vision. The newly developed closed



circuit television based reading devices that magnify print up
to 60 times enable her to read regular print. However, in
view of the high cost of the equipment (about $1800) she must
rely on equipment owned by the University. Also her reading
speed is less than 150 words per minute and, because of eye
tatigue, she cannot use the equipment for any length of time.
Betty is in the library to make a photocopy of a journal ar-
ticle that she wants to read on the reading machine. She needs
help in two parts of this task, in obtaining the call number
of the periodical and locating the periodical on the shelves.
She is reluctant to ask for help since past experience has
taught her that the library staff considered such requests for
help to perform seemingly simple tasks strange coming from a
normal-looking college student.

c) Don is a college student who bas to move about in a wheel-
chair. He has a specially equipped van to enable him to get
around but on this, as on previous occasions, the parking
spot for handicapped students near the library is full. This
entails additional effort to get into the library. Effort is
also required to open the door to the library while in a sit-
tirg position, to cross the carpeted lobby whose carpet pre-
sects difficulty in steering the wheelchair, pulling out a
catalog card tray that is too low for easy reach and asking
for help in getting the selected hooks from the stacks. All
of this effort just to get books from the library makes Don
a reluctant library user.

3. Special considerations in providing information services for
handicapped users

These- three examples of ILbra.v use by handicapped students
ore intended to show that the handicapped have special problems
in using the lti.rary: While not all of these problems can be
eliminated, provisions can :in should be made to reduce them
as much as possible.

Staffi-

Library staff dealing with the public should possess certain
attitudes and traits in order to interact effectively with the public,
i.e., anyone who comes into the Library. Specifically, the library
employee, whether he is professional, subprofessional, or clerk,
should be easy to approach, friendly, interested in helping the li-
brary user, and tactful in all of his dealings with the library user.
Those desirable attitudes and traits of library employees are parti-
cularly important in dealing with handicapped library users. As was
'already mentioned, handicapped users may have to exert special efforts
and experience unique frustrations before they come to a member of the
library staff. Furthermore, handicapped users may feel at a loss in
what may be a strange and intimidating environment to them. This feel-
ing on the part of the library user may in turn make the librarian or
clerk feel ill particularly tr he has not had much previous
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contact with the handicapped. The readings by Goodman, Hagemeyer and
Posen are suggested as guidelines in dealing with blind and deaf in-
dividuals. In communicating with the deaf, knowledge of sign language
is most useful. While this skill is not required for all staff members
dealing with the public, it would he most useful to have one staff mem-
ber with ability to sign so that he could be called upon when this
skill is needed.

ber would also be useful for locating and filing material in braille.
A knowledge of braille on the part of one staff mem-

Mow special services that should be provided for handicapped
users ded to make library service equally accessible to this group.

Let us assume first of all that parking spaces for the handicapped
next to the Library are provided, that there is a ramp to get into the
library, that the lobby has aisles wide enough for wheelchairs and
that the carpet is maneuverable in a wheelchair, that there are large
print as well as braille directional signs, and that water fountains,
telephone, Jmd restroom facilities are usable by the wheelchaired
library user.

Tel- ervices to the dea

Teletypewriters in the library may be used to communicate with
the &af who are in their homes or at other locations with access
a teletypewriter. The deaf patron dials the library telephone to
which is linked its teletypewriter. lie then couples his phone to his
teletypewriter and types his message. The library receives his mes-
sage in the typed form and responds on its teletypewriter, which can
also he used for other tasks such as contacting other libraries for
interLibrary loan requests.

AssisFance in PIUIILi11.1LIILE1L

Special assistance in obtaining materials should be given visually
impaired and physically impaired library users. This would include
help in the use of the catalog, retrieval of material for the students,
photocopying of material, and nail delivery of material. The librarian
would be using the catalog for visually impaired students unless they
are accompanied by a sighted reader. Visually impaired and wheelchaired
library users cannot retrieve material from the stacks, the former be-
cause of inability to see print, the latter because stack aisles are
too narrow to accomodate wheelchairs. Photocopying and mail delivery
of library materials for these library users would provide access to
such material at least effort to the visually impaired and wheelchaired
user

in lihrar for visually handicapped

A room in the library where sighted readers can read to the visually
handicapped library user without disturVift other users is also recom-
mended. Special devices for the visually handicapped should also be
in a separate area, perhaps with micro-materials.

Referen
mentioned.

Other servi

service for the deaf via teletypewriter has already been
telephone reference service is provided for all users no

(3)
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special provision needs co be made fur visually impaired users. If

such service is not provided for all users, it should be considered
for visually impaired users. Visually impaired users in the library,
when not accompanied by sighted readers, also need special help in
having reference queries answered. Anadditional service provided
by the library might be selection of volunteer readers for the visually
handicapped and the coordination of such a service.

D. Special information services

There are special information services provided for the handi-
capped with which the reference librarian should be familiar.
Examples of such services are given below. In addition, ther
is the library's referral service, intended for all library use
which directs individuals to community as well as other agencies

can answer questions not best answered in the library, Thee
questions may deal with legal, health, and other matters befs't aan-
died by specialized agencies. For the handicapped, 14pacial iles
might be maintained on public transportation (always major aro-
blem for the visually handicapped) and recreational nhd educational
facilities in the community.

-dio for the blind

The visually handicapped person lacks the opportunity to.kepppp
reading the daily events'in the newspaper unless it is read

to htm. Like his non - visual 1.' handicapped fellow citizen, he is

interested in reading about local events, ads to aid him in his
shopping, letters his neighbors write to the editor, and forth-
coming radio and television programs (one can enjoy listening to
television programs). Radio reading programs have been started
t:. a number of communities. Typically, a schedule is provided
in braille or print so that the listener knows when the different
sections of the newspaper are read. In addition to the reading of
newspapers, readings from magazines and books may be read over
the radio. Other readings may include travelogues and museum
tours. Radio reading programs for the visually handicapped usu-
ally require a special FM radio receiver, costing about seventy
dollars. Librarians might use radio reading programs as vehicles
for communicating with the visually handicapped.

Telehook service

Experiments are now being conducted as an alternative to mailing
hooks in recorded form to the visually and physically handicapped.
in these experiments, special FM radio receivers are provided to
the "reader". These are similar to the ra.Co receivers mentioned
under radii., reading programs. The "reader" telephones the library
for a specif'ic book title or other reading matter available through
the service. The recorded hook is then read over a channel assigned
to time "reader" If the hook is not finished in one reading session
(typically the case, since it takes or more hours reading time
per book) , a device mark the stoppin point. In the following read-
ing session, the reading i started at the right place. The "reader"
has the option of hrowsing, i.e. listening, to hooks read over other
channels and having these hooks re=ad for hint if he her=. The
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advantages of the telebook service over mailing talking books are
immediate response for books in high demand and saving through the
elimination of mailing and record keeping costs. The disadvantages
ROW include limited channel capacity (only about 100 "readers" can
be accomodated in one syfltem location at one time) and the red tape
involved in obtaining the necessary channels and licenses in a given
location.

_cliltreac:hp2=2gzLITs

Outreach programs, generally speaking, are programs in which the
library comes to the user rather than the other way around. In
such programs the librarian makes visits to private or institutional
homes, such as those for the aged. The librarian may bring along
a small collection of books or other reading materials; he may give
book talks, and he may as5ist individuals in book selection and book
ordering (for example, acquainting visually handicapped persons with
newly available books and ordering these books for the user). The
reading by Sharon Hammer is a description of an outreach program in
Washington State.

E. Special information centers for or about the handicapped

Information centers collect documents and information in a subject
area and provide information service either to any one with an infor-
mation need in this area or to special groups such as teachers or re-
searchers. Documents collected by an information center include books,
journal articles, reports, films, indexes in machinable form, and oth-
er non-printed material. Information services may include:

Collection of documents for self use
Provision of copies of documents on demand
Indexes to documents
Searching of manual or computer-based indexes
List of organizations or other resources
Inftrmation packets
Newsletters

-ance Ling up local information files.

Examples of information centers given below. A more extensive
list information sources is given by Miller.

)022Eles of information cnter for special Croups:
'

familythe andhir and friends.

Clearinghouse on the Handicapped
Office for Handicapped Individuals
U.S. U.E.W. Room 33811 South
Portal Building
Washington, D.C. 20201

Nat -I In

U.S. H.E.W.
1201 16th
Room 607E
Washington,

rat ion Center for the herdic

rect,

71.

p ss d



Researchers on the Eiandicnped
ERIC Educational Resources information Center
National Institute of Education
U.S. H.E.W.
Washington, 20208

MEDLINE
Nacional Library of MeLi
8600 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, Maryland

Psychological Abstro
American Psychology;.

1200 17th Street,
Washington, D,C

Teac of ian

20014

information Service
Association

20036

ERIC Educational Resources informa
National Institute of Education
U.S. H.E.W.
Washington D.C. n208

giCSEM Nation 1 Information ,

Unlver5ity of Southern Califon
University Park
Los Angeles, California 90007

Reference Is

nte

inl Education

In order to answer reference queries about the handicapped asked
by f gaily, friends, Leachers, and researcher= 4 and to answer queries
by the handicapped about their special eorIcerns, a number of spe-
cialized reference tools should be in the library. These tools
include directories of or of and for the handicapped,
books or vocational and recreational opportunities for the handi-
capped, and colleges that provide facilities for the handicapped.
! titles given below are taken in part from the Miller reading.
This list should he expanded and updated with the aid of general
bibliographic 'cols. Both the National Library -ervice for the
13lind 'ad Physiu-liv handicapned ar E egional libraries for the
blim! and physically handicapped reference service on
these subjec Ref once tools:

American
ervins_

Foundati

undarion FO;"

Lk, ilandi

the Blind,

Loan Foundation
for

New York:

Direct or1L22LAE9cies
. 16th Ed. - rican

the PI:Eld= InterpatiyTALI:1al(2c
1ln 1 v _HITnirodPerwns.
Blind, 1977-78=

10



Go lary, E., et al. The College Guide for_ Students with
Disabilities. A detailed directory of higher education services,
programs and facilities, accessible to handicapped students in
the U.S. Cambridge, Mass.: Abt Publications, 1976.

People to People Program Committee for the Handicapped. Di-

11tmrclullaylil Interested in the Handicapped. Washington,
D.C., 1976.

Recordin, for the Blind. Catalog ape recorded books.
New York, Recording for the Blind.

G. Evaluation of information services

The purpose of the evaluation of information services for the
handicapped should be the same as that for the evaluation of ser-
vices for other users and potential users of information services.
it is to provide accurate and prompt information services to as
large a percentage of potential handicapped library users as pos-
sible and with efficient utilization. of library resources. While
few, if any, quantitative standards of performance are now available,
comparable measures might be considered. For example, what per-
centage of the handicapped versus the non-handicapped potential
users population use information services? Efficient use of li-
brary resources addresses itself (among other things) to questions

availability and accessiJiiiity of material and information and
optimum utilization of manpower. The evaluation of information
services, once guidelines for performance measures have been es
tablished, will utilize flowcharts, time studies, cost studies,
and other systems analysis techniques. In addiLiun, user feedback
should be used in the evaluation of information services.

The evaluation of information services for the handicapped
should be a planned effort and one that is done on a continuing
basis. There arc two arguments for this suggestion:

* *

The importance of such services to the handicapped who may
have fewer alternate sources of information than the non-
handicapped.

The higher cost of information services to the handicapped
who may have to be provided with additional services such
as the retrieval of materials from the stacks or the reading
of the answers to queries.
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APPENDIX

lals_oftlirector-ofProrAmericanAntams and Services. Vol. '23,
No. 2 (April 1978). Washington D.C., 275 p.

Description of Contents: The April issue of the American Annals of the- Deaf
each year is a directory of programs and services for deaf persons. It con-
tains information about educational programs (schools and classes for the deaf
in the U.S. and Canada, postsecondary educational programs for the deaf, cen-
ters for deaf children, professional training programs in deafness and federal
agencies providing services for the education of deaf children), rehabilitation
services (rehabilitation personnel, American rehabilitation centers, community
services, mental health programs, Rehabilitation Services Administration per-
sonnel, the American Deafness and Rehabilitation Association, and the Helen
Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults), community programs
(social and recreational programs, civic programs, clinical and evaluative
services, and local and regional agencies for deaf persons), and research and
information services for the deaf.

Organization /Indexes: The four broad types of programs for the deaf educa-
tional, rehabilitative, community, and research) provide the overall framework
for the directory, with each major division being subdivided into the narrower
subject areas listed above. Arrangement is by state within these categories.
The amount of information provided for each entry varies among the different
subjects. The sections on schools for the deaf and postsecondary facilities,
give name and address of school, head administrator, type of program, number
of students enrolled, number of educational staff, and degrees offered (post-
secondary section only). Certain other sections list only the name and address
of the organization. The section on clinical and evaluative programs gives
the name of the accrediting agency and specific areas of accreditation. No
index is provided.

Special Features: Financial statements for residential schools in the United
States are given. Also several articles on selected topics of interest to
educators of the deaf are included.

American Foundation for the Blind. IALesLor2LA222ncArintlleYLlu
LEILLuE2LIEIIIItes. 20th Ed. New York: American Foundation For
the Blind. 1978, 437 p.

Description of Contents: This book provides information concerning agenci
and schools which provide direct services to visually handicapped individuals
Included are such items as address of head administrator, type of agency
(public, private, nonprofit, etc.), date established, source of financial
support, organizations affiliated with, addresses of local offices, and a
description of services offered, broken down into categories such as Counsel-
ing/Social Work, Education, Employment, Reading, Health, Recreation, Rehabili-

tion, Library, and Professional Training. Also listed are the eligibility
requirements, number of staff members, number of clients served, whether

nsportation is provided and whether volunteers are used.

0 -ani on/Indexes: The book consists of two sections. Section One lists
State Services and is divided by State (with Guam, Puerto Rico, the Virgin

ands, and the District of Columbia included). Wi.chin each state, agencies
are separated by the type of services they provide: educational, library, or
rehab litation. Section Two provides listings specialized organizations

7
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serving the visually handicapped: "Associations of Professional Workers and
Councils of Agencies for the Blind," "Services for Deaf-Blind Persons,
"Dog Guide Schools," "Federal Agencies," "Medical Research Organizations,
"National Consultive Voluntary Agencies," "Professional Preparation Centers,
"Special P,c;nrces for Reading and Educational Materials," "Other Organizations
Interested in Services to Blind Persons," and "Low Vision." Where appropriate,
agencies are subdivided by state within these catagories. Agency names are
indexed to provide quick access to information on a particular organization.

Special Fe tures: The section on agencies serving low vision persons is new
with this edition of the directory and greatly expands its usefulness.

American Foundation for the Blind. nation_al_ Guide to Aids and A lances
al±LapnairedPersonsferBlindandVisL. 2nd. Ed. New York: American

Foundation for the Blind, 1977, 255 p.

Description of Contents: The guide provides information concerning currently
available devices designed to help the visually handicapped individual. A
wide variety of aids is listed including: Braille equipment and writing aids,
Braille instruction devices, Braille paper, notebooks, binders and filing aids,
sound devices (talking book machines, tape recorders, speech compression-ex-
pansion equipment, etc.), time telling devices, mobility aids, calculators,
aids for education, occupational aids, low vision devices, medical aids, equip-
meet for multiply handicapped blind persons, cooking aids, measuring devices,
equipment for sports, games, and music, aids for typing, sewing, money handling,
and using the telephone, as,well as labels, postal aids and miscellaneous per-
sonal devices. In all, over 1,500 devices from twenty-eight countries are
listed. The entry for each device or aid gives its name, the name and address
of its distributor, the model number, a description of what it does, and the
price

Organizationlindexes: The book is organized by type of device as listed above.
Within each of these categories, items are arranged first by country and then
alphabetically by the name of the device. A listing of the names and addresses
of distributors, categorized by country, is provided. Two indexes are included,
one for device names and another for international Catalog (IC) numbers.

Bruck, Lilly. Access: The Guide to a Better
New York: Random House. 197 251 p.

e for Disabled Americans.

Description of Contents: This book deals with matters of concern to consumers
who are disabled. Included is information about the consumer and handicapped
rights movements, how. to deal with news and advertising media which depict
handicapped persons as stereotypes or ignore them altogether, information
sources for making the environment barrier-free, and devices to help the dis-
abled have access to printed and televised commnication. The handicapped
person's right to education, employment, housing, transportation, social
security and health care benefits and the vote are also discussed. Sources
of Federal and private assistance are given. A major portion of the book
describes how the handicapped should shop for various goods and services.
Recreation and travel are covered as well.

Organization/Indexes: The book is arranged by subject within the four major
categories: "Into the Mainstream,"" "Toward First-Class Citizenship," "In the



Market ?lace," and "Recreation An adequate subject
ever, it is printed in type considerably smaller than
its usefulness to some visually handicapped readers,
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dex is provided, how-
e text, eliminating

Special Features: The book is printed in large type (approximately 14 point)
to aid visually impaired readers. Lists of additional sources of information
are provided for many of the subjects covered.

Clearinghouse on the Handicapped. Office for Handicapped Individuals. Office
of Human Development. U.S. Department of Health, education, and Wel-
fare. Directory of National Inf ©rmat on sources on Handicapping Cond -
cions and Re ed Services. December, 1976, 405 p,

Description of Contents: Information is provided for 270 national organizations
in the ftllowinf areas: address, handicapping conditions served, scope of acti-
vities, services, user eligibility, fees, and notes (which may include back-
ground or special information not covered under the other headings). Organiza-
tions listed are primarily information and direct service providers. Some of
the direct service providers operate without geographic limitations, but most
refer potential clients to the appropriate unit within their area. Organizations
serving members Gnly were not included in the directory.

Organization/indexes: The direct ory is divided into ons: 1. "List of
National Organizations" alphabetized by name, and 2. "List of Federal Information
Sources" divided into sections on legislative branch, executive branch depart-
ments, and executive branch agencies. The Table of Contents shows these divi-
sions clearly. The index contains three types of terms: 1. those that des-
cribe a disorder (e.g., epilepsy), 2. those that describe a special target group
(e.g., veterans, aged, etc.), and 3. non-disorder terms that define subject
areas related to handicaps (e.g., employment, equipment, etc.). Organizations
are listed under those terms that describe their primary interest, thus organi-
zations primarily concerned with diabetes are listed under that term, but not
under "Blindness" even though blindness is a complication of diabetes. If an
organization is concerned with more than one disorder it will be listed under
each pertinent term. If an organization serves many handicaps in a certain
capacity, such as education, it will be listed under the pertinent non-disorder
term (such as "Education"), but not under all the disorder terns. Scope notes
and cross references are used liberally. Appendix A lists those organizations
which chose not to be included in the directory.

Irwin, Robert B. As T Saw It. New Yot.A., American Foundation for the Blind,
1955, 205 p.

Description of Contents: The personral. roc nlloct tons of n man who was closely
involved with many of the major developments in blind services in the United
States. In the book, Irwin discusses: the development and standardization of
the Braille system, the development of library services for the blind, the in-
vention of the talking book machine, magazines for the blind, education and
employment of the blind, mobility, and the introduction of Social Security
payments for blind persons. The hook is -eme.ly valuable to anyone interested
in the history of services to the t l i.nd n the 'Cnited States.

Organization/indexes: The book is eruAai7.ed into tea chapters dealing with the
obove subjects. A name/subject index provide aeccss names of individuals,
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agencies, and publications, but provides somewhat less access by subject.

Scott, Robert A. zLe:j,wcipafBndNouItsoaizAtio. New
York: Russell Sage Foundation. 1968, 145 p.

Description of Contents: This book contains the ±ults of a study into the
ways the blind take on characteristic behaviors associated with blindness. The
author shows the stereotypes of blindness held by the sighted population are
taught to the blind person as a social role. Scott states that agencies and
professionals serving the blind are a part of this process.

Organization/indexes: The book is divided into eight chapters and two appendices,
each dealing with a different aspect of the study: "The Socialization of the
Blind," "The Socialization of the Blind in Personal Interaction," "Who Are the
Bline," "The Selection of Clients from the Blind Population," "The Sociali-
zation of the Blind in Blindness Agencies," "Determinants of a Blindness Agency's
Approach to Rehabilitation," "Living Without Blindness Agencies," "Summary
and Conclusions," "History of Work for the Blind," and "The Relationship
Between Scientific Theory and Practice Theory." An author/subject index is in-
cluded.

Special Features: A fifty -seven item bibliography is included.
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MATERIALS AND DEVICES

Short Outline

I. Objectives

A. To be able to identify five categories of handicapped users and nonusers
of library materials and devices and to name ten local and/or national
organizations that work with the handicapped.

B. To be able to formulate plans for conducting a survey to identify the
handicapped in the community.

C. To be able to list five types of information needs and intere
the handicapped.

D. To be able to explain five types of special formats. of materials avail-
able for the handicapped, five criteria for their evaluation, and four
sources for the materials.

E. To be able to describe six devices that are available for the handicapped
co facilitate their use of library materials and to identify seven cri-
teria for evaluation of devices.

F. To be able to explain the principles of collection development as they
relate to materials for and about the handicapped.

G. To be able to outline the steps involved in the development of a selec-
tion policy on materials for and about the handicapped for a library of
your choice.

II. The Handicapped

A. Survey of the Handicapped in the Community.

B. Work with Organizations.

Information Needs and Interests of the Handicapped

Questions for Discussion:

Why is awareness of the community of library users and non-users an
initial step in meeting their needs and interests?

2. How could you become aware of potential and actual handicapped users
the initial survey?

3. Do the needs and interests of the handicapped differ from the non-hand --
capped? Why or why not?

AELIY1LL

1. Formulate plans for conducting a survey to identify the handicapped
in the community.



Mylda and Follett, Dorothy. "Those Missing Readers: The
and Physically Handicapped," Catholic Library Wor1l 46(May/June 1975):

426-431.

III. Formats and Sources of Materials

A- Special Formats

1, Braille
9. Print/Braille
3. Large Print
4. Talking Books
5. Captioned Films
6. Other-Formats

B. Sou e.

1. Na;_ onal Library Services for the Blind and Physically Handicapped (NLS)
2. Regional and su egional libraries for the blind and physically handi-

cared and other public libraries.
3. Organizations
4. Publishers

Bibliographies

Questions For Discussion:

1. What special
materials for

exist in selecting, ordering, and housing

How would you explain the special format of a particular type of material
(for example, talking books) to a handicapped user?

3. Bow c determine the types of materiels that v6 or library needs to
serve the handicapped`?

Activities:

1. Develop
cif ur choice.

evaluating materials for the handicapped for a library

Prepare annotated list of selection tools for materials for handi-
capped users of 3 particular age.

literar
public.

th m ag tines in a spec fie area c;g., hobbies, general news,
in special formats w

Read a talking book and prepare a is

Sues I Rea

Hvlda and.end Fanett,
brary: How LC's Network olped

__ptcmh, 15, 1')74):2:-...

C.

is available for the general

'e and critical l ann tatlon.

_king Books and the _cal Li-
litd Strong Services." Li-
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Needham, William I. "Academic Library Service to Handicapped Students."
Journal of Academic Librariarishia 3(November 1977); 273-279. (Note the check-
lists for materials and equipment.)

IV. Equipment and Devices

Talking Book Listening Devices

B. Devices for the Visually Handicapped

1. Readings aids.
a. Handheld devices
b. flluminated lens systems with screen
c. Closed circuit TV reading devices
d. Optaco
e. Kurzweil reading machine

2. Braillers
3. Braille Typewriters

C. Devices for Long Distance Communications with the Deaf

questions for Discussion:

1. What types of devices and equipment for the handicapped should be in
libraries?

2. What criteria should be used for selecting a particular "brand"
equipment?

3. What additional developments in equipment for handicapped readers might
be desirable?

Consider ways in which handicapped users might be trained in operating
described equipment. What is the role of librarians in such training
programs?

Activities:

Explain to an orga -n the materials and devices that are available
for handicapped users from the library.

Suggested _Readin s:

"Aids for Handicapped Readers." Reference Circular. Library of Con-
gress, Division for the Blind and Physically Handicappea, 1972.

V. Collection Development and Selection Policy

A. Principles of Collection Development

Standards
Resources and capabilities of library

B. The Materials Selection Process

1. Basic Principles
2. Needs and Interests of the Handicapped
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questions for Discussion:

1. What considerations should be the growth and development of
a collection of materials for about the handicapped?

How, if at all, _should material selection differ for handicapped
nonhandicapped users?

Should the selection policy of a library reflect the needs and interests
of the handicapped? Why/why not?

AcCivitv:

1. Outline the steps involved in the development of a selection policy on
materials for and about the handicapped for a library of your choice
junior college, academic, school, public.

Suggested Readings:

Crannis Florence. "Book Selection for the Blind," Catholic Ll)1111-2
World 40(April 1969):491-496. (Read this article with consideration of
all handica,s.)

"MA _'11 Selection /Collection Development Policy, Florida Regional
Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped.

Werner, Mona M. "Collection Development in the Division for the Blind
and Physically Handicapped." Catholic Library World 47(May 1976):418 -419.



LIBRARY SER'1[ - TO THE ILVOICAJT-

MATERIALS AND DEVICES

Oblectiv

A. To he able to identify five categories of handicapped users and nonusers
of library materials and devices and to name ten local and/or national
organizations that work with the handicapped.

B. To be able to formulate plans for conducting a survey to identify the
handicapped in the community.

To be able to i 't five types of information needs and interests c
the handicapped.

D. To be able to explain ri types of special formats of materials avail-
able for the handicapped, five criteria for their evaluation, and four
sources for the materials.

To he able to describe six devices that are nenilable for the handicapped
to facilitate their use of library material .d to identify eeven cri-
tora for evaluation of devices.

To be able to explain the principles of collection development as they
relate to materials for and about the handicapped.

To be able to outline the steps involved in the development of a selec-
tion policy on materials for and about the handleapped for a library of
your choice.

1-L. The Handicapped

The latter part of the 70's is proving to be the "civil rights" period for
the blind and physically handicapped who have become more visible and more active
and have focused more attention on their special needs and abilities. "Crutch
power" has been applied to the movement that has parallels with the minorities' and
women's rights movements. What is actually meant by "handicapped"? Who are 'the
handicapped"? The definitions vary as do the statistics; some people even say
that there are no handicapped. Statistics indicate 10% of the population as handi-
capped; or one out of every thirteen as physically or mentally handicapped; or
one out of every six U.S. citizens (36 million people) as disabled. "Disabled"
is one term frequently used in reference to the handicapped. Margaret Cheeseman
in an article in PLA Newsletter (Winter/Spring, 1976) described the disabled
person as a "special patron" who may have any One or a combination of the follow-
ing disabilities: (1) Sensory - sight: partia: )r total loss; hearing; partial or
total loss; (2) Communication - speech; (3) Crippling skeletal, neurological,
postural, loss of strength or stamina; (4) Chronic medical health rheumatic
fever, cardiac conditions and defects, tuberculosis, asthma, epilepsy; (5) Tem-
porary - cast, walker, eye patch, immobilization. These categories are seen with
respect to the library environment and services as Cheeseman emphasizes: "A dis-
ability is only one facet of a person. The librarian serves a person, not a
disability." (Cheeseman, p. 7) Whatever definitions and statistics are used,
the handicapped are a part of the population - thus they are actual or potential
patrons of libraries. Services, materials, and devices must be made available
for them. (More extensive information regarding statistics and definitions are
found in the FoondrItiong. ohrlino_l
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A. Survey of t e Handicapped in the Ommonitv

t. Surveys oC the community are useful in assing the needs and
interests at the communitY and in identiCving actual and potential
handicapped users,

I.
,

Types or mrveys that lihraries can conduct fricludo info tormali

and eonsumcriusor.
a. Informal

The informal. survcv may not he officially "planned," designed,
and executed ha the library administration and staff; instead it
evolves, sometimes spontaneously, as an activity to determine who
are the handicapped in the community, what services are cur rentl?
being offered by the library AS well as other community agencies
(if indeed they are being offered) , and what library materials
wcH host meet their varying needs, interests, and abilities.
Staff members involved in information services and outreach pro-
grams, as well as administrative personnel, should be aware
the various informal survey activities and be prepared to make
ora' and written comments concerning their observations and
expelences during the activities. Informal surveys may include
the following activit s; city council, county commission, library
board of trustees; attendance at civic organizations that may
include the Chamber of Commerce, Senior Citizens groups, Lions
Clubs, and United Fund; visits to the recreational facilities,
schools, churches , and parks reading the local newspaper, com-
munity newsletters, and weekly activity tableaus; listening to
local radio news and public service broadcasts (Action Lino,
litorial comments, "Swap Lines" when citizens express their views

rilmnnitv activities); w. ing local television "talk'' shows
feature conversations h persons in the community, public
announcements, es via telephone with citizens;

it "community walk" ' 'ovides an opportunity to get
t_(! know the people and make observatiom remembering, 1:owever,
that many handicapping conditions do ri permit mohilit:: ea the
streets and in the local businesses. ithin the library
informal survey activities can include: looking at the collection
such as the large print holdings and how they are organized and
Lie selection of talking hook materials; observing the accessi-
bility of the facilities and materials (trying to browse the
shetves in a wheelchair) and examining the availability of low
vision aids. Those informal activities can provide valuable
information for the development and evaluation of library materials
And devices re serve 'h' bandicanned, Keen observation and tact-
Hit conversation are important components for successful informal

'veys,
5, Format Survey

The Format surve requires careful ;grinning, organization, manage-
ment and funding by the library administration and staff and may
I nclude the services of it orot'essionnl consultant who can provide
assistance with data collection and alysis as well as statis-
tical procedures. The formal survey aids in the development and
evaluation of the goals and objectives of library services with
procedures that include the collection of information, the in-
-erpretaLion or the information, and the outline of a course of
Action. The methodology might be a questionnaire that must be



carefully worded to avoid bias and to elicit responses p(:,. ,,ae t
the purposes of the survey. The questionnaire might be ad-

ministered by mail (which necessitates return envelop expense)
by phone (which may limit the number of questions that can be
asked and limits the survey to only those who have telephones);
or by door-to -door visits (which require either random sampling
or return visits to get all responses). Both phone and door-to-
door surveys require tact and skill on the part of the interviewer.
in deciding upon the population and sample (if one is to tie made)
statistics from such agencies as the Bureau of the Census, court-
house records, utility companies, office of vital statistics,
and voter registration lists are helpful. Organizations serving
the handicapped are valuable when a formal survey tool is being
developed. These organizations can provide input for the question-
naire and indications of the population to be surveyed. The
formal survey can be a worthwhile endeavor or an exercise in
futility, depending on its organization, evaluation, funding
support, and implementation. Additional guidelines for community
surveys are available in the literature of the social sciences
("social surveys") and the following library science sources:
Priscilla Gotsick's Assessing Communit- Information and Service
Needs and Larry Bone's "Community' Analysis and Libraries" in
L.ib71.:21yILEIds, (January, 1976). See Appendix C.
Consumer/User Survey
This type of survey is conducted to evaluate, and when necessary
improve, modify, add, and/or elimi:ate services for the actual
and potential users. A continuing activity, it provides input
from the u,,,rs themselves. Two consumer survey forms are provided
in Appendix A as examples of the kind of information you may
want to receive from your handicapped users.

Work with Orga:.1.:ations

tranizations in the community and at the national and regional levels
of service are an additional aid in identifying the handicapped and their
needs. Working with organizations requires careful administration for
good public relation, -. and the establishment of rapport that will provide
the framework for feedoack.
1. Organizations

Examples of organizations include the civic/charitable groups Na-
tional Easter Seal Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Lions
Clubs, United Cerebral Palsy, Multiple Sclerosis, DHabled in Action,
United Fwid, Cray Panthers, American Foundation for the Blind, Coun-
cil on Exceptional Children, Center for Independent Living and parents'
groups concerned with the handicapped; and government agencies:
Veteran's Administration, Health and Rehabilitative Services, Senior
Citizens Councils, Social Security Administration, President's Com-
mittee on Employment of the Handicapped, etc.
Guidelines for Working with Organizations
a. Tell why you are contacting the organization, i.e. to improve

service to the handicapped.
h. Ask for information about the handicapped.

1) What kind of physical disabilities do people in your organi-
zation have?

) What later stages in the disease might be important for us
to know about in our planning? (i.e., more severe crippling,
more advanced visual impairment)
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3) Are there people, hedrHden, hospitalized, or in institutions
in the community?

4) 'dh:it kind of reading or listening materials can the handi-
capned handle? (books, tapes, records , etc.)

c. Ask for information about the A, rvices that the organization gives.
1) Do you provide transportation? for medical treatment? for

Aocial ouiings? ror educational purposes?
Do v01.1 ilinterHI:A that You lend to
your members? Is (.1,trihu:ed nationally, locally, or both?

d. Ask what tie organizati(e. w'nuld ifb to see libraries do to
improve service to their nenbc-rs.

C. Ask for their help,
1) Would vou brovide transportation to the library?
2) you publicize services of the local library?
3) ',:ouid you allow tiF-; acces Lo Lae names and addresses of members?

(Adapted from Public Library Services for the Physically
Camid(an library Association, 1972, p. 15)

C. information etic and interests ef the Handicapped

1. The needs and interests of the handicapped are as varied as the peo-
ple thwilselves. The Hect the ;!go and educational background of
Lice patron and parn'le! Lei n,?eds and interests of the non-handicapped.
For eample, in the )-Toup, there is concern for infoLmation
arc marriage, career., anl FAmil7 rearing. In the 30's attention is
still Focused on career and family but often with the added dimensions
of home owning/renting, education of children, financial problems, and
self-improvemear ccv In the 40'5 C -1-. are thoughts of retire-
men, the children are leaving Ions- for marrage, college, and careers,
women oiten re-enter the work force. Ir the 50's, retirement is more
nearly at hand, leisure pursuits gain attention, and health problems
Ate often more severe. in the 60's retirement is an actuality, aging
begins to make its effect known, and concern over social security
inc-me and death is felt.

?. Additional Needs and InteresLs of the Handica3ped
a. information about the handicap is often &sited by 1_:e handi-

capped themselves, as well as by their Families and friends.
Xedical and ucientific information is desired, often in laymao's
terms. Biographies or individuals who have successfully learned
to live with handicaps are frequently requested, although there
are handicapped individuals who do not want to read or listen
to information about- handicaps.

h. Legal inrermation on the rights and respensihiliies of the
government toward z.he handicapped ma,, he requested; Ph 94-142
(circuit ion for All Handicann. Children Act) and the Rehabili-
tation Ant of 1973, espec-liliv Section 504 dolling with employ-
ment of t ft mudicanmed. (yore 171rormatien on the legislation
ariecting the handicapped is in the Foundations lI.Itlinc .i

Informatict: about spu-al prezramr; for the handicapped
Is desired by those uterested in the, 11(etong learning concept.
When a handicap occurs, there is a re information on courses
such as signing, ?nlie, and covinc. LI the handicao.

(1. Travel information he !p,4 the handicapped avoid areas with
insrmoepiahl cr a harrier., fs needed. r: one travel

acneie and ot alizatiops 11
1 llj I proiide itineraries

for this rrlvol,
e. 1.;:fur:IIAL1 vice to assit Lite handicanned with their
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Appliances for Blind and Visually im aired Persons Se-

cond Edition issued by the American Foundation fur the
Blind, Inc. is an example of a tool that can aid in this
type of reference work. Care must he taken not to recom-
mend dew' es as the medical profession has that responsi-
hill v.

lit. Formats and Sources of Materials

r_.1 For-nrats

1. Braille
Braille is itself a system printing or transcribing for

the blind that was devised by Louis Braille in the 1830's
and 1840's in France. The characters are represented by
raised dots. Braille comes in three grades. Grade 1 con-
tains no abbreviations or contractions. Each letter c,f
the alphabet, digit, and punctuation mark are characterized
by a Braille character (a special combination of dots)
fitting into a six dot cell. Grade 2 Braille, the grade
most commonly used, has single Braille characters for com-
binations of letters, e.g., tit and words, e.g., very. Grade
3 Braille has additional abbreviations and is the equivallt
of shorthand. Jumbo Braille in the three grades is large
Braille that is useful for individuals whose tactile abilities
are deficient. A good Braille reader can read at the rate
of about 100 words per minute. The versatility of the Braille
system permits music traiaLcription and mathematical and sc..Jen-
tific notations. The Braille format is available from the
Library of Congress program and includes books for adults
children, best sellers, biographies, how-to-do-it books, re-
ligious literature, classics, foreign language materials,
music and magazines. These materials are available free of
charge at libraries or by mail. This best known reading me-
dium for the blind is bulky, cumbersorT7, and costly to produce
and store; a 220 page book equals 6 Braille volumes, six to
eight inches in width depending on the grade of Braille used
for the transcript.;. on. The American Printing House for the
Blind in Louisville, Kentucky is a major publisher of the
Braille format materials. Braille will continue to be used,
particularly in view of the technological developments discussed
under the equipment section of the outline. It will not he
replaced as a format as it nrovides speed, flexibility, and
a "personal connection" with their reading materials for many
individuals.
Print-6raille (Twin Vision)

special format allows sighted and blind parents and
n to read ro each other. It consists of transparency

overlays embosse Ath Braille and inserted between the re-
gular format page.: of the bock. Children's books wit 'l fra-
grance strips that emit stuns (chocolate, mint, pine, peach)
when scratched have boon developed in this format also, thus
enabling the stimulation of tact-; c and smelling senses.
Print Braille formats ore also from the Library of
Congress.
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3. Large Print Bo,'

Large type is c le of se.::, means of providing easier,
more comfortable reading for the visually handicapped. Type
is measured by points from the bottom of the lowest letter
(for example, the tail of the letter "y") to the top of the
tallest capital letter; type an inch high measures 72 points.
Large type or large print, generally refers to letters which
art! 14 to 30 points high. By comparison, most adult books
are set in 10-12 point type, and newspaper print is often 8
point type. Type size alone is not sufficient to help people
who cannot rend standar' Print. The largo type size is often
combined with nonglarc p.)er, proper wore spacing, and density.
Large type materials are produced by one of three methods:
a. Setting the matcral to be printed in type which is the

desired size, (the best method for achieving sharp, uni-
form letters)

Photographically reproducing and enlarging material already
printed in ordinary type, (a less expensive method, espe-
cially for a limited number of copies)

c. Typing on a large type typewriter, ( a method often used
by volunteers to meet the individual needs of partially
sighted persons).

(Reading Materials in Large Type, LC/DBP11 Refer-
ence Circular, August 1975, pp. 1-2.)

The American Printing House for the Blind is one of the
producers of large print textbooks; illustrations in the text
are also enlarged. A New Englond publisher is producing large
print Spanish language books in 18 point type, including 2.y-;-
teries romance, advr',..,re, and humor. (John Curley and
Associates, P.D. Box. 37, Yarmouth. MA 02664). Examples of
large print materials include the World Book Encyclopedia,
Merriam Webster's SevePth N..w liedate Dictionary. and_
the New York Times. 1. tar t which costs $12.95 a
year, contains 348 pages In eaea issue, is 6" x 9" in format,
has a single column en each page, aid presents one half of the
articles of tha original publication.
Talking Books
Talking books are the rtErded formats of print materials

are put on disc or mngnetic tape in reel or cassette form.
['hey are circulated free from regional, subregional and local
libraries and represent a cross sect ,on of reading interests -
Nancy Drew, Shakespeare, Roots, the l_oran, biographies, etc.
Tnlkiv, books arc froquenLiv recor(Ld by readers of distinotiou
such as Alexander Scourby and ::tachors themselves such as
William Buckley, Pearl Bailev Ruth Gordon, and Art Buchwald.
The no,,d for local mnterlal, For instance, magazines, in
tnlk' u-mac parricltiv being met the regional
Lihr.

t. rIlsc

Vben Fdfo rated isi.s 'ilking machine, he redicted
it would one day he ua c d by the blind as a reading machine.
ft waq not until 1934 i'nat the talking book was Al
developed for the justiHe.n"cn of for blind r
dors. The Amor-lc:in Found th,: Blind perfected
the T'ar and a boo; 60,000 words could be



on 8 to 9 double faced 12 inch records vith 30 minutes
of reading on each record, Twenty years later the Library
of Congress developed the 16 rpm tomat which permitted
a 60,000 word book to he put on 4 to 5 records with 60
minutes on each side. Recently the 8 rpm disc has been
developed which permits 60,000 words on 2 to 3 records with
90-11!0 minutes on each side. Book discs are now usually
10 inch, at 8 rpm, with 90 minutes per side. Magazines
are usually 9 inch flexible discs at 8 rpm with 60 minutes
per side. By the end of 1978, all magazines in talking
book format will be on 8 rpm flexible discs. The develop-
ment of the flexible disc has made possible a more econo-
mical, "throw awa" calk!,ng 'ook.

b. Cassette Tape
The cassette L. is the `-node of the future. Tapes are
recorded at 1 7/8 anti 15/16 inches per second (IPS).
15/16 in four track is now bring produced. During 1978,
boos in talking book format will be pro6Iced on two track,

IPS cassette tapes.
5. Captioned Films

Captioned films are subtitled films for educational and enter-
tainment purposes for tic heazing-impaired. Often the audience
for captioned films must be limited to the deaf because of
commercial restrictions; however, libraries may be eligible
for their use. Classic silent films, subtitled preign films,
and films with sign language are appropriate for the deaf
audience. The nonverbal "photcgr:Thic essay" film must I:-
carefully screened as often the music is critical to the
standing of the visual message. Media Services and Capti
Film is a branch of the Bureau of Education of the
capped that supplies many of these films. The Resource Center
in California (listed in Appendix B) has listings of captioned
films and videocassettes,
Other Formats
The formats ni some materials already found in many libraris
p-e appropriate for vel'ious groups of the handicapped. Con
t,tder thE. potential use of captioned filmstrips, 8 mm loop
films, relief maps, microforms, paperbacks, games, realia,
kits, transparencies and videotape with handicapped patrons.
Local production o: materials and the repackaging of materials
may provide formats that are more appropriate in meeting the
inter sts and needs of the individual patron. Though still
in its infancy stage as a material for hearing-impaired audi-
ences, videotape nay prove quite valuable in production of
materials for local use and about local sites, information,
and points of interest.

B. Evaluation Materials

Evaluation of library materials for the handicapped involves essen-
tially the same procedures and criteria as the evaluation of any
library material. Tha evaluation procedures should be conti7uous
and well-planned and should be outlined in tke selection policy
of tre library. (See V, Item B of this outline) Attention should
be given to the following valuation criteria: authelticity,
appropriatenefi!l, ,ne. in: nrcrAni7nrinn hor.1,nir.n1
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special features, physical charw.:te- cos!, ana potential
for use. ideally a "hands-on" e:,,ar,in .oerences and
exhibit , by preview prior to cutck a-. at an examioa ion cen-
ter is recommended. In addirieh, Ha revielso t(,ols,
selection and Libliegraphic to! ukacJo!Ly
B is art annotated list of some of the bih. tools.) Pehi

cations, i.e. newsletters, magazines, brocloos, cam otganizations
that work fur ond with the handicapped also cr. information on
materials.

C. Sources

1. National Library Services for the Blind and Jiysically Handi-
capped (NLS) is the new name of the Division for the Blind and
Physically Handicapped (DOPH) of the Library of Congress. It

distributes books and magazines to 56 cooperating regional
and 100 subregiooal libraries and four multistate centers.
(Information on the history of the program from the Library of
Congress is available in the Foundations outline.) In 1976,
558,000 readers were served; 13 million items were circulated
including 22,000 Braille, 499,000 recorded formats and 38,000
Large print materials. (U.S. Library of Congress. DBPH "Fact-
sheet: Books for the Blird and Phy:=;ically Handicapped," April
1977.) Approximately 1,650 titles and 70 magazines are pro-
duced each year. (Dmpare these figures to 35,000 titles pub-
lished in' the U.S. in L.,/ as recorded in the American Book
Publishin Record, Cumulative 1977 and 6,300 magazines recom
mended for libraries iu Bill Katz's Ma azines for Libraries
and the Second Supplement to Ma-lazines for NLS
is also a source for equipment playback, earphones, pillow-
phones, and remote and speed control units. Music services,
provided directly from NIS, include Braille music, music scores
in large type, elementary instruction on cassette tapes, and
music periodicals. NLS also provides reference services re-
lated to blindness and physical handicaps

2. Regional Libraries
An example of a regional library is the Florida Regional
Library fey the Blind and Physically Handicapped in Daytona
Besioh, Florida, A multistate center. In 1976-77, it served
11,172 patrons, and averaged 75 books and magazines circulated
per patron. One to two weeks after application to the regional
library, the patron is sent a tape player arid/ac a record play-
er, a pae'rlet oontainio,,; catalogs of books and magazines current-
ly available, and a subscription to Tal kink Topics in
print or recorded format or the Braille Book Review. The
patron stibmits a list of at least 30 - 40 titles for possible
selection and a i:ecord is ker of the patron's requests -
these lit- has read ni(1. those Ho would like to read. The books
are loaned for four .eeks; the magazines are disposable.

3. Organizations

Several organizations serve as sources for materials for the
handicapped.
a. Recording for the Blind

Textbooks are produced in open reel and cassette formats
by this national, non-profit voluntary organization which
provides its sei-viee free. Materials are loaned for one
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year. Libraries Lz-ot request this service directly;
the request mils! comc from tile qualifiei borrower who is
visually, physic-1' , and/or perceptually handicapped.
Mateials are rapidl produced but do not have the same
quality as those produced by NLS. Textbook materials are
available for et-mentarv, high school, college, and gradu-
ate levels of studies.

h. The American Foundation for the Blind
This organization provides materials in addition to publish-
ing the ,Journal cif Blindness and Visual fa airmenc, formerly
New Outlook for the Blind.

c. American Printing House for the Blind
This publisher produces large print, Braille, and recorded
formats and tactile models, e.g. maps, globes.

d. Local community and civic organizations
Local groups can he particuL,Irly helpful in providing
materials for displays, exhibits, and publicity when
services for the handicapped are being introduced and/or
promoted.

4 Publishers

Several examples of publishers of special formats are provided
in Appendix B, Sections I and II. R.R. Bowker, Bell and Howell,
Keith Jennison/Franklin Watts, and Caedmon Records are included.

Bib liograph
.

In Appendix B is an annotated list of bibliographic tools for
materials. Note that there are difficulties in bibliographic
control of the materials for the handicapped: lack of currency,
difficulties of access and storage are deterrents to effectie
service. Many bibliographies are availaole from NLS as Referene
Circulars e.g. Bible_in±lm44ledia) fILa%ines in Special_ 11ea a.

monthly microfiche catalog of titles that meet NLS
standards and that have been adde to the coXlec-

There is also a
quality control
tion. In each regional library- there 1:3 a microfiche catalog of
the basic NLS collection of titles that s coastan being updated.
Public libraries may also acquire c, pies c these milroficbe catalogs.

Equipment and Devices

A. Talking Rook Listening Devices
Phonographs and tape playio devices are lent to its users by,

the NLS. Phonographs operate at 33, or 8 revolutions per minute.
Tape pla,ing devices (which do not record, one safeguard 1-linst
damaging talking books) operate at 15/16 or 1 7/8 inches second
and are for either two or four track cassettes. The newest model
has a variable speed control enabling the Listener to either speed
up or slow dow capes with relativoiv little voice distortion.
Earphones are otalnable for phonographs and tape playing &vices.
A combinaf-Jon phot. (:isc and tape ,laving device is under develoLlent
at NLS. TiirAing books and tieoing devices arc also available to
inuividuals who are unable ;_o hooch pages or have other phv i.cal
handicaps thr or vent c, print
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B. Devices for the Visually Handicapped

1. Reading Aids
a. Handheld devices

For limited time use, i.e., few minutes at a time magni-
fication usually 4x or lower. Lens may be enclosed in a
flashlight or mounted on a stand. Typically s20 or less.
Source of supply: Local philately shops. New York Asso-
ciation for the Blind has catalog of low vision devices.

h. Illuminated lens systems with screen
Magnification about 4x; device may brightness and

FOCUS control. Intermediate in cost. Example: Optiscope
made by Stimulation Learning A':- Lynbrook, N.Y.

c, Closed circuit T.V. reading (IL
Magnification ranges from /,7. adjustable to the

user's needs. Devices come w. ..V. monitor with up
to a 17 inch screen. Brightne. ntrast, and focus con-
trols are provided and image on screen may be set to either
black on white or white on black. Accessories for typing
with portion e- typed page being projected on screen are
available. Co.:,ts between S1,000 and $2,000. Examples of
suppliers: Apollo Lasers Inc., Los Angeles, California;
VisualTek, Santa Monica, California.

d. Optacon

The Optacon (optical to tactile converter) uses a hand-
held camera which scans printed characters. Each scanned
character is converted into a vibrating tactile representa-
tion of the character. These tactile signals are sent to
a finger of the blind render. It takes about 50 hours to
train in the use of the equipment. Maximum reading speed
is 80 words per minute. More typical reading speed ir
about 10 words per minute. Synthesized speech instead of
tactile output is planned. The Optacon costs about 53,000.
Manufacturer: Telosensory Systems, Inc. , Palo Alto, Cali-
fornia.

e. Kurzweil reading machine

Print is scanned electronically and translated into
speech or Braille. For synthesized speech output, the blind
render controls the speed of the output; words are read
or spelled out and punctuation 71arks are inserted. The
computer which is the heart of the reading machine is pro-
grammed with a cassette tape. Languages other than English
can he re ,K About 70 hours of practice with the machine
are requi-, to devolop the necessary proficiency. The
machine ce about S:i.0,000. Manufacturer: Kurzweil Corn-
auto' Producs, Cambridge. Mass.

Oral Lier

Devices arc available cc enbossitu4 Braille characters on
paper or other surfaces. rhev have one key for each of the six
dots in a Braille cell plus a space bar, return key, and back
spacer. Braillers cost about $150, and are available from
Perkins School for the Blind in tlntertown , Mass.
A sew development Is a Brailler with cassette input and out-

put cailed the Olinfa. In addition to embossing the Braille
characters en paper the device encodes each character on a
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magnetic tape stored in a cassette. The cassette with the en-
coded Braille can then be placed into the Brai=ler for genera-
ting of embossed-on-paper Braille output. Braille stored on
cassette tapes offers substantial savings iii space. A 90 min-
ute cassette can store the equivalent of a 220 page pocket
book or 6 to 8 Braille volumes.
Braille Typewriter

A Braille typewriter allows sighted people to typ,-,, '=)r a con
:iorial typewriter keyboard with the output in Sralli,. The

Br. _lie typewriter, electric model, costs approximntly $800.
typing paper that is thicker than normal rl,ping ar'!r

mu s: be used with the machine,

for long d ce communication with the deaf

Teletypewriters or electric typewriters are connected to each
other by a communication channel such as the telephone network.
A message is typed on one teletypewriter, resembling an ordinary
typewriter, and is also printed cir at one or more teletypewriters
in different locations. The typeu copy is reproduced without delay.
A teletypewriter may already be available in a library fu. use in
interlibrary loan procedures. The equipment may be rented. or pur-
chased. The purchase cost depends on the model and costs between
$400 to $800. Pictures rather than typed messages can also be trans-
mitted on the telephone and other communication networks but this
requires higher equipment and message transmission costs.

D. Evaluation of Equipment and Devices

'[he prijlary consideration is what will meet the needs of the users.
criteria for selecting and evaluating equipment and devices

for the handicapped include: portability, sturdiness, ease of opera-
tion, storage and access, initial costmainenance cos, service
outlets and contracts, 77eliability of ;=.,nufacturar 4nd distributor,
training for initial use, staff to train patrons, and delivery date.
The checklist at the end of the Needham article can scry a use-
ful guide in determining the adequacy of the equipment in the library.
The developments of technology are continuously changing and

restructuring the equipment and devices for the handicapped and care
must be exerted to stay informed of the improvements and variations.
Library Technolo v Reports and EpTE_ FaLlirmritjsot and Eplaral
(Educational Products Information Exchange) art tools that publish
eJaiun of equipment. Not to be overlooked are the patrons,
themselves, who are valuable sources of information on the perfor-
mance of equipment and devices.

Collection Development and Selo loll Policy

Principles of Collection Development
,.ollection development the building and maintenance of the li-
brary's basic collection - involves attention to star'-,rd, the
materials selection process, the assessment of the quaUcy of the
existing collection, a plan for building the collection. and proce-
dures for maintaining the collection that include weeding and inven-
tory control.
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1. Standards

The standards that are used are relative to the type and size
of library, e.g., Media Programs, District and School; Minimum
Standards for Public Library Systems, 1966 (currently under
revision); Standards for College Libraries: Guidelines for Two
11-uar College Learning Resources Programs; Standards for Library
Services to the Blind and 'flvslcailv Handicap (also under
revision). Each library should provide service for the handi-
capped as it does the non-handicapped. A preliminary step
toward local collection development should be an examination of
the standards for the type of library with consideration of how
they affect collection development for materials for the handi-
capped and whether they should have specifications about the
materials for the handicapped. Remember that standards serve
as guidelines for service and collection building.

Standards that can be useful are currently beinc drafted by
an ad_ hoc committee of ALA-HRLSD (ASCLA). The Sr..adards of

.

Service for the Library of Congress Network of bilaries for the
Blind and Physically liandfpped apply to the serces of the
NLS network, yet they reflect the need for stand,,T1s for various
types of services. Included in these standards h.:'e terminology
and definitions, administrative procedures, an -1-Adelines for
selection of materials, bibliographic control, lntenance of
collections, and cir-alatipa of materials. St.ps-]ards for Li-

hrary Service for the Deaf are also being draftj. Attention to
rile - standards, even in their draft form, can h,isist in the
ce:ection development for the local library,

drces and capabilities of the Library
sessment must he given to the quality of the existing col-

of mate us for arai about the handicapped. Are there
Whac is the need for these materials? What can
7,:-(,/,:2 for the handicapped? Careful thought and

plcai - ii Oven to the building of the collectiop for
actual aad potential users. Vhar has the initial survey, mentioned
earlier, revealed?
The maintenance of the collection - weeding and inventory

ontrol - is supported by the consumer/user survey and what it
Can rev-,:: 'bout the actnnt us of the materials.

8, The MatertaLi Select ion Process

Tho qolocrf.nn proro 1 H7T-117on!:1! charge of all librarians.
I. Basic Princi,)les

a. "The right materials for He right user" never rings more
soundly than it does in the selection of materials for and
about the handicapped. No group should he overlooked in
the effort ro rho needs and interests of all, Flo-
rence Drannis hor article "Book Selection for the Blind"
provides strong support for this premise that is applicable
to all handicapped users. A philosophy of hook (materials)
selocricn: "Bring the right hooks (materials to the right
render; develop a .c.leetien of honks (materials which
the present

. borrowers ard netentfal borrowers will find ex-
cellent interesring, enjoyable, and useful."
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Build according to a p'.an that takes into consideration:
quality, quantity, bur'..get limitations. Standards can be
helpful in formulating the plan.
Consider what the -,eleetton policy should say and how it
should apply to materials for and about the handicapped.
I) The purpose statement should express the rationale for

the selection policy and show its relationship to exist-
ing policies, e.g., NLS "Selection Policy for Reading
Materials" and the Florida Regional Library for the
Blind and Physically Handicapped "Materials Selection/
Collection Development Policy."
The responsibility for selection should be stated with
consideration of a materials selecttel. -emmittee and
who is on it, subject speeia1.3., cepartment
heads, outreach staff, etc, A= eief;estions that
come from patrons themselv The eonsuu.er/user sur-
vey also provides useful

3) The criteria for selection may include statements rela-
tive to the demand for materials; the quality of the
materials; the format of materials; the audience to whom
the materials will appeal; recreational, informational,
or educational need for the materials; materials for
students and professionals; items of local and regional
interest magazines, hooks, brochures. A statement may
be directed toward that the library will not select and
the reasons. As an example, the Florida Regional Li-
brary policy has CR following statement "The Florida
Regional Library will not maintain a collection of com-
mercially produced large print titles, musical recordings,
sculpture, and art prints. These collections are readily
available through most public libraries in Florida
(p. 4).

The selection procedure should ne how the selec-
tion is clone and how often.
The selection aids that ara used may be identified as
in the case of Braille Book Review, Large Type Books in
Print, TalkinlApliapl, NLS Reference Circulars.

6) A statement concerning the treatment of gifts should
be made.

7) The weeding procedure should be addressed with
deration of who does it, ho it is done, when,
circumstances Tender which ccTies rre ,ithdrawn.
consumer/user survey is beneficial or the wc-J2AAL

p-ocess.
A statement on c 11.-,fsl:'.7, and handing of questionoble

materials should be included.
9) The Library Bill of Rights should be included.

10) The Freedom to Read Statement from ALA is generally
included.
Examples of policy statements that are helpful are
the NLS statement and the Regional Libraries' state-
ments on collection development and selection policy.

The Needs and Interests of the Handicapped
In the Florence Grannis article "Book Selection for the Blind"

the following statement is made (and can he modified for all
hnnr14,nnnnel ecAnd-QI.



"ibe ',1ird readers :ire (identical) in needs and tastes
to sighted readers; arid taut they wish to have access
to the same hooks that are availahlu to their sighted
friends. Blindness is a physical and not a mental handi-
cap and the selection of ')oeks for the blind should he...
the same as the selection of books for sighted readers."

There is a need for ,:thout the handicapped and
thei handicaps ler the handicanped and their family and friends.
There is a need for soecia! 'prT-ats, snocial equipment
would a statement reloctim,!. these needs provide supuort for
special funding, participation in the nutwork, odrlitional
stdffin and services) 1)0c. s too library's emi'; ,g selection
policy indicate x.:arunuss of the handicapped'? Can You afford
fo let tTlse censtlerdtlons be unsiated:
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MTERIALS AND 1 VICES

APPENDIX A

NEW YORK STAT 'LI_ A1VV k Vi SLi _HANDICAPPED

CONSUMER SURVEY CHE' AST FCJ:',1 PROGRAMt PLANNING

July 1976

By completing Thec list on this page and the reverse side, you will
hip us evaluate some parts of our present library program and guide us CIS

plan tor changes to improve our service to each reader. Additional corn-
ments or revised service instructions may be sent by regular moil.

D:REC ONS: After completing
the reverse side, separate it from rh newsletter. Refold it so that our address
an the bottom fold of this page is on the ousido and mail to us.

-hocklist on this page and continued on

On preferences for having requests
I. Please check call of the memo materials you use in our service.

__BRAILLE_CASSETTE_TALKING BOOK RECORD_OPEN REEL TAPE

Please indicate your preference of the following request-filling options.
Check as many as apply to your service.

For every book I return, I would like to receive a replacement in the
same media, rather than in a different media.
I would like to receive my most current requests last.
would like to receive my most current requests first.

I have no preference regarding The choice of requests to be filled.
I will call or write to give instructions for other options.

YES.__NO. The present way requests o filled is satisfactory.

FREE MATTER

FOR THE BLIND

OR HANDICAPPED

THE NEW YORK STATE LIBRARY FOR THE BLIND

AND VISUALLY HANDICAPPED
226 ELi\ STUIFI

ALBANY, NEW YORK 12202

1 00
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APPENDIX A - nued

CONSUMER SURVEY CHECKL: T TINLILD FROM REVERSE SIDE)

DIRECTIONS: Please p! ace a checkmarK by "Yes or -No- to indicate your
agreement or disagreement with the follow, 9 statements.

On use of our toll free telephone serviL, (1NWATS).
4, _YES.___NO, I have used the library toll free telephor e service.

;ENO. Use and library response are satisfactory,
6. _YES plan to use Inc service IC/ report oroblems.
7. _YES, _NO. I plan to use the service to prevent problems.

plan to use the service to report changes.
YES. NO. I plan to use the service to request Ca few books.

10. YES._ NO. INWAYS is my only means of diract communication.
11 _YES._Ala I am unable to make use of telephone service,

On automation use

12. YES. z _NO.

1 3 . _YES. _NO.
14._YES._NO.
1 5 . Y E S . NO .

16. _YE S. _NO.
17 YES.NO.
18. YES. NO.
19. YES. _NO.
20. _YE S _NO .

21 . _YES NO.
22._YES._1\10.
23. _YES.

2 4 .

f reader instructions

Service using my instructions is satisfac o
The quantity supplied is satisfactory.
The frequency of mailing is satisfactory.
Replacement of books returned is satisfactory.
Choice of media in replacement is satisfactory

return books as soon OS I read them.
I have problems with mail delivery or returning books.

I use the two-year catalogs in making request lists.
I use only the bi-monthly order forms for requests.

want a continuous supply of books to read.
I want substitutions for requests not available.
I should like my local library to help me make
lists.

I should like to be called to review my instructions for sc:r-

vice.

If so, add your name
and telophono

REFOLD THIS PAGE SO THE REVERSE SIDE IS OUTSIDE SHOWING OUR
ADDRESS FOR MAILING

101
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AMERICAN COUNCIL

READ SURVEY

Describe in your own words the two
that you most frequently read;

OF THE BLIND

- JULY 1976

or three subjects or types Dot

Name one or two categories in which you feel there is a serious sho
of material readily available to the blind;

D -24

Indicate how usefUl to you the following media are' (Use A to indicate fully
useful; B - satisfactory; C useful occasionally; D - not worth its)

Open reel tape

Cassette

Record di c)

Sound sheet

Remote reader, by phone

Large print

Braille

Jumbo braille

In person reader

Remote reader, by radio

Once you learn of a book, is the availability;

Satisfactory Fair Not satisfac

Comment on the adequacy of non-book materials-

(a) Magazines

(b) Selected articles

Reports and miscellaneous writings

(d) Reference works

What possibilities for access to library erlals have been neglected:

How do you prefer to have your libxary contact you:

'hone

Your age:

Braille

- 20 20

Cassette

457:75 Over 60

1'

Large ty -pe



MATERIALS AND DEVICES

I. Source lot Large Print `13 e

Bell and Howell Company
Micro Photo Division
Old Xansfield Road
Wooster, Ohio 44691

B. Ems. R. Dowker and Company
1180 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036

C. Harper and Row, Publishers
Department 61
10 East 53rd Street
New York, New York

D. Keith Jennison Books anklin Watts, Inc.
845 3rd Avenue
New York, New York 10022

National Association for the Visually handicapped
3201 Balboa Street
San Francisco, California 94121

Sources for Talking Books

A. American Foundation for the Blind
15 West 16th Street
New York, New York 10011

Caedmon Records
505 Eighth Avenue
New York, New York 10018

National Center for Audio Tapes
University of Colorado
Stadium Building
Boulder, Colorado 80302

D. National Library Service
for the Blind and Physically Handicapped

Library of Congress
Washington, D.C. 20542

Recording_, for the Blind

215 East 58th Street
New York, New York 10022
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APPENDIX B - continued

III. Bibliographic Tools for Materials

Baskin, Barbara and Harris, Karen. Notes from a Different Dru er
New York: Bowker, 1977.

"Guide to juvenile fiction written between 1940-1975
that depicts handicapped characters." The annotated list
also indicates reading level and disability for each title.

Bibld_iecial Media. Reference Circular. Library of Congress,
Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, 1973.

9 pp. Sources for purchase of bibles in recorded,
Brailled and large print formats. Addresses of
sources given.

Br illeBook Review. Publication Services, Division for the Blind
and Physically Handicapped, Library of Congress, Washing
D.C. 20542=

Bimonthly magazine, distributed free to participants
in the Library of Congress Braille program, informs readers
of developments and activities in library services for
blind and physically handicapped individuals, available
in print and Braille, announces new books released,
carries feature articles on authors and books.

C ources oken Reference Circular,
Library c,f Congress, Division for the Blind and Physically
Handicapped, 1973.

15 pp. Itemizes producers of spoken word cassettes and
equipment. Subject arrangement. Needs updating.

Directory of_Local Radio Services for the Blind and Ph sicall
LilaciLElusd. Reference Circular, Library of Congress, Division
for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, 1976.

14 pp. "Basic information on radio services for the blind
and physically handicapped throughout the country and in-
cludes a directory of public (noncommercial) radio stations
offering reading or informational program services for the
blind and physically handicapped."

tins on Blindness. Reference Circular. Library of Congress, Di-
vision for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, 1972.

6 pp. Annotated selected list of films which cam be
loaned, rented, and/or purchased by libraries.

Information About Braille Music. :Music for Blind and Physically
Handicapped Series. Library of Congress, Division for the Blind
and Physically Handicapped, n-d.

6 pp. Includes bibliography of texts and manuals on
Braille music.

Music for the Blind and Physically
Handicapped Series, Library of Congress, Division for the
Blind and Physically Handicapped, 1973.

3 pp. Library services, Braille music notation, teaching
aids, scholarships available, and sources for material for

teachers working with vj.sually or physically handicapped
I

tion for Teache
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APPENDIX B - continued

ructional Re--irds. Music for the Blind and Physically Handi-
capped Series, Library of Congress, Division for the Blind and
Physically Handicapped, 1973.

4 pp. Partial listing of instructional materials for
handicapped individuals wishing to learn an instrument
and/or become familiar with music in general.

LaupType_Books in Print, 1976. New York: Bowker, 1976.
"Titles listed, originally printed in a normal type size,
have been reproduced by various means into a larger type
size . . two alphabetical listings - one under general
reading and one under textbooks."

Magazines in Special Media. Reference Circular, Library of Congre
Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, 1976.

47 pp. Approx. 300 magazines produced in media suitable for
use by persons unable to read conventional print materials.
Information on frequency of publication, medium in which
available, method for obtaining copies, brief dcription
of subject matter.

Readins_MateLialaLalaLIipf. Reference Information Series,
Library of Congress, Division for the Blind and Physically
Handicapped, 1975.

16 pp. Definition of large type, itemization of current
producers, bibliography of reference books and further
sources of large type material.

RLcoLrcqrtgtoEJIpp,nc19u-lernent1977. New York City: Recording
for the Blind.

Reporduces elementary, high school, college, and graduate
level textbooks for visually, physically, or perceptually
handicapped borrowers. Does not serve libraries directly.

Sources of Children's Book /Record, BoolaC e and Print /Braille

Combinations. Reference/Information Series, Library of on-

grass, Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, 1974.
6 pp. Books for recreational reading that combine print
text with Braille or recordings. Grade and interest levels
are given. Addresses of suppliers.

2Alicla8Lk2211111.11974-1975. Washington, D.C., Library of Con-
gress, Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, 1976.

1111LisINLI. Publication Services, Division for the Blind
and Physically Handicapped, Library of Congress, Washington,
D.G. 20542.

Bimonthly magazine that informs readers of developments and
activities in library services for blind and physically
handicapped individuals. Distributed free to participants
in the LC talking book program. Available in print and on
flexible disc. Announce new books released, carry feature
articles on authors and books.
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APPF I nued

Tics in Review. Library
Physically Handicapped.

Titles by subject areas which have appeared in Talking Book
Topics and BrailluBook_Revlews. Examples: Science Fiction,
Religion and Related Reading. The Black Experience, Read
with Me. The Occult, Freedom 76, 1 Went to the Animal Fair

ess, the Blind and

Toys,Games, and Gift_ _ideas for theiilitilLalAililIFLIEEd. Florida
Regional Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, 1976.

Compiler - Deborah A. TOOMOY

Velleman, Ruth A. "Rehabilitation information - a Bibliography"
Library Journal (October 15, 1971). Also in: Baskin, Barbara
and Harris, Karen, Ed. TheSpeFial1LildLihaaEL,
pp. 161-187. Chicago: American library Association, 1977.

Bibliography includes books on medical and vocational reha-
bilitation, special education, directories and bibliographies,
periodicals, travel guides, special tours.

IV. Source,. for Devices and Aids

"Aids for Handicapped Readers." Reference Circular, Library of
Congress, Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped,
1972.

17 pp. Description and supply sources of many reading
and writing aids.

American Foundation for the Blind, Inc. International Guide to Aids
_and Appliances for _Blin_d and Visually Impaired Persons_ Second
Edition. New York, AFB, 1977.

"Source of information about devices which can be purchased
for use in the home, on the job, in the school or agency"
Addresses, prices, descriptions of devices.

Braille instructionandWritin Eaaiama. Reference Circular.
Library of Congress, Division for the Blind and Physically
Handicapped, 1977.

21 pp. "Selected listing of Braille instructional materials
and writing equipment currently available for purchase.

Closed Circuit Television Systems for the Visuallx Handicapped.
Reference/Information Series, Library of Congress, Division for
the Blind and Physically Handicapped, 1974.

3 pp. Closed circuit television system devices which en-
large print for the visually handicapped and bibliography
of articles which evaluate these machines.

Publisher Source Director Third Edition. National Center on Edu-
eational Media and Materials for the Handicapped, 1977.

137 pp. Listing of where to buy or rent instructional
materials and other educational aids, devices, and media.
Subject index.
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Reading Machines for the Blind. Reeerence/Inforuation SL-ies.
Library of Congress, Division for the Blind and Physically
Handicapped, 1977.

15 pp. Bibliography of "selected books, articles, reports,
and other materials on reading machines for the blind
general works, Optacon, other reading machines, research,
and names and addresses of some organizations involved In
research and development in the field of realing machines
for the blind."

V. Examples of Additional. l:nfurmation on the Handicapped

A. Amiens. Bimonthly publication the National Center for Law
and the handicapped, Inc. 5 North Eddy Street, South
Bend, Indiana 46617. Available free of charge, it report

developments for the handicapped at various
levels of government.

B. Baskin, Barbara Holland and Harris, Karen, editors. The
cial Child in the Library. Chicago: American Library

Association, 1976. A hook of readings that presents "a
philosophical base for procedures, a compendium of infor-
mation on materials, examples of creative, unusual and
effective programs, and guidelines for environmental
modifications."

g(2sEL29!_im2VL. Published by the National Information
Center for the Handicapped, Box 1492, Washington, D.C.
20013. Available free of charge, it identifies services
for children with mental, physical, emotional, and learn-
ing handicaps.

DIKTA. A quarterly journal published by the Southern Con-
ference of Librarians for the Blind and Physically Handi-
capped. It serves as a "forum for ideas, opinions, and
articles on innovative practices of interest to librarians
serving the blind and physically handicapped."

E HRLSD Journal. Formerly the AHIL Quarterly, published by
Health and Rehabilitative Library Services Division of
ALA. Journal contains articles on many phases of library
service to special groups. (New name of HRLSD is ASCLA,
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies.

F. Journal of Blindn s and Visual I airments. Formerly New
Outlook Blind. Published by the American Foundation
for the Blind. It reports research as well as recent li-
terat re, books, and other materials of interest to the
blind and those who work with the blind.
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G. knrary RescnicvH f _ t In. and handicapped:
A Df rectory of OBIT Network LE lwar 1 es and Machine-Lending
Agencies. l976. Library of c :gross, Washington, D.C.
Division for the Blind H-ally Handicapped.
Published since 1970 o-; lr of Library Resour
the Blind and Physically pped.

it Libraty_Servicesto the 13lincl PbIsically 1111aLaELL.
(in Reference to) Reference/ information Series, Library
of Congross, Division for the Blind and Physically Handi-
capped, 1975. 7 pp. Bibliography of "selected recent
material s on library -!erviee to the visually and physically
handicapped. Items of national interest.

I. National informa r enter for Special Education Materials
(N1(SEM) Funded by Bureau of. Education for the Handicapped
beginning Oct. 1, 1977. "To continue the development of
a _ hibliographical information retrieval system
focusing on educational objectives and materials for the
handicapped" Univeroltv of Southern California/NICSEM,
University Park, Los Angeles, California 90007.

LIALLIrIglDIelLzations Concerned with the and
Reference /In ormati ©n Series, Library

of Congress, Division for the Blind and Physically Handi-
capped, 1974. 14 pp. Listing of organizations and "asso-
ciations of professional and volunteer workers who serve
the varied needs of the handicapped or their representative
organiz.t fans=

nal Rehabilitation Information Center (NARIC)
Located in Washington, D.,:., established by a five year
grant, Oct. 1977. "to improve information delivery to the
Rehabilitation Services Administration research reports,
books, journals, conference proceedings relevant to
vocational rehabilitation."

L. The Resource Center. Metropolitan Cooperative Library System.
285 East Walnut, Pasadena, California 91101. Packet of
materials on library service to the deaf and hearing im-
paired - includes lc-mm films, videocassettes, definitions,
programming primer, signed children's books, captioned
films. bibliography.

Strom, Marvalls G. editor. _Library Services to the Blind and
F'lt sicall. flandictr r _eel. Metuchen, N. Scarecrow Press,
1977. A sampling of periodical articles on library service
to the visually and physically handicapped organized by
special libraries, special people, special considerations,
special services. Appendix on additional reading on library
services to the handicapped. Index.
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Bone, Larry- Earl , e . "Communi ty Analysis and L.ibTar-i'
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A.

LIBRARY SERVICE TO TEE HANDICAPPED (LSH)
INSTRUCTIONAL NATERIAL FOR RESEARCH METHODS COURSE

Objectives,

Objectives_

*I( To be able to evaluate research proposals in terms of listed criteria

To be able to convert questions that need to be answered about library
service to the handicapped into research questions

Outline

A The research cycle

The evaluation of research proposals

*0' The selection of research topics

Read the research prop al and rate it with the aid of criteria pro-
vided for this purpose.

Read the criteria for ranking research topics and use criteria on
research topics listed.

Note to Instructors: Two tasks are to be performed by the students:

1. To evaluate the research proposal in accordance with modified
criteria prepared by USOE Guidelines for Library Research and
Demonstration Projects.

2. To rank research topics (precusors of research proposals) listed
in the instructional material and any additional topics related
to Library Service to the Handicapped that either you or your
students may suggest. Use suggested criteria for doing so. Please
note that not all topics are either good ideas or ideas that lend
themselves to transformation into research proposals.

uestionsaIssion

1. If you had the responsibility for allocating earch funds, would you
give priority to research in LSH?

What are the pros and cons of using an interdisciplinary approach to
resea. .h in LSH?

3. Discuss the role of the intended client of LSH in research on that topic.

4. Are there special problems in research in LSH not encountered in research
in other aspects of librarianship?

5. How would one go about developing a priority of research needs within
the field of LSH?

111



B.

Ex anded Outline

The Research Cycle

A research project goes through a nuwber of phases which might be
called the research cycle. While not every research project goes through
every one of the listed phases (and some may go through additional phases),
the list is presented as e framework for the class exercises.

A research project begins with an idea a perceived need to study a
problem or a suggested solution to a problem. This idea can come from a
variety of sources - from an article, from talks with a colleague, from a
report at a meeting. This idea is then refined by a reviewing of the
literature on the topic and by discussions with colleagues. Next the idea
is written up as a research proposal, a document that includes a review of
the literature, the objectives of the proposed research project, how it is
to be carried out, time and resources required and publication plans. The
main difference between an idea (the research topic) and a research pro-
posal is that the former is the statement of something to be done while the
latter is specific plan of attack. For a variety of reasons not all
research ideas become research proposals. For example, we may lack the
methodology for carrying out the research. It would be nice to find out the
effect of library service on the decision making process in a given environ-
ment but we do not as yet know how to do this. Not all research proposals
are actually carried out. The researcher may not be able to obtain the
necessary funds to do the job. And this is where funding agencies come to
the help (at least some of the time). This phase of the cycle will be
discussed below.

Once the research proposal has been approved it becomes a research pro-
ject_ The research carried cut no outlined in the propoea,_ by preparing
and testing the necessary instruments (such as questionnaires) or by setting
up experiments, or more generally by making observations. These observa-
tions are then analyzed and used for drawing conclusions. The work is then
reported and disseminated and thus serves as a basis for further work.

2. The Rating of Research Proposals

A researcher with a research proposal but without funds for carrying
out the research (not an unusual situation) must turn to funding agencies
for help. In librarianship, three such agencies are the U.S. Office of
Education, the National Science Foundation, or the Council on Library
Resources. Typically, when need for outside support is anticipated, the
most likely funding agency is selected and frequently contacted informally
prior to submission of the research proposal. The funding agency will
supply information about deadlines for applications as well as format and
information to be included. Some funding agencies will also specify criteria
for rating research proposals.

In the proposal rating exercise used in this unit, criteria for rating
a proposal are based on those used by the U.S. Office of Education Library
Research and Demonstration Program. The proposals are rated by peers.
Since more proposals are submitted than can be funded only the highest rated

t 1,2*



proposaLs will be selected.

The criteria for rating research proposals (C) include only thosewhich the students can apply. For example, the budget for the proposal
was omitted and any budget related criteria were also omitted. It issuggested that students rate the proposal before coming to class. Inclass, the individual ratings might be discussed and low or high ratings
for individual criteria questioned. Specific shortcomings and suggestedimprovements of the proposal might also be discussed in class,



rit is for EvalloslagElelfArc_h Proposals

(Based on U.S.O.F. Guidelines for Applications under Library Research and
Demonstration Programs, 1977)

1. Significance, impact, and relevance

Maximum li of points 1C

30 points

The proposed project promises to contribute to the solution of an im-
portant library problem, the improvement of operations or services in a
significant number of libraries, or the fulfillment of unmet informational,
cultural, or educational needs.

2. Problem and needs assessme- 8 points

The proposal identifies and demonstrates by objective evidence the
nature and magnitude of the needs to be addressed by the proposed program.

3. Statement of objectives 15 points

Object'ves of proposed project are sharply defined, clearly stated,
capable of being attained by the proposed procedures, and are capable of
being measured. Kinds and nature of output products to meet these objec-
tives are clearly specified and have high potential effectiveness in meeting
the objectives.

4. Activities and scheduling 15 points

Activities included in the proposed program promise of themselves to
result in the attainment of the applicant's stated objectives and are so
scheduled to result in that attainment in an efficient manner.

5 . Evaluation . . ,, ... 9 points

A statement of criteria by which attainment of objectives is to be
measured.

Description of instruments to be used to collect data or method of se-
lecting existing instruments.

Assessment of validity of such instrunents
Schedule for collection of data and description of method to be used

to review the program.
Provision of comparison of evaluation results, norms, control groups

or performance results of other programs or other external standards.

6. Dissemination 8 points

Adequate dissemination of results through meetings and/or publications
and papers.

7. Continuity and replication of projects . . . 15 points

The proposed program is designed in a manner to insure the continuity
the project or parts of it at the site selected or its replication at other
sites as well as strength of commitment to continuity and, where appropriate,

replication at other sites in sunporting letters and documents.
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INFORMATION SERVICES FOR BLIND COLLEGE STUDENTS

ABSTRACT

In the first phase of the project, information needs of blind college students

11 be determined with the aid of interviews. In the second stage of the project,

needed information aids, identified in the previous step of the study, will be de-

veloped, tested, and evaluated. Instructions in preparing information storage and

retrieval systems for notes and other personal records and instructions in using

the library are examples of information aids to be developed for blind college

students.

Introduction

There are an stirnated 5,000 blind students now enrolled in universities and

colleges in the U.S. (1) About 35 blind students are now enrolled at X Univer-

sity where this study is to be undertaken. The blind are entering professions that

have been closed to them up to now. Recently, the first blind student graduated

from medical school. (2) There are at least taco reasons why research and training

in library service to the blind and physically handicapped are of importance. For

one it Is twr,fnap_Annyr, rliincr.flbtr
e r" r

to all groups and more needs to be known about

de the best possible service

ation needs of the blind,

and here specifically, blind students, in order that this philosophy may be put

entice. For another, improved library service to blind college students

may have direct benefits in terms of facilitating the students' academic work.

This, in turn, might enable more blind students to attend college and, possibly,

additional fields might eventually be opened to them.

The objectives of this research proposal are to gain insight into the infor-

mation needs of blind college students. The results of such improved understand-

ing of blind students' information needs and of how these students now fill such
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needs will be used as a pilot project in this field. While the results of the

information needs study caot'be predicted, it is likely that the need for new

information services will be brought out. These now services might include in

.3tructiorls in organizing personal notes and document collections, instructions

in the use of the library, and bibliographic aids for blind stude-tts. The objec-

tives of the study are thus CO:

determine information needs of blind students

determine how improved library services can help meet these needs

develop and test instruc anal mater'-1 on organizing personal notes

and document collections, use of the library, bibliographic aids for

blind students, and/or other instructional or informational materials

to faci'itate use of information resources by such students.

Given below is a review the literature of library services to the blind

and physically handicapped as it applies to the problem.

Who -e the Physicalldica-ed?

The Division for the Blind

Congress (DBPH) has estimated Lh

d Physically qandicapped of the Libra;y of

1 as 7.6 uiiilion Americans may be eli-

gible for its services. Of these, 1.3 million have "severe visual impairment."

Another 6.3 million have varying degrees of visual and/or other physical handi-

cap, and are potential users of such services because of this. The 1971 National

Health Survey of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare showed that

persons with visual impairments are more numerous than persons. with any other

form of disability except that of hearing difficulty. The National Center for

Health reports that persons h visual handicaps are found most frequently

among the elderly (over 65) and among persons of lower income. However, some

five percent of American youth ages 12 to 17 have moderately to severely defec-

tive near vision, that used for most reading. (3)
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A 1973 survey of handicapped patrons of the Texas State Library Division

for the Blind and Physically Handicapped revealed that more than 43 percent of

its patrons were over 65 years of age, but over 40 percent were under 55. Slight-

ly more than one-fifth of the patrons were visually or physically handicapped at

birth. Most of these patrons lived with members of their families, i.e. were

not in institutions, and used libraries for recreational reading. (4)

The blind and physically handicapped, therefore, are predominantly elderly

but they may be found in any age or economic level. A considerable number of

them is of student age.

Scone of Literature Review

A literature search was made which included Library Literature (1966 to

1976), Dissertation Abstracts ernational (1971, 1972, 1976), Monthly_ Catalog

to S Government-Publications (1973- 1975), Public Affairs Information Service

(1973-1975), Schlachter and Thomison's Libras _ Dissertations 1925 -1972,

Magnotti's Master's Theses_ in =Librar Science 1960-1969, Library and _Information

Sciences: An ERIC Biblio -rah (1967-1971), and the past three years of two

journals by and for the blind, New Outlook for the Blind and Braille Monitor,

1970-hr-,.,g 197A.

of the tens of thousands of entries in these Indexes:, lons . than 100 were of

even potential pertinence to the specific topic of professional librarian train-

ing for services to the blind and physically handicapped. Of over 3,000 research

reports submitted to the ERIC clearinghouse for library and information science

during the period 1967-1971, only nine entries were found under the headings

"Handicapped," "Blind" or "Visually Handicapped." Seven of these were surveys of

sta programs for the handicapped generally, and one was a comparative inter-

national study. Of about 2,500 master's theses from accredited library schools

during the period 1960-1969, only 15 dealt with library services for the handi-

capped and of these, only six dealt specifically with the blind and visually

handicapped and only three concerned current services on more than a local scale.

II
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From 660 doctoral dissertations in library science of a 47-year period (1925-1972),

only one was indexed under the heading of "Handicapped" and that dealt only

peripherally with retardation. There were not even index entries for "Blind"

©r "Visually Handicapped."

Only two extensive annotated bibliographies were found on library services

to the blind and physically handicapped, one by Boelke, covering 1964 to mid-1969,

with 119 citations, and a research paper by Masek, with 151 citations for the

period 1960 to early 1973. Masek's paper was concerned specifically with the

visually handicapped, while about one-third of Boelke's was specifically related

to rb blind 11_ A

Clearly, there is relatively little written about library services to the

blind and physically handicapped, or on the preparation of librarians to serve

these people. The paucity of library literature concerning services to the blind

and physically handicapped reflects a lack of activity in research and train-

ing for librarianship as it relates to this segment of our population.

cting Library services

The American Library Association, in its 1967 standards for library services

to the blind and physically handicapped, said "Every kind of library should

make a special effort to include blind and handicapped people in all the services

provided for sighted persons." (5) It would appear that few public libraries

have met the ALA standards such services in the decade since those standards

were set forth. The standards have now been withdrawn and are being reformulated;

the problem still exists.

The primary channel for library services to most of this nation's blind and

physically handicapped is through the Library of Congress DBPii and a network of

56 regional and a growing number of subregional libraries. In addition, library

services are provided by an undetermined number of public libraries and a small

number of libraries pecifically for the blind and physically handicapped.
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The Chief of the DBPH, F. Kurt Cylke, reports that the number of registered

blind and physically handicapped readers has shown a growth rate of over 15 per-

cent for the past several years and is projected to grow at about 20 percent a

year for the next five years. In the past five years, circulation of materials

from the DBPH has almost doubled, reaching over 11 million items in 1974; the

DBPH and regional and subregional libraries now report a total of over 4.6 million

items (excluding magazines) in their collections. (6)

,dames Gashel of the National Federation of the Blind comnented that library

services to the blind range from the imaginative to being merely a mail-order

point for the Library of Congress. (7) Eleanor Brown, in her book library Ber7

vices e Disadvantaed, writes, "Most public libraries do not have space or

funds to provide braille materials, talking books or tapes. They do, however,

owe special staff assistance to the blind and visually impaired. Their chief

task, and one which they_2ar_ILL4i1 PDPLISPIEITAC is to seek out the blind

or nearly blind in their service areas and . .see that such persons are fully

informed of the services available to them" (Emphasis supplied). (8)

In relation specifically to the blind college student, one nationwide ser-

vice, Recording for the Blind, and one state program, that of Ohio, should be

mentioned. Recording for the Blind provides te24tbooks on tape recorded on demand.

(9) Blind as 11 as other handicapped students in Ohio share the benefits of a

directory in which the facilities, special equipment and services for the handi-

capped are given. (10) A recent publication suggests ways of improving library

service to handicapped college students and provides a checklist for assessing

such se- ices in the academic library. (11)

Needed improvementsand New Services

Many articles, books and reports were scanned for references to needed i--

provements in library service to the blind and physically handicapped. In relation

to the blind, the suges ted improvements included obtaining better information
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on who the blind are, what they need from libraries, and what they think of pre-

s- t services; better bibliographic control of materials now produced (there is

no central file or catalog in this country or abroad that shows everything that

has been,:produced for the blind); greater awareness by the blind of the services

that are available to them; greater awareness by librarians of the needs of the

blind; pre - professional and continuing education for librarians specifically

focused on services for the blind and physically handicapped; greater number of

book titles available in f -rats for tree blind; wider use of volunteer reader

services; and further research into devices to aid blind patrons.

There continue to be prob with ions waits for requested books; lack of

els for students and scholars; and regional and sub regional libraries that

are often under'unded and understaffed.

Librarians and others have commented on these needs. A county librarian in

New York said, "Of the problems involved [in providing library service to the

blind and physically handicapped] probably the greatest is inertia, a factor which

librarians and workers in other agencies must overcome."

One state survey cervices to the blind noted that local libraries tended

to assume that the two regional libraries in the state would provide service to

the blind, therefore "local libraries have offered little or nothing for these

people Anot S tat reading mre-rialq supplied by the

Library of Congress "do not adequately fill the need of the readers. Needs fc

more specialized and local interest materials must be supplied from state or

donated funds." This would appear to apply especially to the blind student.

In 1965, Eric Moon, writing in Library Journal, commented on the then fort

coming standards for library services to the blind. He said that the standards

were dominated by a conviction that "the blind, as a. group in our society, are

likely to encompass virtually the same wide range of reading and information

needs and interests as all other readers." ie went on to observe that "If such

a conviction is prevalent, it is certainly.not reflected in the present range and
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depth of library services and materials for the blind at most levels." (12)

More than a decade later, his remarks still seem applicable.

A blind professor and chairman of the English department at an Eastern col-

lege Robert Russell, appropriately sums up the situation for library services

to the blind: "Acts of Congress have legalized the extension of these services,

but those acts can't guarantee that the services will be extended. The actual

extension rests in the hands of librarians all over the country." (13)
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Results or Benefits ectec

The results of the proposed study should assist academir librarians in pro-

viding improved information services to blind college students. This will be

made possible by having an improved understanding, obtained from analysis of

interviews, of the information needs and habits of these students. The results

of the interview study will be published in a journal addressed to academic li-

braries, probably Cole i2ild Res3arcL Libraries, and in the presentation of a

paper at the meeting of a professional society, probably the American Library

Association. Instructional material prepared and tested in the course of this

study, such as instructions in organizing personal notes and document collections,

instructions in the use of the library, and/or other instructional materials to

facilitate use of information resources, will be submitted to ERIC for distribu-

tion to all interested libraries.

Lipproaches

The initial stage of the project will be a study of the information habits

and needs of the approximately 35 blind students at X University. X University

has the largest number of blind students in the university system of its state.

It is assumed that these students are representative of blind students on U.S.

college and university campuses in general. An interview rather than a ques-

tionnaire study is planned in view of the nature of the subjects' handicap.

The instrument used in the interviews will be developed by reviewing the

literature on information habits and needs of college students. The instrument

will include questions on how blind students organize their notes for class work

and on their use of both the University library and the regional library for

the blind and physically handicapped. This instrument will be pretested and then

administered to each of the blind students on campus.

The subsequent steps in the study will depend on the results of the inter=

views. The results of the interviews will be analyzed in terns of resources, aids,

11
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and services needed by bl iiid t rident h)r tltc coup lotion ni their studies. It

is anticipated that assistance wilt he needed In at least two areas: in the or-

ganization pe s nal notes and in till use of the library. If the interviews

confirm these anticipated needs in: oche-- appropriate instructional material

will_ be prepared and testctcl.

For the organization of per -c -hat notes, Instructional material would be

prepared on informat ion retrieval !-;y:-;tem, personal collections of notes and

dncurnCrtts. This will consist r>t udio-tat?

indexes. Indexes to be considered have

Cations along with sample

relatively simple to use and have

to have access points in braille. While the final choice of types of indexes

will depend on the results

coordinate indetes such as edge etched card indexes with the master card being

coded in braille are under consideration.

For instruction in the use of the library, audio-tape lectures, possibly

supplemented by braille material, would be prepared. Again, depending on the

results of the interviews topics to be covered Might include bibliographic

views, alphabetic subject indexes and manual

organization, types of publications and their content, and information services

and resources available in libra

The instructional material developed in this project will be test used

by the blind students. The students' reactions as well as those of the students'

instructors will be assessed in the evaluation of the material.



PERSONNEL FOR PROJECT

Principal Investigator 25 % of time

Graduate Assistant 33 % of time

Sec -ry/clerk . . 50 % of time

Student Assistants 600 hours

TIMETABLE

1. Develop and Pretest Interviews Months 1 -2

2. Interview Month 3

3. Develop Instructional Material Months 4-6

4. Test Use Instructional Material Months 6-13

5. Evaluate Instructional Material Months 14-15

6. Prepare reports, publications Months 16-18



E.

onosal Ra-'n- Form

mum points in parentheses)

1. Significance, impact and relevance (30)

2. Problem and needs assessments (8)

3. Statement of objectives (15)

4. Activities and scheduling (15)

5. Evaluation

6. Dissemination

7. Continuity and replication of project (15)

CommCntS:
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The Selection of Research Pro-osals

Typically, researchers have more ideas than time or money to carry
them out. Thus a screehing or selection process of research topics is
necessary. There are, of course, a number of factors that enter in such
a selection process and a number of ways of carrying it out. For the
class discussion of this unit. the following six criteria (questions)
given as Section F are suggested as a way of ranking research topics.

Here is a suggested procedure fur ranking the research topics.
Each of these questions should be asked for each of the suggested re-
search topics and any additional topics that the teacher or students
add to the list. If the answer to the question is a "yes" or a "no",
a value of 1 or 0 is assigned to the answer for the topic. A "don't
know" answer has a value of .5. The highest rating for a topic would
be 6. By arranging the topics in decreasing numeric order, a ranking
by perceived value of topic is obtained.

F.

criteria for RankiT: Research To les

1. Are chances good that project can be successfully completed?
A positive answer assumes (among other things) that the meth,,Ao-

logy for carrying out the study is available and that necessary
cooperation of users, librarians or other subjects may be obtained.
High risk projects, which would be important to the profession if
successfully completed, would be given a lower value but might still
obtain a high ranking with "yes" scores from other questions.

2. Is an important question about LSH being addressed?
This question attempts to differentiate topics of local and more

general interest.

Will findings contribute to the understanding of LSH?
This question would get a "yes" rating for basic research projects

whose findings may not be immediately applicable but may form a
theoretical framework for the field.

Are findings likely to be adopted without much delay in LSH?
This question would be answered "yes" for other than basic research

projects, projects that are likely to yield findings of use in im-
proving operations or services.

5. Are findings likely to benefit other aspects of library service?
This question would be answered "yes" if the project has a carry-

over benefit for other library services or operations. For example,
improvements in technical services suggested from the findings of an
LSH project may also be applicable in the technical services of any
library.

6. Can project be completed for under $30,000?
This question is raised with the assumption that it is more difficult

to get approval for higher priced projects. This is not true for all
funding agencies.
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G .

of Research _s

1. Should computers be used for inventory control in libraries for
the blind and physically handicapped?

What arm reading interests of the elderly blind?

What positions can be held by the wheelchaired in libraries?

4. What is the best way of teaching sign language to reference
librarians?

5. What are job opportunities for librarians wanting to serve the
blind and physically handicapped?

6. What is the image of the handicapped in adult fiction?

7. What services are now provided to the blind and physically handicapped
in public libraries?

Should overdues be charged to blind college students?

How can refernee evvice to the bliud be evaluated?ct 6

10. What is the history of the Library of Congress Division for the
Blind and Physically Handicapped?

123'
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NATIONAL LIBRARY SERVICE FOR THE HANDICAPPED

by Elizabeth Carl

A favorite story at the National Library Service for the Blind and

Physically Handicapped has it that a regional librarian once took an

emergency call from a distressed public librarian in her state. "A blind

man just walked into the library! What should I do?" was the frantic

question. The reply was calm= "Why don't you ask him what he wants?"

The exclusion of the blind and physically handicapped from the able-

bodied and sighted mainstream of society has cost us much. Many of your

students have never in seventeen or more years of school sat in the same

room with a blind classmate. Many have never had even the most mundane

conversation with a blind person. Ask them. And if in addition to their

lack of personal exposure, library education fails to apprise them that

there is such a public out there and of the resources available to serve

it, clumsiness is an inevitable result and foolishness is probable. It

is with the hope of ending clumsy, foolish service to blind and handicapped

patrons of libraries that we all are here.

The National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped

is a title which really stands for two ideas. In its broadest sense NLS

is the entire network of libraries serving blind and handicapped readers.

This network consists of 1) the Library of Congress, 2) four Library of

Congress multistate centers, 3) the regional libraries - generally one in

each state, 4) subregional libraries, and 5) local libraries of all types

throughout the country. In a narrower sense NLS refers to the central

node of the network, the Library of Congress.

The NLS network provides free public library service nation-wide to

anyone who temporarily or permanently cannot read or hold a standard

print book or turn pages because of some physical limitation. Residents
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of the United States, regardless of nationality, are eligible for service,

as are American citizens living abroad. Participants may receive books

and magazines in Braille and on tape, disc, and cassette. Braille and

recorded musical sonros aro availahlo. Tr is now e that rn$10

three million people are eligible. In 1977 we had almost 600,000 re

tered readers, about five times as many as were registered ten years ago.

Over the years, our clientele has increased not only in size but also

in scope. Originally including only the adult blind, the enabling legis-

lation changed to add children to the program in 1952 and added the physi-

cally handicapped in 1966. In 1974 an administrative decision added read-

ing disabled persons suffering from organic brain dysfunction to the pro-

gram.

Such growth is the stuff of which strong library networks are made.

The Library of Congress performs logically central acts: acquisitions,

procurement of equipment, Braille certification and instruction, reference

service from a special library on blindness and physical handicaps, and

research and development efforts.

"Magic Pot" syndrome, the unending growth to which all library col-

lections are heir, is hurstingly augmented when a single copy of Roots

requires twenty-four inches of shelf space for its seven Braille volumes!

Delivery to regionals from Washington became impossible and impractical,

so since 1975 four multistate centers have been opened to act as materials

support units for the regionals.

The fifty-six regional libraries still provide most of the direct

service to readers. It is they who know the likes and dislikes of their

readers, send them their books, listen to their complaints, accept their

vlises, and chat with them about the state of the economy and the weather.

David Thomas, a veteran of the service and an office -mate of mine, is

13k
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the "regional librarian" for American citizens living overseas, and almost

all his communication with readers is by post. Here are a few examples:

The cassettes which you sent have never reached us.
I guess they are held up in customs. Hope they will
enjoy your selections if they can figure out what
tape speed to use. From now on please use the
following address to avoid these delays.

Please send me a replacement copy of the mystery,
Wednesda- the Rabbi Got Wet. I was just in a very_ _ .

exciting part when the tape spilled and got all
caught in the machine, and I am in great suspense.
Please rush this book, as they take three weeks to
reach Japan.

Thank you for the invaluable service you have pro-
vided my daughter during the time we have lived
overseas. I have watched her change from a child
with little interest in reading and very narrow
tastes to one who will tackle most anything!

Please don't send me any more gardening books. I

in an np.nrtment and don't even have a window
box.

Please send me some Bible records to read when mother's
up and some blood-and-thunder to read after she goes
to bed.

The rest of our office also in frequent communication with readers,

both by telephone and letter. The Friday before Christmas a very proper-

sounding lady called requesting Braille books on bestiality. There was

of course a barking dog in the background. In the early spring there was

a surge of interest in worm farming. An exasperated lady wrote to suggest

that we abandon all our "silly machines that are always needing something

done to them" and concentrate our efforts on recruiting people to read to

her. She would enjoy that much more. A very old man wrote us to find out

if anything had ever been recorded concerning the action in World War II

in which his son was killed. In April I had the privilege of beginning

service to a woman with cerebral palsy who simply arrived in her wheel-

chair at our doorstep because she found our name containing the word

"Handicapped" in the telephone directory. She told me she loved to read
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but couldn't get in most libraries because of the steps.

"No ocherwise qualified handicapped individual in the United States

. shall solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the partici-

pation in, be denied the benefits of, or he subjected to discrimination

under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assist

Whether we tremble in fear or excitement at the words of section 504

of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, it is going to cause change. What

are some ways it may affect NLS?

One result is clear even now: the two newest regional library build-

ings one in Chicago, ill. and one in Montgomery, Ala., are both accessible

to the handicapped and are doing significant walk-in business. Now, this

may not se-m too remarkable at first, but regionals have traditionally

carried on most business by phone and by mail, even for local readers,

using the "free matter for the blind" privilege. Buildings have been,

and many still are, warehouses. Many make no attempt at a reading room.

vice by mail is not without its redeeming features, to be sure. Prox-

ty has not been such a factor in use of our service as it has been

show. to be in other types of public libraries, for example. The type of

equal a s- to information regardless of distance which planners

library networks have addressed during the 70's is a goalfor all of us.

But the active presence of readers in libraries is a yeasty one for all

concerned, and earnestly to be de.ired. It will change the readers, it

will change the libraries, and it will change the type of librarians who

will want to work there.

Even at the subregional level - city, county, or multicounty libraries

serving AO or more blind and physically handicapped readers - mail order

service has often been the norm. One such library, the Talking Books De7

partment of the San Francisco Public Library, has recently opened a reading

room of its own in an old branch library. Since November 175 of the library's
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850 regular patrons have visited the library. Through tours given public

and school librarians to this thriving concern, so much demand for chil-

dren's service has been created that the library is considering hiring

a part-time children's librarian. Nothing, it seems, is such effective

advertising as visible good service.

About half of the states now have subregional Illinois has one

in every county library system. Any blind or physically handicapped

reader in the state who wishes and is able to do so may go to a library

not too far away to select books actively and in person and to enjoy

whatever other services and activities may appeal to him. Specialized

service to the handicapped at the subregional level is desirable, but

service will never be what it could be without the full participation

of nil local libraries.

It is not surprising how often readers in the NLS program request

such things as language-learning or ready reference information from

regionals or even directly from NLS in Washington which they could obtain

best and fastest from an organization a few blocks or a telephone call

away: the local public library. They do not think of these libraries

as theirs.

The demands of an increasingly militant handicapped population will

do much to change this. So will the regulations implementing Section

504 as they are lived out in the courts. So will policy decisions at

the National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped.

So will you.

At graduation, every library science student in the United States

not just those going into public service - should know the basics of

what service NLS provides, who is eligible to receive it, and how to go

about certifying eligibility. basic as knowing about interli-

br ry loan, and in fact it's the same hing. If courses are planned in
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the knowledge that the whole world iq not f-earing, able-bodied, and

sighted, then maybe lihrarie ill stop looking as if it eo
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LIBRARY SERVICE TO THE HANDICAPPED AND INSTITUTIONALIZED:
A HISTORICAL SUMMARY

by

Genevieve M. Casey
Professor, Library Science, Wayne State University

The following historical overview of services to the physically handicapped and

to the institutionalized, provided by American libraries is an update of an

article which appeared in Library Trends in October, 1971. The scope of this

article will include services to the blind and visually handicapped, the hearing

unpaired, the physically handicapped, the hospitalized and to people in

correctional institutions, both adult and juvenile. Services to the well aged,

living independently or semi-independently in the community and services to the

developmentally disabled will not be discussed, although both groups may require

specialized delivery of library services and materials in non-print form. In so

far as possible, effort will be made to bring the record up to 1978.

Within the last few years, the library profession, like most others, has discovered

a new level of social conscience. Individually and institutionally we have begun

to rethink the concept of "equal access" to which we have long given lip service,

and to realize that there is more to access than being there in the same buildings,

manned by the same staff, delivering the same services in the same ways.

We are taking.seriously the principle of accountability to our users, actual and

potential. We are growing to understand that an often marginal impact on somewhere

between 10 and 25 percent of the total community is just not enough. Among the vast,

untapped clientele of the public library to which we are now paying more attention

are the handicapped and institutionalized,people who cannot use our traditional

library services, either because they are literally locked up in mental hospitals

and prisons, or because they are just as actually locked into their own immediate



environments by physical disabilities.

An example of our new sensitivity is in the 1977 Mission Statement for Public

Libraries,' 10ich identifies as one of 4 major social conditions to which

libraries must respond, "total egalitarianismthe rlait of every individual

to determine his/her own destiny and the obligation of every individual to

contribute to social decisions regardless of race, education, language,

religion, ethnic and cultural background, and mental or physical health. ""

(Final italics added)AT:ess, according to this Mission Statement, is defined

as "innovative, ilaainative delivery techniques which overcome geographic,

educational, physical and psychological barriers..

Although stereotypes are dangerous, we know that many of this segment of the

library's public are people who are disadvantaged by any definition one cares

to use. They are frequently poor--so drastically poor that their possessions

are limited to what will remain unstolen in the drawer of a bedside table, so

poor that their world is encompassed by the dimensions of one hospital bed,

the length and width of a grave, one small prison cell or the four walls of

one room. They are often less educated than our traditional middle class

patrons, forced by their situations to a narrower range of experience and

hope. Many cannot use our conventional printed materials because of physical,

mental or emotional impairment. We know too little about this silent minority,

but experience has shown that when the library does reach out to them, they

respond with eagerness.

It is difficult to compartmentilize the handicapped and institutionalized into

those who are blind or visually limited, those who are hearing impaired, those



who suffer the impairments of extreme old age, although many federal programs ask

us to do so. Over half of the blind and visually handicapped, for example, are

aged, as indeed are many (but not all) shut-ins. Patients shut in at home are

not very different from those confined in large or small nursing or convalescent

homes, although serving the former may be a little more expensive for the library.

Hospital service requires much the same skill and organization, whether the hospital

is a mental hospital, a geriatric facility or a general hospital. It must be under-

stood, therefore, that the following discussion of library services to the physically

handicapped categorized by type of institution and handicap is necessarily artificial.

Hosoital Service

Service to hospitalized patients has a long history. In the second century A.Q. a

library for patients at Pergamum was reported. In the thirteenth century, at the

Al Mansur Hospital in Cairo, the Koran was read to the patients as an aid to

recovery. In 1796 in York, the Quaker Hospital for the Mentally Ill established

a library for patients, and, as early as 1821, Massachusetts General Hospital

provided for its patients a library of "amusing and interesting books:2

The first organized program of home delivery to shut-ins (by horse and buggy) was

reported by the public library in Springfield, Massachusetts in 1901. In the

United States, as in England, service to hospital patients achieved a higher level

of professional competence during and after World War I with the establishment of

libraries for the troops and later for hospitalized veterans. For many years

thereafter, the largest number of professionally staffed libraries for patients,

in the United States, was located in veterans' hospitals.4

Within their professional organizations, librarians have evidenced interest in

.3
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service to inmates of hospitals and institutions for almost forty years. As early

as 1932, the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) established

a committee on hospitals, which in a later reorganization became a subsection of the

Public Libraries Section. This group has written and endorsed a statement of

international standards for hospital libraries intended as a guide for those

countries which have not articulated their own standards. The document calls

upon librarians working in hospitals to form professional organizations within

the library associations of each country, in order to keep the entire profession

informed of the need for improved service to staff and patients and to press for

action.

In 195b, the Association of Hospital and Institution Libraries (ARIL) was formed

within the American Library Association with a membership, largely of librarians

working in private, state and federal hospitals, and public and state librarians

who administered service to patients in hospitals and institution. From 1956

until 1960, the association produced the Hospital and Institution Book Guide,

which was then superceded by the more general H2s_pital and Institutions

now renamed the HRLSD Journal, published twice a year.

In 1974 AHIL type -of- library division of the American Library Association)

was e-corcei\ed as a type-of-activity division and renamed the Hosptial and

Rehabilitation Library Services Division ORLS131. This reorganization recognized

that library services to people "needing library services of a unique nature

because of visual, physical, health and/or behavioral problems" were the

responsibility of many types of libraries. Included in the reconstituted division

were units of ALA concerned with the blind and physically handicapped and the

hearing impaired. Indicative of the range of HRLSD interest are committees which

include a joint committee with the American Correctional Association on institution

libraries, committees on bibliotherapy, health education, service to shut-ins,
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standards for libraries for the mentally retarded, for library service to the blind

and physically handicapped, for patients, for the deaf. Sections of HRLSD have been

organized on library service to the blind and physically handicapped, library service

to the impaired elderly, and library service to prisoners. In 1978, a merger was

completed between HRLSD and the Association of State Library Agencies (ASLA). This

new pattern grew out of financial problems of the two relatively small divisions and

the fact that since 1966, state library agencies were assuming an increasing

leadership role in service to these special groups.

Other national library associations with concern for services to the handicapped

and institutionalized are the Medical Library Association, the library section of

the American Hospital Association and the health sciences unit of the Catholic

Library Association. Most state library associations also include a division

or section for hospital, institution and/or medical librarians. The United

Hospital Fund in New York City is a unique organization of city health care

personnel which includes in its activities the encouragement of better library

service.

What has all this organizational activity accomplished in concrete service to

the handicapped, to shut-ins, to patients in hospitals, or to inmates of

correctional institutions?

the first place, standards have been articulated. The most recent edition

of the Standards forLibrar- Services in Health Care Institutions, approved by

the American Library Association, Medical and Special Library Associations,

includes in its broad scope "hospitals and other institutions established for

the diagnosis and treatment of both long-term and short-term patients, research

centers, nursing homes, day care centers, outpatient clinics, convalescent homes,

1,1
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rehabilitation centers and home care programs. Considering patients' libraries

as well as staff libraries as a part of overall patient care, the standards

recommend an integrated hospital library program under the direction of one

library administrator aided by two advisory committees, one for the health

science library and the other for the patients' library. The patients'

library committee should include members "capable of evaluating the library's

role in patient therapy as well as those expert in public library services.

Liaison is_stressed with the local public library as well as with the state

library.

6

The objectives of the patients' library, according to the standards, are to

pro-ide "education, diversion or LIP i apy, singly or in combination, and as

appropriate for the individual patient" through selectively developed materials

and programs.
7

Among the services recommended to meet this objective are book

cart service for the non-ambulatory, readers' advisory and reference services

with referrals to the public library and other community agencies, group activities

such as discussion groups, storytelling, and literacy instruction, the "active

participation in and encouragement of library programs related to the educational,

therapeutic, and rehabilitation services of the institution,"8 and the

development of deposit collections in clinics, waiting rooms, dayrooms, etc.

The standards recommend that libraries for patients should be multi-media,

containing audiovisual as well as printed materials.

Affirming that one of the purposes of the library is to support the treatment

program, the standards state that "every opportunity should be taken to coordinate

reading for an individual patient with the goals set for him/her by treatment."

A committee of HRLSO, appointed in 1977-78, is now considering the formulation of

new standards for library service for patien

1 4
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Despite the standards, most state hospitals have provided almost no service to

patients and most hospitals in cities and towns depend upon the public library

for such service as is available. In fact, Barbara Johnson, librarian of

Harper Hospital in Detroit, takes the position that the primary responsibility

for service to hospital patients rests with the local public library.
9

The degree to which the health care standards for patients' library service are

met in hospitals throughout the United States has not been documented, but it

would be safe to assume that quality service is the exception rather than the

rule, whether the service is provided by the hospitals themselves or by public

libraries.

It has been estimated that most public libraries in the United States offer some

measure of service to patients in their community hospitals and custodial

institutions, and that about one-third of them attempt some service to people

shut in at home.10

Typical of the best public library service to the institutionalized and shut-

in is that offered by the Cleveland Public Library, begun in 1941 with an endowment

from the Judd Fund of the Cleveland Foundation. The service grew out of an earlier

Works Projects Administration (WPA) program which had opei..ted through the branches

of the Cleveland Public Library and has in recent years also received federal

support under the Older Americans Act. Each person, whether in an institution or

shut-in at home, is visited once or twice a month, usually by a librarian. Life-

time case records are maintained on the reading interests of each patient, and

although the service does maintain its own special collection of several thousand

volumes, all the resources of the Cleveland Public Library are drawn upon. The

Cleveland Public Library-now serves most of the hospitals and institutions and
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homebound persons in the city. The Cleveland service reflects the humane intelli-

gence and professional competence of its former director, Clara Lucioli, and has

served as a model for similar services in public libraries as close as Detroit

and as far away as Malmo, Sweden.

A few city libraries are receiving federal aid either through the Library Services

and Construction Act (LSCA) Title I or through the Older Americans Act for service

to patients in hospitals and at home. The Los Angles Public Library was funded in

1965 by a grant under LSCA Title I to experiment with the most effective way to

serve patients shut in at home or in institutions. The library tested deposit

service in institutions, individual visits to homebound patients, the use of

community aides, Vista worker and volunteers as well as librarians. In general,

the Los Angeles Public Library found a greater demand for the service than had been

anticipated, and that the ratio of staff to patron must be significantly higher

than in ordinary "walk-in" library service.11

Among 30 public and state library projects funded under LSCA and identified as

"worth knowing about" by the U. S. Office of Education12 in 1976, 10 or one-third

were targeted at the aged, the physically and mentally handicapped, the deaf, and

drug abusers.

Service to_the Handicapped

State responsibility for library service to the handicapped and institutionalized

received great impetus with the enactment of Titles IV A and B of LSCA in 1966.

This legislation provided matching funds to be administered by the state library

agencies for library service to state institutions (IV A) and to the blind and

physically handicapped (IV B). Both titles required that funds by expended

3
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according to a long-range plan, reached with the help of a representative advisory

committee. Although appropriations never reached anything close to the authorized

amount which would be required to initiate quality service, significant beginnings

were made. Later in this article the contribution of Title IV b to service to

the blind and visually handicapped will be discussed.

Because of Title IV A, every state library, at the very least, has now appointed

a consultant responsible for fostering library service to what must be the most

neglected group of people in the worldthe residents of state institutions.

Every state has adopted a set of goals for improved service and has begun, slowly,

to work toward them. Most states have used their limited funds to deposit

collections of books (commonly paperbacks and/or reference materials) in all or

most of the mental and correctional institutions in the state and to conduct

inservice training for non-professional or inmate help in the libraries. Con-

sultants have worked with administrators of state institutions to persuade them

to improve facilities, to allocate funds for new books and periodicals, and to

hire professional staff. In a few states, such as Michigan and Ohio, these

efforts have borne fruit in the form of professional positions being established

for the first time. Although beginnings must be made, many of these efforts

seem "too little and too late." Frequently they overlook the fact that books

alone, no matter how well chosen, do not constitute library service.

In at least two states, Louisiana and New York, federal funds were concentrated

on pilot programs to create an example of quality library service and of what it

can accomplish." In Louisiana, a model library at the State Penitentiary was

established with the allocation of $24,000 by the State Library and $24,000 by the

Department of Institutions. Five thousand new books were purchased the first year.

A librarian from the State Library was loaned for two years with the understanding

4



that the position would be supported from then on by the Department of Institutions.

After the two-year establishment period, the State Library then turned its energy

(and federal support) to another state institution.

In New York, with a grant $20,000 in LSCA Title IV A funds, the Kings Park State

Hospital, a mental hospital with 7,500 patients, developed a model library, and then

conducted a carefully structured demonstration on what good library service can do

for the psycho-social development of culturally deprived and emotionally disturbed

children. The results were noticeable, and during the second part of the eight-

month demonstration period, similar experiments were conducted with adults. A

full range of library services such as reading guidance, film programs, discussion

groups and field Lrips were offered to adult patients. The project proved so

successful that it was incorporated into the regular hospital program (and budget).

Additional professional staff were hired to continue working with child and adult

patients and to initiate similar services for adolescents in the hospital.

The extension of the Library Services and Construction Act, enacted in December

of 1970 consolidated Title IV A and B into the general "Library Services" title,

with the provision that not less may be expended for service to the blind and

physically handicapped and to state institutions than had been expended under

Title IV.

The state of Illinois has eveloped a comprehensive plan for institutional library

service which vests responsibility with the state, and provides for quality service

through contractual arrangements with 10 public library systems, negotiated by the

State Library.
14

Washington State ado a similar pattern of contractual arrangements with public

libraries, but within the last few months has shifted policy, and now provides
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direct service to state institutions by state library personnel.

In October 1970 the Regents of the University of the State of New York led the rest

of the nation in a landmark policy statement on "Library Service for Residents of

Health, Welfare, and Correctional Institutions," affirming that:

it is just as essential for residents of the health, welfare, and

correctional institutions of the state to have convenient access

to a wide range of print and nonprint media as it is for the general

public. [And that] Government has a responsibility...to help these

less fortunate people become useful citizens.... The Regents...

recommend the establishment of a cooperative library system to

provide supportive services, directly and by contract, to the

libraries in institutions, those maintained by New York State as

well as those operated by local government and other agencies,

such cooperative library systems to be eligible for state aid

under a legislative formula. In addition the State should

explore the possible advantages of contracting with public

library systems and school systems for service to residents

of some of the institutions. 15

Unfortunately, the fiscal problems of New York, exacerbated by inflation, have pre-

vented the implementation of what might have become a model for the nation.

Service e Blind and VisuallypanclicLAppgd

In 1966 Quincy Mumford, Librarian of Congress, testified that there were approxi-

mately 2 million Americans prevented by handicaps from using conventional printed

materials. Of these, 400,000 were blind, 600,000 partially sighted, 4,700 without

the use of their arms, 8,000 without fingers and toes, 1,600 in iron lungs and other

respiratory devices, and as many as 750,000 with neurological disabilities. Four

out of ten of these handicapped persons were under twenty and of these, only one-

fourth were receiving special education. One out of ten handicapped persons was
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over sixty-five. Mumford estimated that only 25 percent of these 2 million handi-

capped persons presently receive library services. l6

Although no knowledgeable person would consider that library services to the blind

and visually handicapped are perfect, or excellent, or even adequate, nevertheless

service to this group is one of the most highly developed and most highly

rationalized among all special services for the handicapped.

Service to the blind has long roots. In Japan, in the ninth century, a system

of touch reading was in use. In the early nineteenth century, Louis Braille

in France and William Moon in England developed their systems of embossed letters,

to be "read" with the fingers, which continue in use today. In the last decade

of the nineteenth century, national libraries for the blind were established in

Great Britain, France and the Scandinavian countries.

A braille library for university students which in 1969 reported over 380,000

volumes and two branches, opened in Lon'cion in 1868. In 1901 a braille music

lending library was founded in Britain.

In 1919, the South African Library for the Blind was founded as a "replica in

miniature of the National Library for the Blind in Britain." Providing material

in braille and moon as well as on records and tape cassettes, this library serves

blind readers in the Republic of South Africa, Southwest Africa, Rhodesia,

Swaziland, Zambia and Nigeria, and is interesting because it includes books in

Bantu as well as in English and Af-ikaans. 17
It now cooperates with the Library

of Congress Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped.

In the United States, concern for the reading needs of the blind came even earlier

than in Europe and Africa. In 1858, the American Prining House fo the Blind

47
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was chartered to provide at cost, embossed books to meet the demand for materials

from schools and institutes. In 1879, Congress appropriated the first funds to

this agency. The Boston Public Library has the distinction of being the first

public library to initiate service to the blind in 1868. In 1897, a reading room

for the blind was opened at the Library of Congress, and in 1904, Congress passed

the provision for free mailing of books to and from blind readers in all parts of

the U.S.

In 1931, the Pratt-Smoot Act initiated the American system of regional libraries

for the blind by authorizing the Library of Congress to provide books for the use

blind resi . of the United States, incluolny LAW several si-'

territories, insular possessions and the District of Columbia. Over the years

amendments and modifications have been made to this legislation to enable services

to children as well as to adults and to provide materials in various forms--braille,

tape, records, etc. The most recent liberalization occurred in 1966 when Congress

extended access to resources for the blind to all persons whose physical handicaps

prevent their use of conventional printed materials.

The Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped at the Library of Congress

designates libraries throughout the United States to serve as distributing agencies

for its materials. Assisted by the American Foundation for the Blind and the

American Printing House for the Blind (which now concentrates on producing

educational materials, rather than general literature), the Library of Congress

assumes responsibility for selecting materials, producing them in a variety of

forms (braille, talking books and tape), and supplying them, along with necessary

machines and bibliographical aids such as bi-monthly reviews of new books in braille

and records. The Library of Congress also assumes responsibility for stimulating

and conducting research on library service to the visually handicapped, and for

14
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leadership and coordination of the total program.

Libraries in all 50 states, usually located in state library agencies or in large public

libraries provide the staff, space and other facilities to make available to local

citizens the materials provided by the Library of Congress. Some states such as

Ohio, Michigan and California have more than one regional library within their

borders.

In 1966 another important legislative milestone was reached with the addition

Title IV B to the Library Services and Construction Act. Administered by the U.

Office of Educatic.i rather than by the Library of Congress, this legislation provided

funds to the states for the improvement of library services to the blind and

physically handicapped. Funds needed to be matched by state or local expenditures,

and had to be spent according to a state plan reached with the help of a representative

advisory council.

Since the Pratt-Smoot law was liberalized, and Title IV B provided federal funds to

the states, many additional regional libraries have opened and services offered

in most states have become better planned and more professionally conducted. At

least one librarian in each state has assumed responsibility for the library needs

of the blind and physically handicapped, and in many states staffing at the regional

libraries has been significantly improved. Contacts have been made with hospitals,

residential homes, schools and other institutions for the handicapped.
18

During the 70's, many regional libraries have fostered the development of sub-regional

branches located in local public libraries, an effort to provide in- person, professional

reader guidance and information services, and to facilitate closer liaison between

local libraries, the regional libraries and the Library of Congress.
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In order to inform eligible readers about services available to them, many regional

libraries have published newsletters and brochures addressed to the blind and

handicapped. The Delaware State Library produced a thirty-minute film, "That

All May Read," to be shown throughout the state.19 Arizona outfitted a "talking

bookmobile" with materials for the handicapped, and demonstrated with it through-

out the state. Needham (Massachusetts) Public Library published 18 point

print) a brochure on service to the handicapped which was mailed to 3,000 residents

sixty years of age and older, and to all physicians, optometrists, clergymen and

shut-ins in the community.

The New York Public Library produced spot announcements addressed to blind readers

on tape, and played them over local radio stations.
20

In Minnesota on a state

talking book radio network, the morning newspaper, current magazines, short stories

and children's books are read from 7:00 a.m. until midnight.
21

Many states like Ohio and California have conducted state-wide surveys
22

of library

service to the blind and visually handicapped, leading to a plan for improvement.

The objectives and scope of these studies are well expressed in the Ohio contract

with Kent State University: (a) to establish the number and location of handicapped

in the state, (b) to survey the library needs of the handicapped and the library

service::; presently being offered, and (c) to make recommendations for the improved

organization of services to the handicapped throughout the state.
23

In 1968, Nelson

Associates conducted an evaluation of the services of the Division for the Blind and

Physically Handicapped.

Many states have also expended LSCA funds to acquire materials not presently available

through the Library of Congress, chiefly books on tape on subjects of local interest,

and large print books. In Michigan, a machined index was produced and distributed of

all textbooks and other instructional materials in braille owned by local school

1.60



districts, Kansas developed fi le in braille with inform] on on more than 200 aids

and appliances for the blind. The Regional Library for the Blind and Physical ly

Handicapped in New MeX lc 0, opened in 1967 as a unit of the state library, has produced

a unique collection of taped books Span sh and in Indiania n dialects.24loots. 24

Large print books were first published in England in 1964 with the Ulverscro t Series.

Since then at least twenty-three publishers have produced some 2,000 large print titles,

perhaps the most outstanding of them the Keith Jennison series by Franklin Watts. 25

Two interesting studies on large print have been reported within the last five years,

London by the British Library Associetion 26 tend the other by the New Yc

Public Library. 27 The object of the British study was to collect reliable facts

about printing, lay=out and design to help publishers produce more legible books.

Cards pr in ted in different types were test read by 288 partially sighted adults and

forty-el ght chi ldren who werr categorized by the type of their eye defect. The study

revealed t ha t th er-e i s si gn ificant difference in the degree of accommodation which

the young reader, in comparison with the adult, can make to small print, that

increasing size of print is helpful only up to a certain point, that weighting

type is secondary, and that the motivation and interest of the reader are important

factors The overall conclusion of the study was that improved typography could

offer as much as a 35 percent iniprovement in reading skill.

one

Estimating that 4 million Americ ans, one-half r f :hem children, have low vision and

could profit from large print books, the branches of the New York Public Library

undertook to test the value of a de t'-1 collection of large print materials (whether

users would comw to a center or whether they preferred service through interloan,

from their local library), and-to discover who the potential users of large print

materials a re in New York, and what their reading interests are By means of

questionnaires and records of all circulation over a period of many months, the

study revealed that the hand icapped in the city find it difficult to come to a cen
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that much borrowing was done for them by friends, but that increasing numbers

the handicapped were motivated to visit the center to make personal selections.

In 1961, the first standards for library services to the blind were approved by

the ALA Round Table on Library Services to the Blind.28 This statement articulated

a basic philosophy for service to this group, and was based upon a benchmark, Survey

of Library Service _for the _Blind, conducted by Francis St. John in 1956.29

In July 1966, the American Library Association adopted the Standards for Library

Services for h- Blind and Visually_ Flandiopped. 30
The standards were proposed by

a committee of outstanding librarians headed by Ralph Shaw, then dean of Library

Activities, University of Hawaii and Lowell Martin, then editorial director of Grolier.

The library standards are a part of a broader report31 issued by the Commission on

Standards and Accreditation of Services for the Blind (COMSTAC), an autonomous

agency, established by the initiative of the American Foundation for the Blind.

The adoption of library standards may be considered a milestone on the route to

quality library service for the blind and physically handicapped.

The standards affirm that the blind need and are entitled to the satisfaction that

reading can bring and to the same full range of library and information services as

sighted people, plus whatever additional services are necessary to compensate for

the handicapping effects of blindness. The standards endorse the present system

of regional libraries and cooperation with the Library of Congress. Recognizing

that the real difficulty in providing the highly specialized materials necessary

for the visually handicapped i_ the relatively low density of the blind population,

the document emphasizes that providing library materials for the blind and physically

handicapped will cost at least five to seven times more than regular library service,

or an expenditure of at least $25 per blind person in the service area, and that this
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affirm that bihli -ra Aic devices comparable to those available to sighted readers

must be developed and idely dist ibuted, gas well as communication and duplication

vices. Although the use of volunteers for transcribing and supplementary services

to blind

standards

(.411 I I ish,A and viable practice, the

'pal (e that volunteers should be used to supplement not substitute

for professional staff.

Minim -m 1 antita ive standard's ire proposed for size of collection, staff,

bibliographical access, facilities and equipment, and specific responsibilities are

assigned to the Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped at the Library

of Congress, to the state or Pee-lona-I libraries and to the local public and school

libraries.

As early as 1973, the ALA Round Table on Library Services to the Blind called for

new standards which would reflect the 1966 legislation opening the "Books for the

Blind" resources _rid services to all physically handicapped persons unable to use

conventional printed material. In 1977, HRLSD appo nted a committee to draft new

standards. At the annual ALA Conference in June, 1978, this committee presented

its report New Standards of Service for the LibralyofCpngressNetworkof Libraries

32for the Blind and Phvsically Handicapped __= A Preljminar Dra:_ t. The committee

recognized that the scope of the proposed standards, limited to the services of

Library of Congress, Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped Regional

Library Network, was too narrow, and that there is an urgent need to formulate

related standards for library services offered to this group by state, public,

school, academic, hospital and institutional libraries. The decision, however,

to begin with stzard r-dstandards for the most well established service and hope that

subsequent committee_ would find the first document a spring board for more

comp ehens ive standards.
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The preliminary standards recognize not only a large new readership made up of all

physically handicapped persons, but also the possibilities opened by many recent

technological inventions, and a trend toward decentralization of services from

regional libraries towards local community libraries. Unlike many recent standards

documents which confine themselves to qualitative statements, the preliminary draft

continues to propose minimum quantitative standards which reflect the current

practice of the best regional and sub-regional libraries in the U.S. This

information was gathered by the committee in a 1977 servey on budget, staff and

collections of regional and sub-regional libraries.
3

While no one could contend that all blind and physically handicapped persons have

available to them the full range of services recommended by the 1966 standards, not

to mention the 1978 draft, nevertheless, the thinking behind them has been accepted

by the library profession as a whole, and is the basis for library planning in most,

if not all states.

What is in the future for blind and visually handicapped readers? New hope,' 84

says Charles Galozzi, former chief of the Division for the Blind and Physically

Handicapped; and also increased and fruitful interrelationships between the Library

of Congress, the Bureau of Libraries and Educational Technology of the U. S. Office

of Education, state and other regional libraries, and local libraries and organi-

zations. The future may also hold new technological devices, such as compressed

speech to speed the "reading" of students and research workers, scanning devices

to translate print into sonic symbols,
35

certainly more convenient and compact

forms for "talking books," tape cassettes, and a wider range of materials. heeded

are additional study on the reading interests and needs of the blind and physically

handicapped, technological research, and mere librarians especially prepared to
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Services to the hearing - impaired hoc, grown rapidly during the last 10 years, as

evidenced by the fact that between 1967 and 1973, a total of 9 articles were

indexed in tfbrary Literature. Between 1974 and 1977, 38 articles appeared,

among them a 100 page research paper on 1 service tra the hearing impaired,

prepared at the University of s our i

I nrCIMPirl brary vicc-.; to tnc deaf has COME from the library

of Gallaudet College, the only acc-edited liberal arts college for the deaf in

the world. In 1974 the Gallaudet College Library sponsored a 3 day workshop

for public librarians in the Washington, D.C. area, aimed at raising the

librarian's a mreness of the problems of the deaf and ways to better serve

them.--
37

In the spring of 1978, the Michigan Library Association sponsored a

workshop with similar objectives and content. Gallaudet Library has also

pioneered the use of Lel_ Lyowriters, hooked to standard telephone lines, as

a visual comrun cations tool for the deaf.

Among public libraries, the Di strict of Columbia Public Library has led the

way, under the leadership of Alice Hagemeyer, a deaf staff member. In 1975,

under a federal grant, the Martin Luther King (main) Library initiated a

program to enable the ,000 deaf people in the Washington, D.C. area, about 1/4

of who had to lo to information over the telephone from

the library% As the stdf-f observed, in i-q on the project, the system

its -,,8"complex in tchnolog 7 out rel(iti ily s in ts use.' A similar program

is being conducted by the Akron= Summit L linty (Ohio) Public Library.39

In addition to report,, on info

phoneitelety_

ration services to the deaf focifacilitated by tele-

ter equi nent, there are articles in the literature about the

cre hive use of sign lancturale includ deaf children in storytelling projects.
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The Columbus, Indiana Public Library, for example, developed a "told and signed"

40
story hour, aired over a local public television channel.

Under the chairmanship of Lethene Parks, of the Pierce County (Washington) Public

Library, a committee of HRLSD is now at work on standards for the deaf.

Prison Service

Although service to hospital patients, to the aged, and to other shut-ins is far

from adequate in most communities, service to prisoners until very recently has

been disgraceful and desperate.

After a 1959 survey of correctional institution libraries which documented that

most of them were little more than collections of recreational reading of

doubtful value, the American Library Association and the American Correctional

Association collaborated on a statement of "Objectives and Standards for Libraries

in Correctional Institutions"
41

first published in 1962. It was hoped that these

minimum standards would form the basis for state-mandated standards, would

encourage interagency cooperation, and would provide a broad minimum base for

correctional library programs. The standards were revised in 1966.
42

Currently,

a 1978 draft of standards has been approved by ALA, but not yet by the American

Correctional Association.

The basic purpose of the correctional library, according to the 1966 standards,

is to "contribute to the development of individuals [prisoners] and their

restoration, as creative members of society, to the community." To achieve

this objective, "libraries in a correctional situation have a clear responsibility

to support, broaden and strengthen the institution's total rehabilitation program."
43
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In order to implement tne institution's mission of education, vocational training

and rehabilitation, the standards define the library's role as follows: (1) to

provide vocational information; (2) to enlarge social and reading backgrounds;

(3) to develop reading as a satisfying leisure-time activity, a therapeutic

release from strain, and a positive aid in substituting new interest for

undesirable attitudes; and ; to prepare the individual, through his own

d
efforts, for release and post-prison life. The standards detail the

responsibility of the library to provide information services to the institution

Staff as well the inmates. They stress the importance of a "cooperative

working reiationship"45 between the libra y and other divisions of the institution

as well as with o her libraries in the community.

The standards assert that the principles contained in the Library Bill of Rights

should determine the book selection policy of correctional libraries, and that

they should provide standard library materials such as are found in any strong

school or coniunity library. Since most inmate populations include a high per-

centage of functional illiterates, materials for adult beginning readers should

be stressed in the collection.

The libra y should be "organized and administered by a professional librarian,

trained and experienced both in librari -hip and correctional work," with

adequate supportive staff. In quantitative, as well as qualitative terms, the

standards spell out minimum size of collection, budget, staffing, facilities,

equipment and access. The document concludes with a directory of state library

agencies with which correction authorities should cooperate in providing library

service to the s prisoners-
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A bench mark study conducted by Marjorie La Donne, Institutional Specialist at the

California State Library, and published in 1974,46 analyzed the strengths and

weaknesses of library programs for adult and juvenile offenders in 10 sample

states. This study documented that library objectives were out of touch with

new trends in correctional thinking. Librarians tended to focus on the period

LUI1 r ;newer! L jug erir
11,^*=1

ves golf Hirprtpd

education, recreational and escape reading, rather than on the information

needs of persons leaving the institution; whereas corrections objectives focus

on re-entry rather than rehabilitation. The draft standards recognize this shift

in corrections objectives.

Other changes in the proposed standards are an increased emphasis on closer

cooperative ties with other libraries--local public libraries and state =wide

networks, and more concern for the correctional library's obligation to provide

legal information services, as mandated by Supreme Court decision in the case of

Gilmore V. Lynch in 1970. In the Gilmore case, the Supreme Court affirmed the

decision of a federal court in California, that prisoners have a constitutional

right to an adequate law library.

Out of the Gilmore case, as well as several further decisions of the Supreme

Court have come a proliferation of standards touching on legal library service

in prisons and jails. Among these are the 1973 National Advisory Commission on

Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, which provides that an appropriate law library

be established and maintained at each facility with a design capacity for 100 or

more, and details what the contents of such a library should be.47

The American Correctional Association's Guidelines for Legal
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published in 1975, also offers specific recommendations on the materials, staffing,

physical facilities, and hours open for correctional law librar

In 1975 the American Correctional Association and the American Library Association

published Librany Standards for Juvenile Correctional Institutions.49 Guidelines

for 1 ib y Service Programs to Jails were promulgated by the Association of Hospital

and Iv-Ai on Libraries in 1974.'°

Since their adoption, the various standards for correctional libraries are being

W07, Cates a-, a yard-tick to do. Ument the WnPf condition of thceir libraries

and as the basis for plans made jointly by the state libraries and correction depart-

ments For library illJrovement.

Although the awareness of librarians about the need for improved services to inmates

of Jails and prisons has been raised, and although there are undoubtedly pockets of

improvement since the first ALA survey in 1959, the library profession still has far

to go before we achieve an acceptable level of service.

The Donne study, cited earlier, documented that in 1974, correctional library

services were s,_:111 genera poor that services are not appropriate to meet the

particular needs caf the population being served and that library services would be

inpruved by er 2 r.ouperation with outsi _ libraies
51

In summa- earl be said that great progress, has been made within the last ten

years in service to the handicapped and to the institutionalized, both in our

professional under stand in g of what necessary, as reflected in the various state-

merits of standards, and in legislation at the federal level. Whether this progress

1 continue and develop into quality library service to all the handicapped and
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institutionalized depends now on a continued flow of funds local, state and

federal--on a steady commitment by state and public libraries, and on a supply

of librarians prepared to offer these special services. We shall need more

continuing education such as has been offered in the USOE institutes held at

the Universities of Wisconsin, Michigan and Wayne State, and such as the

inservice training offered to public librarians by the state libraries of

Ohio and New Jersey. We shall also need more emphasis on this special service

in the basic curricula of library schools.

The institute currently being held for library educators at Florida State

should make a real contribution to pre-service education. Courses being

offered on hospital and institution librarianship at Minnesota, Washington

and Wayne State are another hopeful sign.

If we in the library profession really believe that the weak, the handicapped,

the ill, and the imprisoned have a right to free access to the human record,

the progress made in the last 20 years, will not only contine, but accelerate.
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CURRENT RESEARCR ON LIBRARY SERVICE TO THE HANDICAPPED

by Lawrence Papier

As a preliminary to determining the state of the art in this area,

and promising sources of funding, a search was conducted of ERIC for ma-

teril produced during the past 10 years. The search included a variety

of descriptors in order to insure that all relevant citations were retrieved.

The idea was to get an overview of research that had been performed

on library service to the handicapped. Also, the report should give an

idea of the extent of support and identify sponsors and supporters for this

research.

The ERIC search yielded 109 citations, mostly on general library ser-

vice to handicapped Of these (adopting a most generous definition)

only fourteen could be called research. Eight were state sponsored, pro-

bably using Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA) funds and were

mos tly eys in support of planning. Three, which were in support of

institutional planning, were sponsored by the Library of Congress' Division

for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, now the Library of Congress

National library Service to the Blind and Physically handicapped (NLS).

Two citations represented projects sponsored by defunct organizations within

the U.S. Office of Education (U.S.O.E.), and one was University sponsored

or ws the result of Ph.D. work.

It seemed clear, then, that federally funded research is virtually

non-eodatent and that State-Sponsored research in minimal_

I was a bit shocked and scandalized by this and so to confirm it I

began calling around town. I talked to the responsible persons at the

Library of Congress, the Director of Research at the U.S.O.E. Bureau of the

Handicapped, and others, -- and even the Council of Library Resources,

which, of course, is non-federal.
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While in general this opinion was confirmed, it was found that the

Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped was sponsoring a large

amount of very significant in-hour contract work representing expert-

merits and projects the subject. Topics include equipment, software,

and system development as well as equipment modification and program sup-

port. A brief description of these will appear as "A Special Report: Pro-

jects and E p riments" in the fall of 1978.

These projects are, however, related to the direct work of the Division

of the Blind and Physically Handicapped and do not represent general re-

search for library service to the handicapped. This would be, for example,

improvement of libraries or services within institutions "external" to the

L.C. system, or improvemnent in training of librarians serving the handi-

capped. Such projects normally originate in the form of research proposals

from the community.

In the past, then, both actual research and research funding have

been minimal. Why is

Governmental funds for research have been generally Allocated in one

of two ways. The agency adminis tering the funds may direct that a parti-

cular research project be undertaken. in this case the research, schedul-

in , products, even methods are specified by the agency and are most often

done for the purposes of the agency irr support of their specific programs.

This usually results in a contract between the (under and contractor selects

ted. The second case is where the research is done for public purposes

outside of particular programs. The idea for such research originates

individuals and agencies outside of the government. Method of performance

and results are pretty mud

t used is rrsii

under control

ally a grant.

the originator. The instru-



The program with which I have been associated for the past ten years,

Title IIB, Library Research and Demonstration Program, provides grant funds

for general constituency -based library research although a few contracts

have been awarded. Any organization that is not for profit wishing to

do research on library service to the handicapped may submit if:s proposal

and compete for funds. Under our program, proposals dealing with library

service to groups such as the handicapped receive special consideration.

This fact appears in our dely distributed program announcement. There-

fore, a roposal submitted in this area would have a better than average

once of being funded.

During the past twelve years we have received approximately 2,000

proposals. Of these we have been able to provide support for 294, for a

total expenditure of $22,500,000. Prior to July 1977 we have supported

ly two handicapped projects. In addition there were a few where the

topic was a small part of a larger study.

Of course we have been concerned about this situation. The rea

it appears to be a result of lack cif interest on the part of research-

ers in submitting proposals. Of the 2,000 proposals received, less than

25 dealt with the handicapped. This situation could conceivably result

from regular use of alternative funding sources, but as we have seen this

is probably not the case. Another possibility is that ibrary se ice

to the handicapped is so satisfactory that research and new methods and

services are not lieded. This is probably not the case either.

The first project funded, back in 1972, was with the Rhode Island

Department of State Library Services on service to elderly persons who are

tally ill and institutionalized. It resulted in services offering a

variety of activities and choices tc appeal to individual differences among

elderly patients.

16
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The second project was funded in September 1977 and has not yet been

completed. It deals with a program co teach School Library Media Specialists

to meet needs of handicapped children. The objectives of the project are:

(1) To develop guides for the support and maintenance of elementary School

Library Media Specialists. (2) To test prototype guides with selected

school districts. (3) To evaluate the training workshops based upon the

guides.

The situation improved considerably thi veal possibly because of

generally ,c reased interest in the needs e handicapped. In the

current fiscal year three of the seventeen funded projects deal with service

to the handicapped.

The largest of them Portland Skate Universe t- aat; on "E

cational Media for Handicapped Student: in Regular I.-12 Schools." It is

funded at $70,000 and is designed to. (1) Research the unique media- related

needs of handicapped students. (2) Translate these e- set of

operational models and procedures which can be utilized by school personnel

to revise their school's media centers /libraries, and related programs,

services, materials, facilities, and equipment in response to the needs of

handicapped students. (3) Design and develop district-level and building-

level assessment guide= ydpropriate for use of school district personnel

who are engaged in modifying ciF,tir.g library and/or media systems and

vices As a result of the p t, school district personnel will have

available tc them a variety of atIonal models and strategies for increas-

ing the usability of the library and/or media center-. Benefits to handicapped

children will be to have more extensive media services as part of their

educational program be placed in the least restrictive educational envi-

ronment, and, as they use the school's media

who are not handicapped.

I 6

to relate to peers



The smallest project is with the Northern Virginia Training Center

for the Mentally Retarded. is funded at $17,000 and is a demonstration

project f model library programs for institutionalized mentally retarded

and multiply handicapped persons. It is scheduled to begin October 1, 1978.

Last, but not least, is our support for Dr. Jahod's project here at

Florida State University. It will begin on November 1 and is "A Survey of

the State of Public Library Services to the Blind and Physically Handicapped

While specific areas of concentration have not yet been mpletely defined,

the study will determine what services, resources, and facilities are now

available in public libraries on a national basis to the blind and physi-

cally handicapped. The objectives of the study are to identify needed im-

provements in library service and collect information than may serve as input

for a national plan for library service to this segm our popul Lion.

To accomplish these objectives, all State lib aries and a national sample

of public libraries serving a population of over 2 -I- _ill be surveyed

by questionnaire and a sample of blind or physically handicapped 113

will be interviewed by telephone. Results of the study will be available

to the White House Conference on Libraries and disseminated through the

library literature.

The foregoing is intended to be

not pretend to be comprehensive. The

ative of the s tia _n and does

probably several additional

efforts. For example, a colleague recently called to my attention a Na-

tional institute of Education- supported project sponsored by the University

of Kentucky and the Archdiocese of San Francisco. This project ill utilize

satellite tole-cog,unications to focus on parent commun ty training for excep-

vional children. Also, there are those projects that will certainly imp

on libraries and the way libraries do business. This would be the case

h the evaluation and demonstration programs sponsored by the U.S.O.E.

I
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Bureau of the Handicapped on such equipment as the Kurzweil reading

machine.

And yet the situation is clear that despite some recent provement,

research on library service to the handicapped is largely unsystematic,

episodic, and not well supported and represented by limited initiatives.
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STANDARDS FOR LIBRARY` SERVICE TO THE HANDICAPPI D *

By Donald John Weber

)fated librarian interest in serving the print - handicapped is documentable

back to the first half of the 19th Century, provision of quality public school and aca-

demic library service to the blind and physically handicapped has only recently become

a priority goal of the library profession. I have chosen to introduce my presentation

with this statement because I feel it offers an explanation for the evolutionary de-

velopm-nt of library service for the handicapped in this country, and it makes more un-

derstandable the past and current problems in the development of standards for library

service to the handicapped.

The provisionion of reading mat rial for the handicapped, until the early 1930's was,

for the most part, delegated by our profession to fraternal, religious, or "community

chest" type organizations. Important exceptions to this statement can be cited, but

the fact remains that when Congress promulgated into law the Pratt-Smoot Act (1931), and

authorized the Librarian of Congress to arrange with other libraries "to serve as local

or regional centers for the circulation of books", there were in existence few libraries

suitable for _his designation.

Ire 1956, twenty-five years after the passage of the Pratt-Smoot Act, only twenty-

seven Regional Libraries for the Blind existed in this country. While collectively the

*The opinions expressed in this article are the author's own. Points of view or op in-
ions stated therefore, do not necessarily represent official position or policy of the
State of Florida, Division of Blind Services, Department of Education, Library of
Congress, National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, American
Library Association, Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies, Library Services for
the Blind and Physically Handicapped Section or Committee to Review Standards for the
Blind and Physically Handicapped (Ad Floc) ,of the American Library Association
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies.



,ibrary of Congress and these 27 Regional Librar

network' for the blind, s netl.,ork was,

- 2
this country's national librarry

ity, not a library

ing (Library of Congress) and a mail order (Regional Libraries) service.

rk but a publish-

was, how-

cally handi-ever, the foundation for the national library network for the blind and phys

capped as we know it today: a confederation of libraries working with the Library of

Congress to afford lib y service to the print handicapped.

In 1957, the American Foundation for the Blind published Francis R. St. John's

Surye- of Librar Service for the Blind, J976 which is generally regarded as the bench-

mark publication in librarianship for the handicapped: it not only summa 'zed the "state

of the a

future development of library service to the blind, including one which reads "there

a demonstrated need for a set of basic standards for library service for the blind. "`

Mr. St. John's recommendation for the development of basic standards for library

1956, but also contained a number commenda ions for

service for the blind was miniu mly met in 1961 when

nd3 were developed and distributed

ndards giona Libraries

operative venture of the Library

of Congress' Division for the Blind and the American Library Association's Round Table

on Library Service to the Blind. This mimeographed publication was"..a modest

statement of minimal goals at a time when the stimulation of cooperation was of prime

importance." In addition, the concerns and emphasis found in these A61 standards docu-

ment the primitive state of library service for the handicapped at that time:

"lint es

be of
re 1 librarian S t_ ined and qualified, service

ow efficiency, and expensive resources will be wasted."'
will

"A regional librarian must demonstrate a variety of personal traits
and abilities.., if he is to lift his services above the level of
mediocrity."6

"A regional librarian...must
direction from the. Division
:congress. " /

report and accept a measure of
for the Blind of the Library of

On a more positive note, how the l961

the service which concerns us today" ,

8

"forth the basic philosophy of

III _ y for the bi irid is essentially a public
the blind persons residing in the geo, raphical arca

It sheshould also he source of has c information for

1 72-
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all persons living in that area on the subjects of blindness and
services available to blind persons."9

During the 1960's library service for the blind and physically handicapped came of

age under the dynamic leadership of Robert S. Bray, Chief, Division for the Blind and

Physically Handicapped, the Library of Congress.

In regards to library standards, it is significant that in 1963, the American

Ass©cration of State Libraries integrated into its standards the following:

"Resources available within or near each state shall include
a full range of reading materials for the blind and visually
handicapped.""

and that in 1956, the American Library Association- 'Public Libraries Division expanded

application of its standards with the statement:

"It is to be expressly understood that each standard in this document
applies to all ages and groups, and that a standard is not achieved
if its provisions are net for one part of the population but not for
another."11

In 1966 the Commission on Standards and Accreditation of Services for the Blind

published The COMSTAC Re ort: Standards for Strengthened jlptiLisql;4hich included de-

tailed standards for libraries serving the blind and visually handicapped. On July 14,

1966, these standards were adopted with minute revision by the American Libr y

Association's Library Administration Division and, in 1967, were published as an of-

ficial American Library Association standards document under the titi

Librar S vices for e Blind _mad_ptiLsically
13

Standards for

When the COMSTAC library standards were promulgated, Eric Moon wrote that these

standards "if [they find] sufficient support at all levels, can do much to remove

another group from the ranks of the 'underprivileged' library user
,14

The COMSTAC

standards never did receive the "sufficient support" hoped for by Mr, Moon, but were,

in the opinion of this writer, a significant asset in the development of a number of

regional library prc ms--especially regional library programs administratively con-

nected to commissions, agencies and/or schools for the blind.

When the COMSTAC library standards were published, it was stated that thes a

dards were "minimum requirements and that, to be effective, they should be restudied

i7
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is
and revised at least every five years." It is my belief that these standards were uni-

versally applied at each library serving the handicapped when the CQMSTAC library s a

dards were released and that when th ndards' quantitative el plied,

most libraries found them deficient since their standards were so idealistic that their

application was unpractible. In 1972, after the national library network had five

years of experience in using standards, no effort was made by the Natical Acc-

reditation Council to revise these standards.

Ms. Katherine Prescott, retired Regional Librarian of the Cleveland Regional

Library and chair of the current Amen ican Li. ht ciation Committee hich is writing

now standards for network liter ties serving the blind and physically handicapped,

detailed this situation m a different viewpoint:

"In [1966, the same year ALA adopted the CONSTAC library standards],
the U.S. Congress passed the memytous Public Law 89-522, which
extended the Library of Congress 'Books for the Blind' program to
physically handicapped persons unable to use conventional print...
[which] introduced important factors for change, a new readership
with a doubling of potential users, and dnImatioally accelerated
growth which in turn generated a trend toward decentralization in
service and administration. The climate in which the service
operates [had] also changed greatly since 1.966, with the rising
expectations of users and their increasing determination to pa ti-
cipate as full equals in shaping the structure of [library] services
to meet their requiremen "16

In the early 1970's the National Federation of the Blind found itself in conflict

the National Accreditation Council (NAC)- =formerly the Commission on Standards

and Accreditation of Services for the Blind. As a result, during this period, not only

the COMSTAC library standards but the Library of Congress and its network of libraries

ruing the handicapped found itself in conflict th this important con _or organi=

iation. This confl extended to the Amer

formally associated with the Nations

Library elation since it was them

di tat ior7 Coun '1.

Because of is conflict the "th ALA Round Table on Library Service to the Blind

passed a resoluri t 197,i, which tiled] For new standards that would recognize and

be responsi [the blind and physically h:cn

official minutes of the Board of Dir

17 Ai

Aped lib situat n_ .

th said Rehabilitative Libr
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Division ( R SD) meeting held in 1975 (San Francisco, 2nd Session, July 1, 197,5)

details this controversy further:

resolution recommending that ALA withdraw its membership from
NAC will be presented for discussion. It is the feeling of at least
seine members of the section that NAC as an accrediting agency for
blind rehabilitation agencies is not the best agency to develop
stndards for library service to blind and physically handicapped
persons. It is further the feeling that NAC is involved in a
power struggle with the National Federation of the Blind and that
it inappropriate for ALA, HRLSD and the Regional Libraries for
the Blind and 2hysically Handicapped to become involved in this
controversy. "

As regards to the COMSTAC Library Standards and the American Library Association's

affiliate membership in the National Accreditation Council, resolutions on these sub-

.jects were prepared and approved by the American Library Association during its 1976

Midwinter Convention [Appendix I,

the Blind and Visually Handicapped; Appendix II, Resolution on ALA Affiliation with

National Accreditation Council for Agencies Serving the Blind and Visually Handicapped].

The COMSTAC Library Standards, the National Accreditation Council controversy with

the National lederation of the Blind, and this controversy's spillage over into the

national program for the blind and physically handicapped and into the American Library

Association's deliberations, are still too recent for objective evaluation, especially

by this writer.

In 1976 the national library network of libraries serving t.e handicapped. again

found without sndards. Library of Congress, Division fc r the Blind and

n on ALA Standards for L brary Service for

Physically Handicapped provided an interim document "Guidelines for Regional Libra

In addition, it began negotiations with. the American Library Association to expidi

the writing and adoption of new standards for network libraries g blind and

physically handicapped. As a result of these negotiations, the Am erican Library

Associ_ttic,n and the Library nt Congress entered into 1 contract on September 28,

1977, which provided the American Library Association fiscal support for the development

ond.zrds for network libraries serving the blind and physically handicapped,

,,I t
;tndards which] cover sex iros zt the national, multi - state, regional,

75
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Prescott commented:

I 6

10
Appendi. Ill) Or tlis subject Ms. Katheril'e

"The imperatives rare that standards are needed not only for the LC/
DBFU Network, but that they must be formalized for lihary services
which are provided by state libraries, public libraries, elementary
and secondary school libraries, academic libraries, or by libraries
in institutions such as hospitals, nursing homes, correctional facil-
ities, etc. Yet there is also the conflicting imperative to formulate
and publish

1
standards for the well established services as quickly as

2possible" .-

The contract to formul rds for library services to e blind and physically

handicapped entered into by the American Library Association and the Library of Congress

also emphasized mutual concern:

"[Section] V. FUTURE OBJECTIVES SPECIFICALLY NOT C_ EREb hY THIS CONTRACT:

To formulate the standards for library services to the blind and physically
handicapped which are provided by state, public, school, (elementary and
secondary), academic (postsecondary), and institutional (hospitals, nursing
homes, correctional facilities, etc.) libraries. Also included shall be

which are developing qnd main-
taining print collections about visual and physical handicaps'.'42
standards for organizations and agent

"[Section] IV. PUBLICATION OF TUE STANDARDS:

The standards for services to the blind and physically handicapped
shall be published as a total body after their official adoption
by the American Library Association. Prior to their publication
as they are formulated for each type of library serving the blind
and physically handicapped."."3

When the American Library Assoc intie rr- Library of Congress contract was officially

ed, the American Li ry As sociation's Health and l ehabilitative 'vision (now

the Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Avencies, ASCLA) had appointed

a committee of eight individuals to draft the first phase of new proposed standards--

etwork of librarstandards of sery

-d physically hand

for the Library of Co

to he publish ng

Libra

committee met as

for the blind

lie d. Each committee member was assigned a section to write and,

the March S Preliminary ft of Standards vi-

ihrar ,ol. the Blind and 1111Nrsimllv Handicajj

in ol-Nor 1977 (Clevel 1 1ctj and iu January 1975 (Chicago).

d
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During iviarch 1978 print, braille and recorded editions of the March 97: Prelimina

Draft ...was warded for cri: v.sm to all regional, subregional and machine lending

agencies in the Library of Congr..2ss Network of Libraries for the Blind and Physically

Handicapped, consumer organizations of and for the blind and physically handicapped, and

to the Presidents and lixec-.tive Secretaries of all American Library Association Divisions.

At 7 1978 Annual Convention the American Library Association (Chicago), a

public program and forum on the March 1978 preliminary_Draft...was held (June 24, 1978).25

Almost 225 consumers and librarians participated at this public forum including official

representatives of the American Council of the Blind, the National Federation of the

Blind, and the Illinois Counc Organizations of the Physically Handicapped. While

most participants were enthusiastic as to the progress made in writing new standards,

hard positive criticisrm of the draft standards was communicated and received by the

committee 'ch formulated h 1978 Preliminary Draft of Standards for the Lib=

of Congress Network of Libraries for the lBlind and Physically Handicapped.

During the last week of September 1978, the Standards Committee will meet in

Chicago and revise the March 1978 Preliminary Draft,., and incorporate into the final

draft pertinent criticism received from consumers, librarians, and other individuals.

This positive 'cism has been, happily, extensive and is reflected in the introductory

paragraph of a memorandum (July 1978) from Ms. Katherine Prescott, to the Committee:

"My enthusiasm for the excellent feedback at the June 24 meeting is tempered
by the realization that we have to consider some drastic restruction of the
Standards. This will mean a lot of work for everyone, since we must all
took at the preliminary draft in a new light and give it our best thought.
There are also specific items to add, change or rewrite....

ted that final committee revision of these draft standards will be com-

piled and distributed to the m -ship of ASCI,t Library Services for the Blind and

Physically Handicapped Section (LSBPHS) accompanied bykey a rrrail vote requesting LSBPHS

membership approval or di approyal of this draft. If LS S' membership disapproves

this final standards revision, LSBPHS' Chair will request the President of ASc.

formally dissolve h appre

Blind and Physicall y Hand ieal P

n, the cu=r pent Committee to Review

Ad Hoc and immediately appoint a new comma.
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LS6PHS' membership approves this final standardsstantrds revision, LSBPHS' Chair will first

request that ASCLA Standards Review Comm he ASCLA Exec t-,vu: Board approve

and recommend formal American Library Association approval -i-n of this

standards revision; second, to request that priorit formulation of standards

"f [other] library services to the blind and physically handicapped which are provided

by state, public, school (elementary and secondary), cademic (postsecondary), and

institution s1 (hospitals, nursing homes, correctional facilities, librariei.

nt collections aboutorganizations and age

visual and physical handier

hich re developing and maintaini

When I began this paper I made

p r

tat -t that until only recently, the

library profess io has conee itself ith the development of high quality public,

school, and academic library service to the blind and physically handicapped; providing

for the most part, less than stgnifica . assistance to professionals and agencies

working fur di

Library service for the printahandic a pped in this country, as we know it today,

is not attributable to maj

political efforts by the blind

s by the library profession but is a result of

yes. agencies the of gani ed professionals

working with the blind, and a small number of= concerned librarians. While this situation

has changed in the

current prior y

s, it is a regrettable suspicion that our kofession's

in servii the handicapped was nort stimulated by the need,

but is a result of the availabil

ion Ac

of new -al money (Library Se ice and Cons ruct-

amended to provide federal appropr i >,tiorrs, for establishing and improvin,; library

services to the pr. -hand capped, Public Law 89-311, Title IV-B, July 19, 1966) and,

perhaps, of fear of non compliance Suction 504 of the Reh ;hiI nation Act of 1973.

When future lib historians research the

handicapped

mint of 1 t service to the print-

this country, they will not find much subs t.intl , material on this subject

in Library ljteriiture citations to

'ons hack to the

the

but ill find a go Wino of library- related

Of this t entl.1ry In pubI IcJilions such ors The
;
U ot1ook

is s gnificant tnat the Am n tounda

to
r the



Blind, not the American Library Association

of the St. John Survey of Librar Services for

library standards (1961) were, in reality, an American Library Association endor

I - 9

ch subsid12,ed the research and publication

Blind, 1956; that the first blind

ment

f Library of Congress, Division for the Blind administrative document; that the second

library nda _s ter the blind (1967) were again not formulated by the American Library

Association but were developed by the Commission on Standards and Accreditation of

Service for the Blind.

The March 197S Preliminary Draft standards might well ie a new bench mark in

library service for the print-handicapped, since their d.,fting is a result of the

American Library Association's concern and iniative to develop a series of standards

which should assist public, school and academic librarians in developing pr{ uris which

will mirror a fundamental philosophy that:

"the needs of the blind and handicapped reader are no different
from those of other citizens. Differences may exist in the
kinds of media and in the methods used for dissemination, but
the range of subjects_-overed and the uses to which the material
is put are the same

At the June 1978 American Library Association Public Forum held on these standards,

Ms. Katherine Prescott made the foliowing stz:',Aent:

"Librarians and users want the same end product: prompt,
efficient, intelligent and gracious service, but they
do start at different ends of the tunnel. The librarians
are concerned for logistics and the users for the results..
the [March 1978 Preliminary Draft...} committee i -trying
to aim at d-meeting of the minds in the middle."

These draft st:md- ds, since they only concern them Ives with the Library of Congress

network of libraries serving the blind and physically handicapped are, admittingly,

restrictive; since the existing Library of Congress network serving the ,tint- handicapped

currently finds itself without any formal standards, and since there currently exists

a very wide plural

1978 Prelimina:u Dr

in this network's level of service around the country, the March

standards had to be dctve 1 1 is diagnostic/bench m

These concerns should be rectified in the next few months when

Associa

-k stand

American Library

on ; additiL -1 committees to develop public, school, and academic s an-
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a mir mum standard for Library

C ,ogre, s network -ies serving the blind and physically handicapped i formall

Once these concerns are mot, v. ork can begil on the development of projective /pro-

scriptive tandards for libraries affording, qual i v 1 ilrr`ars° to the blind and

physically handicapped. It is my personal hope that the-
:' future projective revisions

of library standards will he draft d by a committee composed of librarians and user s

working in con unction with _ and for the blind and physically handicapped.

Donald John Weber is Dir- __ Florida ;ion +i Lihrary for the Blind and Physically
Handicapped (State of Florida, Division of Blind Services, Depar.ment of Education);
Director, Library of Congress' Multistate Center for the South; Chair, American
Library Association's Library Services for the Blind and Physically Handicapped Section;
Member of the Committee to Review Standards for the Blind and Physically Handicapped
(Ad Hoc) American Library Association's Association of Speciali7ed and Cooperative
Library Agencies.
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APPENDIX I

RESOLUTION ON ALA STANDARDS FOR LIBRARY
SERVICE FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY' 1ANDICA )11ED

I 13

the present Stan dar'ds . itv Services for the Blind and Visually
Handicapped, which were formulated by the National Accreditation
Council for Agencies Serving the Blind and Visually Handicapped and
adopted by ALA in 1966, are riot relevant to library services as being;
provided today,

EAS, said standard, eim

docentralizatIon an
individuals, and

zed services, while the d is toward
local library service to all handicapped

WHERLA±I, said standards are too limited in scope, applying only to library service
for the blind and visually impaired, totally excluding service to over
eighty per cent of the handicapped- -those with physical disabilities,
and

WHEREAS contli_cd uti 1 izat ion and reliance upon the 1966 standards is a disservice
to the library cofrnun i ty,

THEREFORE BE IT klisOLVED that the Standards Library Services for the Blind
and Visually Handicapped, adopted by the Library Administration Division
of M,A on July 14, be declared obsolete, and that continued distri-
bution of said stando ALA be discontinued.

Submit cd to ALA Council, Midwinter 1976,
Document #1, by the Health and
Rehabilitative Services Libary Division,
Library Services to the Blind and
Physically handicapped Section.

,Yp roved by LSBPH, July 1 1975
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APPENDIX 11

RESOLUTION ON ALA AFFILIATION WITH NATIONAL ACCREDITATION
COUNCIL FOR AGENCIES SERVING THE BLIND AND VISUALLY HANDICAPPED

WHEREAS, the primary concern of the National Accreditation Council for Agencies
Serving the Blind and Visually Handicapped is the accreditation of
rehabilitative and social service programs for the blind and visually
impaired, and

WHEREAS, the current 1966 standards for library service are desigimd for special
service agencies for the blind and are outdated and inapplicable to
public libraries in 'general, and

WHEllEAS, NAC regularly issues publicity indicating that ALA is an affiliate
and supporter of NAC, and

WHERLAS, the American Library Association believes that all handicapped persons
are entitled to integrated library service at all levels (state, regional,
local),

THEREFORE BF IT RLSOLVLD that the American Library Association djsassociate itself
from the National Accreditation Council and formulate standards of library
service for all handicapped persons and that the National Accreditation
Council he informed of this action by the appropriate AEA official.

Exhibit (unnumbered), to the
Health and Rehabilitative Services
Library Division, by 'Ire
Services to the Bhinc. ;Ina ,

Handicapped Sect ion
sically

Approved by LSBPH, July I, 1975.
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A CONTRACT TO FORMULATE THE STANDARDS

OR

Llama RY SERVICES TO THE BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

Snimitted to:

Library of Congress
Lslun Blind and Physically Handicapped

Submitted by:

American Library Association
alth 6 Rehabilitative Library Services Division
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SO East Huron Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Approve by: L/09128/7711_
Frank Kurt -Cylke Date
Chief, Division 2 tie Blind
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Library Congress

s/J
icJert Wodgeworth
Executive Director.
American Library Association
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Date



Mil OF CONTRACT: FORMULATION or TUN STA:,;DAkhS FOR LIBRARY SLRVICLS
TO THL BLIND AND PHYSICALLY liADICAPPW

11. DEFINITIoN:

For the purposes of this contract, the hlind and physically handicapped
are defined as ')eing those who qualify for the library services administered
by the Library of Conrcs, Divisinn for the Blind .ind Phyically Handicapne,..1,
under Public Law 89-522,

III. L056-RANCL COAL:

To formulate the for library services to the blind and physically
handiciipped.

The standards shall tribe into accouri.: administration, staffing, resource
de,:elopment, services and activities (including reference, information
an., referral, reader services, interlibrary loan, circulatica, technical,
utilization of volunteers, and communIcations), public relations, (includiniz
advisory and censumer groups), and physical facilities (including accessibility,
space, and equipment requirements).

it OfidICT IVI F Tditi CONTI:AC.1:

To formulate tiw standards for library services to the hlind and physically
handicappe0 whi ire provided through the network administcrr: the
Lihrary of Congress, Division for the Blind and Physically Hancl-capped,
nod,-..r Public Law 39-522-

Specit'ically the standaLds shall cover services at the national, multistate,
regional, ,no1, and machine agency levels.

v. vurou 011.1TIVLS .SPTCIFICALLY NOT COVkkkh H1C THIS CONTRACT:

M) to umlatc the standards For Ilhary cc'' to the blind and physically
landic.opped wh try nrovtdod by state, pu!,11,.:, !.;i1Lool, (elemenLary and

acaderilc (postsecondary), and ihstItutional lhospltals, nursing
home:-;, correctional facilities, etc.) libraries.

Also incl::ded he Bell org:,lizations and .ipiicies which are
devulopin and maintainin print ._ollections about vi -ual physical handicaps.

/I- NFFDS ASSiMlNT:

Standards developed previously for ti ind and/or visliallY handicapped are
out of date and not applicable to those currently lwing served.

I. DkLIVLIIN SYS1M

A committee made up of memhc of the Airier earn Library Assojation's Health
and Rchahilitacivo Library Service Pivi3iun, III Lad aka Physically Handicapped
S,2ction, shall formulate the stanuards. The committee members shall meet
during the Annual and ,likiwinter ConCerences 0c tho American Library Association
and at addifiou,li rime deemed noccsary Nc th: commlfee rid the Project
AdMinitor.

I )t)
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During Phase I of the contract, the committee shall prepare a draft version of
the standards.

Duciag Phase IL of the centraet a draft version of the ti,, ards shall be reviewed
by representatives of various consumers groups, the Library of Congress and its
eetwork, and organizations and agencies which serve the blind and physically
handicapped, and units of the American Library AssociatiA. A mechanism for
enabling tbis review shall be organized. The draft version shall be made available
for review to national organizations and through them to their local affiliates.
individual, and independent local organizations may obtain copies from their regional
libraries. The print copy shall be circulated from the American Library Association,
Health and Rehabilitative Libraries Division, and possibly a sound sheet edition
will he dietributed through the network administered by the Division for the Blind
and Physically Handiedeped, Librai of Conriss.

An announcement of this plan shall be made in representative national publications
of the American Library Association, American Association of Workers for the Blind
and Association for the Education of the Visually Handicapped, and in TALKING BOOK
TOPICS AND BRAILLE BOOK REVIEW. In this way consumers, and representatives and
members of consumer, volenteer and professional organizations can participate.

There Alai' be z_hieie public meetings for discussion of the standards in 1978;
at the American Lierary Association's Midwinter and Annual Conferences and at
the National Conference of Librarians for the Blind Ii Physically Handicapped.

Based on the in it from the various groups, organizations and agencies, the
committee shall prepare their final draft and submit it for approval to the
Executive Boards of the Blind and Physically Handicapped Section, and subsequently
that of the Health and Rehabilitative Library Services Divisiee.

J. ADOPTION (H c-rir.,NDARDS BY THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION:

Submission of is standards to the American Library Association for their official
adoption will be after the standards are formulated fer the various types of

ieerving the blind and physically handicapped, i.e., the netwtr veiministerce-/
by Library of Con,:xess, Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, and
state, public, school, academic and institutional libraries plus print collections
about visual and physical handicaps.

X. PUBLICATION Of nit:, STANDARDS:

The standards for services to the blind and physically hundlcappeA shall be
published us A total body ateer their official adoption by the American Library
As Prior to their publication as as ot ai body, the standards shall be
printed and made aviliable ae they are Formulated For each type of library serving
the blind and physically handicapped.

IL FRAME OF CONTRACT:

The objectives of this contract shall be ccmpleted w.bbih two year, of the !=iate
it is signed by representatives of the Library of Congrese and tix American
Library Association. Specifically, that- means tint two yeers fn--1 the dtte the
contract becomes a legal document, the stan&ree far the neiwor1( which is adminis'i_ered
by the Library of Concrei,,s, Division for and rhysically EaAicapp--d,
shall he approved by the Executive i-;oards of the BTUi', mnd Phyidcallv Handicaeped
Section and the Health and Renabilitai've Libreee 501.--)ees DivLsion.

lb



RON IMAGINED FIGMENT TO REAL PERSON:

THE ENTLOYMENT OF LIBRARIANS WHO ARE HANDICAPPED

by Kieth C. f right

It must be stressed that for a majority of
emnloyers, as for a majority of our people,
a handicapped person is something they do not
know first hand, but is an imaginary entity
which cliche, rumor and stereotype have la-
beled with some name t other, but whose truth
is hardly dependent upon the actual facts.
When the popular mind thinks of handicapped
people, it think of a mere figment which they
suppose to be true.

Richard T. Sale. Economic 90licernsi Summary
and Issues o_ n Employment of and the I,.:nclicapped.
_shinron, D.C.: White House Conference on

Handicapped Individuals, 1975.

This Institute focuses on including information about handicapped

individuals tt the core curriculum of library schools. It is our hope

that better information about handicapped individuals and their inform

.cation needs will mean nd information scientists can

provide better services hove mo,:c realistic attitudes a rr' develop new

programs and services in cooperation with handicapped individuals and

_organized group; handicm ed persons.

The purpose of this paper

effective method of 1!_brary eduu

to explore possibility that a most

a cut-rang handicapped individuals

is an exN uuirc to handicapped individuals t. °rs: peers in the class-

room when we t fonts, peers in the librar . or informatioh center when

we are working, and peers in cur faculties aud in our national. professional

associations when we arc leaders teachers. In a recent b ok the

aw,-.-.'cxr ha exp.-re of the " -,ths" " which so often pr

t. rcr eeirti I individual; when we read about or meet lndi-

ls.0 These myths m- summarized:



Handicapped peo le will be
our help.

should be) grateful for

Handicapped people are all essentially childlike and
good if they hlve the right attitude toward their
disability.

Handicapped 1-;-, are excentionallv empathetic with the
situations "different" people.

Working w
experienc

handic;: ned persons will be a wonderful

I undersie_-1,. the r .dicapped individual so well, even
though Um h:111,iicapped, that T. may sneak on his behalf
and advise him on what to do.

Numerous reports of research indicate such myths and stereotyping

are common even among trained professional persons in rel' litation,

e. Goldstein
3
cites evidence that counselors'psychotherapy, and med

expectations play a significant role in the psychotherapeutic process.

Kasen 4
noted that the counselors' perception of the client included the

adency to steotype members of a subculture in terms of model charac-

ters of that -nbculture sr that once you know what "x" group is like, you

..an no longe: 4ndividu.-!s from that group. Chester5 states:

Tn(v,Juals who express ethnocentrism toward racial
pc/ens, are also likely to express s':ch attitudes
toward religious groups, toward minority groups, and
toward social class division...ethnocentrism is ex-
pressed to out groups in general...

ilet
6

has explored personality factors in at Ides toward A-arious

physical disabilit -s. He found the amount of actual contact significant.

Yoker
7
has developed a 6 point L .art -tvrne scale containing 30 statements

about physically disabled people. This Attitude Toward Disabled Persons

(ATDP) test can be administered in about 15 minutes. Yukor and associates

have found that in tests of over 15,00(0 persons the re low, but posi-

tive orreiaticns between attitude physically disabled persons

and other "different" groups such as the aged, the mentally ill, and

ethnic groups.

9
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Stereotyping does exist. "Normal" eople haw the tendency to re-

gard their "normalness" with the same ethnocentrism as the racist or

sexist. Employers and educators have utilized such "normalist" views to

I nsist:

We do not discriminate against anyor:o o the basis
of handicap, but our johs rec1rt normal functioning
in all areas.

Handicapped people dill impose burdens on the rest
of the staff which are not justified.

* Job restructuring is 7ery difficult, if not impossible.

Let such persons work in Facilities and programs for
the handicapped.

As Zerface points out such attitudes (usually based on no first-hand

experience) mean that many talified handicapped individuals will not be

hired. Sixty percent of the more than eleven million handicapped in-

dividuals never succeed in i i rmanent employment.-10 Many em-

played handicapped individuals are underemployed or forced to stay with

dead-end jobs tar below their r:;t

Admittedly the handicapped *1:lai is not alone La facing unem-

ployment or gross underemployment. A major defect of American educa-

tion and career training is thrg people are trained to do jobs that do

not (or soon will nor) exist. There i r in national program or policy

wbich relates manpower needs te .urricuipm planning and educational

admissions. Repeatedly education is nit cf step with the job market for

varicniS greups in our society. The miracle of increased education as a

means of advancement in the social order now seems to have been only a

temporary mirage. Large numbers of highly educated, unemployed young

peopl,r! combined ',./ith a large numHr of -ion trained uneducated young

people does not T;ce, to bode well for society in the future. Handicanped,

trained liha-:ans have heea facing this situation for some time.
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Libraries have hired handicapped individuals .1 a,t-ry Vol in of

the President's Committee on the Ilm;iloment of the Handicapped sent a

survey on such employment to 5,000 public, cbliege, university, junior

college and re8ional libraries.13 He received replies from 16% (3-3.0);

319 survey forms had to be discarded because of luck of information leaving

1377 usable surveys (27.5Z). Six hundred fourteen libraries reported that

they hired qualified handicapped -pplicants in some 130 different jobs

Twentysix dFferent categories of handicap were reported. A t ,1 cf

full-time and 341 parttime handicapped workers were reported. hun-

dred sixty-three also reported that no job or building modifications were

necessary when handicapped individuals were hired. One hundred five li-

braries reported job modifications (re-assigning work tasks) as the minor

modifications. Other minor modifications included amplification equipment

for telephones, rerirrringirug roiture to allow wheelchair access, schedule

modification, relocation of shelves and other equipment, special parking

places, and purchase of other special eqeipmenc.

The survey also reveals sonic gat ice raczoes. Save -al quotes '-'11

We have always had a spastic worker because her father
is the hanker here and stood behind the loan we had to
come up with to get u now library building. It requires
one extra person to he in the library at all times that
would not be necessary ir i had -i physically able person...

None of them (the hanlicappod empinyoes) can r-.:!aliy pr=
duce the' volume and quality of work which we wid1,1 expeei
from a non-handicapped employee.

We are' a sniol 1 library and as such everyone has to ho
able to fill in at all jobs even to being responsible
for two weeks at a time. PhysieallY handicapped would
and could be considered, if env should apply...but not
mentally handicapped.

The difficulty in hirinf; handicapped oersonnel in the
library world is that: few if any are ountified for 00'Z
of the work involved. We are a profession and as such
must employ professional people. 14



Mari ....hese attitudes and stereotypes are now irrelevant to the

real world of education and employment. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973

includes the "500 series" of regulations providing the possibility of an

educational employment equal opportunity for handicapped ndividuals.
15

The Civil Set rice Commission, (1900 E. Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.)

has issued regulations for Section 501 which prohibit discrimination in

federal loyment and monitors Affirmative Action Plans in all federal

agencies. The Architectural and Transportation Barrier Compliance Board

(330 C St. , S.W., Washington D.C. 20201) has issued regulations for Sec-

tion 502 which on ide for the removal of barriers and the provision of

access in federaily funded construction and mass transit. The Department

of Labor has issued regulations for Section 503 which prohibit dise mina-

tion in pri , e employment. These regulations include:

Any employer with a contract of mie than $2,500 with
the federal government must take "affirmative action"
to employ and promote the handicapped who are qualified.

All employers with contracts larger than $50,000 and
who employ more than 5n persons must have written, an-
nually updated affirmative action programs for the
handicapped.

Any handicapped individual can file a complaint with
the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract
Compliance if he/she feels that an employer has failed
to comply with affirmative action.

The ce of Civil Rights of the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare has issued regulations for Section 504 which prohibits disc i 'n

16in education and employment) recipients of financial assistance.

(Inc essential aspect of the "500 series" should not overlooked:

the old response that no one is discriminating against handicapped in-

iduals cao no longer he justified. taws do not proh_biL actions that

never happen; this Act acknowledges that discrimination does exist and

proposes ways to eliminate that (User ination. There are nerplexing

aspects in the regulations which ill require clarification. One major
-
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problem is the "reasonable accommodation" which is to be made for the

disabled .0 ker. How much money must be spent on special equipment,

building modification, or addition-1 workers? The employer must be able

to prove that an accommodation wi11 impose undue hardship on the program

or operation of his organization. The size and type

taken into account,

operation are

For example a small town library with a staff of

three will be trcted differently than a large research/academic library

with a staff of seventy-five.

We are clearly in a new legal situation; federal law now mandates

"Equal Opportunity" and "Affirmative Action." Yet the purpose of this

paper has not been to urge compliance with the law or with implementing

regulations. Organized handicapped groups will provide that push. The

laws will not necessarily change deeply ingrained stereotypes and miay cause

a defensive reaction which will be harmful to all concerned. W reed to

break out 01 our stereotypes so that we no longer have "in" and "out"

groups in our profession. Blacks and women face similar prospects.

Some basic steps be taken:

(1) We can identify new job fields and lob descriptions which may in-

clude handicapped workers. With the coming of new technological innova-

tions such as telecommunications, online reference services, GOM catalogs

machines which convert print to audible sound, computers which under-

stand voice ox hand signal input, we can no longer say 90% of o hs

require full capacity of all senses. Many more jobs can be restructured

than we have previously thought possible. Everytime we acquire new equip

ment or new formats of media we should think about the possibility of

Job redefin !ion and lob opportunities h.indir.gprod.

be moving into a "terminal oriented" library; the "normal" have no edge

on understanding terminal communication, logic of real-time computing,



or search strategies fol data bases In many situations two micro inals

will allow communication between normal and speech handicapped persons.

Present research with equipment for the physically disabled may make

physically disabled persons stronger and more dexterous than our present

staff. The author has seen an amputee remove a two inch ash from a ig-

arette with his artificial limb and place the ash unbroken in an ashtray.

In another situation a new artificial limb was demonstrated which could

collapse steel shel_vdrag. The "Five million dollar Librarian" may be coming.

(2) Once we have identified job possibilities, the library and information

field will have to tale affirmative action steps which include seeking out

qualified handicapped employees, providing on-the-job training for advance-

ment or new jobs, encouraging handicapped individuals to seek advanced

degrees, and carefully analyzing our employment statistics to see that we

are moving toward equitable employment for the handicapped.

(3) We should take political action to see that handicapped librarians

are encouraged to take are active part in all aspects of our professional

organizations and national gatherings. We need to assist people in running

for ALA Council and for state association offices. When possible we should

send handicapped staff members to represent our libraries in official

meetings and other professional gatherings.

(4) In staff development and training efforts e can begin to eliminate

stereotypes including the "superperson" image of handicapped people who

are "never late ", "never absen etc. Involving handicapped individuals

as participants and leaders can make the breaking of stereotypes much

simpler.

(5) Since negative stereotypes are widely held in our society, we need

to develop strategies which will create opportunities for our handicapped

staff to work directly with library boards, library patrons and citizens'

groups in our communities. The initial reactions to such suggestions or

19,4
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policies are likely to he negative (witness reactions to women in con-

ruction work, or minorities in mana

seem t

). The overall social benefits

weigh the consequences of such initial reactions.

(6) Above all, we should not plan, analyze, and restructure in isolat'

Handicapped individuals and organized groups of handicapped individuals

have experience and skill available nowhere else. We need to ask the

handicapped to become active participants in the process of library and

informa_ on service education and employment.

Among figments or myths the author has a p one'

The President of the American Library Association today
gave an outstanding service award to Ms.
has served with distinction as 'State Librarian for

following a successful career as library educator.

During the ceremony, the president rolled h- G wheel-
chair to the frGnt of the stage and faced Ns.
who "heard" his presentation by watching the hands of
an interpreter and responded to the award and applause
by speaking and signing her response.

Some myths are worth the struggle to ke them a reality.
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See "The Handicapped as Librarians." jdilsan Library Bulletin
43:318-329, December 1968, especially the section by Neal Harlow.

9. Zerface, W. A. "No More Excuses: Hire the Handicapped Librarian!"
Wilson Libras Bulletin 51:656-660, April 1977.

10. "New Hope for the Handicapped" July

22, 1974, p. 39-41 see also President's Committee on the Employment

of the Handicapped. EmeiatAJI2agialallifsliLlarLE4
People. Washington, D.C.: The Committee, March 1975. Estimate

on numbers of physically and mentally handicapped vary from eleven

million to 35 million depending on who is counting whom by what
criteria

O'Leary, K. F. "Overdue; Who's Hiring the Handicapped Librarian
Wilssa_etin 46:7, pp. 648-649, March 1972. and "Over-

due; Fair Employment for the Handicapped." Wilson Library Bulletin
46:10, pp. 924-925, June 1972. (ANON)
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Zerface's article (footnote 9 above) for successful examples.

Volin, Larry. "Analysis of Library Employment Questionnaire"
Washington, D.C.: The President's Committee on the I-Inployment
of the Handicapped, 197?. 7 p. available from Mr. Vain.

14. ibid. long list of negative comments.

15. Details of this legislation and related regulations may be found in
Amicus 2:15 September 1977. "Section 504 and the New Civil Rights
Mandates."

lo. Fed el Re &ister for May 4, 1977 for detailed discussion.
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The entries for the _ollo;ling audiovisual materials on
e hnndicapped ooze primarily from the various N10EM indexes
_rticularly the one for 16mm films) and from BooYlisto A few

of the entries cone from personal bibliographies and from
r.nnounoerents of falrly new material, such as that for the film
P(! le First, Most of the items, moreover, were found under
the following NICEM subject headings' "Educationr..5pecial,"
_uidance and Counseling--Blind and Deaf," and finally "Socio

ogy-- Geriatrics (Old Age)." The intent was to draw together
audiovisual materials which, first, dealt directly with library
services to the handicapped or elderly (there are a few such),
second, materials which attempt to render the world from their
point of view--for our own better understanding' and finally,
materials which give insight into the genuine capabilities of
these people.
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1975

ogical chr,nr,:cs that come with ng and
abed vision and hearing changes. Presents
ision and hearing change of a person in
they night he experienced in typical daily

University of Michigan, Any Arbor, Institute of Gerontology

AGING 16az color sound 20 min. with guide. 1974

"A well researched report on the psychological state of retired
persons nearing the final stage f
Dist; C

AG G -Always An Agony
160 frames 1973

Asks in America
the suffL,Anp; of so many
part of a natural proce
Discusses the problems
to deny cceptacceptance of t
LC No. -736153
Prod. and Distt LEAINF

sound filmstrip audiotape colo_r-

at d elsewhere must be accompanied by
old people, Points out that aging is
and is not in itself an illness,
the aging brought on by an attempt
fact that we all will grow old.

ALTERVATIVE TO AGING, AN 2z2
139 frames. 1973

tape /script color

Describes Nebraska's programs and concerns for improving local
and state library programs with service for citizens 65 years
of age and older, Explores a model program established at imperial,
Ne`6 aska,
LC o. 74-732643
Prod, and Dists



P=ICA'S
sorlpt color c a"rarr= 19?!;

E.,:amines hou and why ellurlY
sca*ctod, ns.71octLd c,n(-1 ovn
attitudeso e.n.d rany of Lh
old people have to offer society cold
outlook.
LC Noo ?5?3c,F.08
Prod, and .Disti OAP

v-ts, f11;,1 7-;

Shows tha activYtiec of tc),
trainable tally h7u7.dicapbac', thrbuFh
lancr,uarze awareness anl aocial
counseling _and lanp;uue and muic
LC No. P11.68-175
Prod. and Dist; OS Zenlz

AND WHEN YOU GROW OLD 16= color scud

Discusses tho pleasures and problerl of beintr olcL
the elderly themselves. Presents people.
about growing old and their philosopheo of lifc;,
Prod. and Dist: ACCA

ANYBODY'S CHILD 16mm oolor sound 48 mlnt,19?

Defines the characteristics of dy2le71a wnd sowo w?;h
high school age children who cuffen
associated with dyslen. E171-i1ores the nis:,o,c.y cif i;.1-k wIth
learning disabilities i examinea four approachc-3 12ne tn
providing effective help in treating the malady whch Erze
the One-on-cne Orton-GillinrOlam ethol, the Slingv.c. and
Multi-Sensory Classro=, the Distar Pro.rvrm and.
Reading Prorn,
LC No. 75-702220
Prod. and Dish MOVPIC

ARE YOU LISTENING / OLDER PEOPLE Videotape ;!.;.-3

'An exceptional glimpse into the lives o'Y' aeve:7/3:1
oltiEens, this tape captures their fairly
on such subjects as the right to 7:or10 (sbecc1
relationship between the absence of active work anti
growth of senility), leisure time, extramarital affss,
right to an income and self-help,' --Soolt
Dints STURM
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K -- 4

16n fi l.IT ccdor sowld

A profile 1 11 Sc-11::1 n bli
Princirll of r1 ele scho:d
Thiu film illt-fateo ho; c
job mnny consider difficult
es old fooane and 5t111

from his fellow workers and
type of film trio-raPhy.
Disti AFB

kUDITO::1ALLY

Discs - ac the p7:obloms
the inability to hear
in teaehing tho rsafo

the nu do of ti deaf oh

30 mint, 297

ool teacher and
in Tcraplc City Cnlifornir"
pi; rson can work at a

for A sirzhted person, Tho film
hotezAphs pith corcrncnts
a family to build a different

)EA ? j. 6 m 29min, 19.

the -7 child, Thfines deafness as
-h :1; W, the techniques used

'OEISCS the importance of meeting
d, hie; are essentially the same

as those of a hcarirrg ch ido
Prods Niel Dist* IU Prodns

BZCKY

Describes the
and shows how
retardation.
LC No, FIA67.-925
Prod, and Dist' FLNI

film color sound 15 in 1967

way
the

A BLIND T-
19 5

of the family of a retarded child
ly copes vith the problem of her

Ciart IN A PUBLIC 16 Vii.lu color sound. 23 nin.

Tavid Tlcchi °s se Tenth -grade English students are very
forturntes not or y do they learn about their language from
capable and concerned teacher, they also learn to take

responsibility for their educationsomething most junior
high youngsters aro no-Ter challonr4od to do, Bocause
Ticohi is blind he must rely on his students to maintain
orpznization in his classroomo In return, ho works closely
with his pupils on an individual basis, and, according to
his school's principal, Tiochi brings to his teaching an
empathy for those young tors who must struggle to learn*"
--"BPolcat
Prod, and Dists

201



CHILfl .3EN An'; ?ROBLE AUg 16mm oolor sound
27 min. 1915

Ev:mlms an ear 1,it=tal proic.71-° t oc.rly Ghildhood education
in 'Which child- 0f norral abilities are cducated in the same
classroom with nildly-to-lxverely-ho-ndicapped children. Shows
teachers reflecti,ng on their e:zperiences in the clnr sroom
situation ann evaluating the SUC3eSS of the program.
LC 1:0, 701097
Prods UiA DI ts ANKC

COLOR SUNI_ZIE 2 inch vide t

P lint n intimate portrait of nary
girl and her parents, giving insivh
face* Presents a sensitive study of
ProdIVICETTV Distl PUBTEL

B & 4 22 min, n d.

a 22 -- year old mongoloid
into the problems they both
he mongoloid child.

COMING HOME 16mm color sound 28 mina 1974

Contrasts the encouraging more which a teenage
a State institution to a residential home for
with attempts made by some of the neighbors of
have it removed from their street.
Prod° and Disti STNFLD ProdnIWQED

girl makes from
he retarded,
the home to

CONNUNIT X AND THE C ICIML CHILD, THE 16mm B&W sound 29 min.
1959

Discusses the many agencies in the community which contribute to
the growth and development of exceptional children. Reviews the
many and varied types of exceptionality. Stresses the importance
of special services for these children. Describes the future for
the exceptional child.
Prods NET D1stsIU Prodn'SXRCU

CO--TWIN STUDY. -A LAY IN THE II. OF A B 140 CHILD AND HER SIGHTED .

IDENTICAL TWIN 16mm B&W sound 60 min, 1968

Studies the potential ability and the differences in the lives
of identical twin girls, one of whom is totally blind and mentally
retarded, the other fully sighted and developing normally.
LC No* 79-707511
ProdsJa DIstINKAVF



THE anC.3 001.,

Torry :Aaron hiS expcvlen, 11:1 I

presents htn thm-hr on holT It fer.3:;
projudicos direntod arainst wh
personal r)roblems and needs and how t
disabled.
LC No, 7rj-701071
Prodo;GHUTSJ

A flAY IN
1975

LIFE OP B NIUE CW:oLO

K

ablf,o . he
1- (M!-bled, the)

iN different, hIs
able can help the

round 16 n,

This film is to perr;ohal ae or a vo7Ian who physical
deformity which is riot nc!ce liy a handicap. J ernic Console
uas born without ars, yet nh lcads it normal productive life
ns a wife and mother to two hc,.nithy ehIldrono shown her
doing daily chores using her feet as hands; driving a ear, writing
n letter with a pen between her toes, cutting her child's hair,
preparing meals, putting on makeup, aswering the phone.
DISTI BAH2

DEAF ESS ltd CHILDRE 1 7/8 IFS audio tape cassette 0 min. nod.

Deals with the problems of the family and the deaf person
within the family. Reveals that people 'often think a child
is retarded when he is really only deaf. Shows that with
help and understanding the child can lead a relatively
normal life.
Prod. and Dist, CBCL8

DII TS N OF LIFE 16mm film bi-w sound 16 min. nod.

Utilizes a contemporary documentary technique to portray
the story of Braille, its development, present-day use and
how it is giving those without sight a dimension of life
that enables them to Join the world of the sighted°
xplains how the Braille typewriter, developed by IBliv is

adding an entirely new dimension to the lives of the blind,
Prods IBM Dist; tjTP

DON'T HAVE TINE TO DIE 3/4 videocassette color 30 z l.n. 1973

"Depicts elderly persons delighted to be doing some
useful, adding to their meager pensions or Social Security
benefits, and not sitting at home looking at four walls."
--Booklist
Dist and Prods NJPBA



eT NAL C IILt)IICy 16 it b+w r itnd 30 min. 1959
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Appralss the 4.-ob1es r- dol ildr,m, and shows trr ire

methols rolved special s 0 S and institution

Examines the causes of r tardation _ach as heredity and

brain injury.
Prods MC Dion lPD

EV61 _T

Pea_
t4

desp i to

normal
film which
she developed these -kills.

LC No..78-713226
Prods CSID Dist' BAY

(

11y

includes firs
--how; Susan s

film color seam 15 ring 1971

Suoan PI-
c spec

She

,rhos born deaf, demon-
read the lips of others

;rlat she lives a full and
a 1955 documentary

1 training through which

EXCEPTI O +iAL CHILD 16mm film color sound. 26 min. 1970

Explains new and encouraging methods of treatment and
therapy that have been developed for the perceptually
handicapped and brain damaged child. JAsolisses the fact that

for many years children with minimal brain damage were
grouped with the retarded and did not receive special
training, but that through programs of exercise and counseling
like the one at the Adams School in Nei or City these child.

ren can be helped*,
LC No. 72-709555
Prods WaCTV Dist: Fl

FAt ILY AND COMMUNITY CONCERNS 2z2 slide rith cassette color
62 frames 1976

Describes the mentally retarded child, his personality and
learning problems and offers suggestions to family, helpers,
teachers and others who deal with the ventally retarded.
Discusses the nature and style of available programs for

the mentally retarded.
LC No. 76-720354
Prods MISC Dist' MISCP
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A FAMILY OP FR color sound 25 min. 1975

This film is a docu mentary that looks into the lives of nenta lay
retarded young adults living in a group home facilityJenbers
of the group home, located in Arlington, VA, are viewed actively
pursuing life in the t-ashington D.C. community. This ftln
the relationthip between house residents, their natural 7carea

resident house-ranap7ers, an neir,7hbors. It is aimed at commuftittE
will be receiving group hos in their neighborhoods, clne

for those in the mental health field who are in need of nn intro-

duction to group home concept. Other tludienccs are the parents

of the handiodpcd, future group ho:r.e-house-managers, and the

general public. A- warded the 1975 CI :E Golden Eagle for excellence
in the social documentary catego yo
DistsRICRPR

GET IT TOGETHER 16mm color s ound 20 min. 1976

"Having been physically active before the accident that left him

paralyzed from the waist down, Jeff Minnebraker determined to
'never say die.' This 1977 American Film Festival Blue filbbon
winner is a spirited contribution to programs on the handicapped."

ooklisto
DiatsPFP

TEE GRADUATION 16mm color sound 17 mina nodo

Narrated by Burt Lancaster, this film explores what happens to
the retarded child as he grows up. It provides an overview of
existing post school programs available to retarded adults in a
community, dramatizes the aucity of these programs, and strtscer

the need for active community support of comprenensive vocational,
recreational and social facilities for this group.
DistsSTNFLD

GRAVITY IS MY ENEMY 16mm color sound 26 min, 19

Mark Hicks is an artist who is paralyzed from the neck do- Ile

presents his view of himself, his life, and comments on the per.
ceptions of others toward him in this personal narration.
DistsCF

GREAT EXPECTATIONS 16mm olo_ sound 29 m 1967

Presents Bernard Posner, of the President's Committee on E plcrPpent
of the Handicapped, telling how people treated him when he posed

as a mentally retarded laundry worker, Shows a college student
describing her experiences as a summer volunteer teaching retarded

children.
LC Pio, 74.704781
ProdsUSSRB DistsUSNAC



tyn C1, Ca: ong sitto tape 55 mint, 1975

°In t=h14 Tn- 1 i t7t cr 1 c="7-W oc3 e ; -ted by Heywood Hale Braun

re c oat AZ cd ric_nts who w.ork with the elderly--Dr. Leopold.

PclInlz ; nu ,c" 0 c!7!:,-.2.-,T b0,7-:: 7_r -77.1-, '171-1-r; f Yc,::r 141_1

(Ati-leneul, 975), arid Dr. Ftolort illAir, who wrote a more somber
vo/urne oriMtled W11._81,z;rvtv'7,T3ntnc7 Old in Anerlea (Harper, 197)...

disown Nariatio a SpecW of agLng.".ihloklis
DiStICIllifai

HELP WA audlip tape 29 min, 1961

Pros a proz'a -'01,__atinF,-_,- -various e; erieness in Which concerned

orvolin ties have dare used themselves to the problems of our
banci ieL4-pea alld dited- ch13-dre n--what they have done shows us
what clan be clorva
r-J4V.1411Q 11_ 4.4 in-rx

11E1 NOT VA 1,10 K IND l6 m color sound 28 min. 1973

"To be oOre , the otory of )3 clan V, Wilson, a spastic, has its
raoment Of Tathos in-len he is lifted in and out of buses and cars
or ae yai rstineT adj-usts Brian °s legs B 0 he can fulfill

arnt,iVic-3) to dive gs tasotor, A documentary that is-not a
sweetly- vad._ tone poem but a rollicking, picaresque tale with
Brian, a hell kind of r.omaztic snti-hero at the controls, manning
his superpovared wheelcchalr."..--Booklist
Dist iNFI3C

TIEWM BO1J AXED ll6mmll&W sound 30 Mine 1970

Outlines epochal p7obaens of the old patient who is homebound.
Dlews5e9 tEe PrinolVles lnicaved in teaching health care to the

pmr-son Jana' eilDphs4izes tile role of the nurse In planning and
devloppIng Insole care servloes for the aged.
LC No, 7L-71)000
Pa,o4s07OUUR DIAttanaV

Etakti-LY FUENEDED 16mm color sound 20 in 1969

Presents the theory, pactive s and techniques used by the human
TOS 011ratl center in nrcmiolinic evaluation, training and employment
of the iedVccable mentalT-y retarded in competive industry.
IC No, 172-70069D
Trod, aid Di.s t t US DI -MW

YOU ILEE VO OLD cound films
1 (97 Trines) part 2 (107 frame

ip audiot pe
1973

Locume ti-ze ea onorLile and_ psychological penalties our society
imposes on the e 1:14r)-y. Illustrates the creativity and vigor which
can taarli years and tuld_cTscores the understanding often shared

aged people azd the yolialF
LC No, 93.-735922 Di st s G



1NTRODU VHF;

Provides o.,
Chows so-1,'!
possible lo
PROD and DI

SLY RE-TA

K in

JIM 16 B&W cound 0 rain. 1964

tation to general obloms of mental retardat on,
tho c i racto tics of mental retal.dation and

ning pro ,ram3 for retardates.
i NDHS CD

NVISIHL NDICAP 16 mm color sound 1.5 min. 1976

e scimcnt from the '60 tcs' tc1evislon series, this film
()duces basic concpts about the learning dirnbility or dyslexia

at affects over two million Anz.!rican children by provi nr an
ighten121x narration that perceptively explores the film

candid scenes of dyslexic youlgesters as they face their continual
struggle to learn,"--LTlillat.
Dist: -DS EU

IT'S A HEA NG WORLD 16mm B&W sound 18 min. 1969

Presents the deaf as._ group of people who have been forced to
live with limttcd access to man's major Interpersonal communica-
tion medium, sound. Explores the beauty and sadness of their
substitute ways of sharing their world through conversation,
religion, play and theatre by the use of visual rather than
auditory nodes
Prod, and Dist s WENN

ON WAKING: MAHTY MIN MACK, AN APPLE OF HUN N Tl1IUMPH
16mm color sound 5 min, 19 4

This is a personal account of a young boy about 8-9 years old,
who is a congenital amputee, He explains to his classmates how
his artificial arms are marilpulated. His explanation, and ti-o-
scenes shoving his overall adaptability foster positive attitudes
toward the handicapped,
Dist: NFMD

LEO BEUERMAN 16mm color sound 13 min* nod.

This film documents the life of Leo Beuermant an unusual man
physically handicapped since birth, Describes his ability to
overcome diversity and his philosophy of life,
DistsCENTED

LIBRARY F. THE BLIND 16mm B&W sound d 5 mini 1959

Describes the nature and activities of the New York State Library
for the Blind, explains that a joint effort of the state library_
and the library of Congress makes the talking books (records)
available to the Legally blind of upstate New York and Vermont,
Describes the procedures for circulating and maintaining the collec
tion, LC No. F168-06
ProdsNYU Mist:NYU ProdnoNYSL 2 Yi
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LIBRARY S 'IC1J TO Tli;-; SPECIAL RATRO:'4 parts, audio cassette n

Describes library services to correctional Institutes and to the
deaf, elderly, children and young people with special needs and
handicapped young adults
DistiDEVIG

LIKE- O'PHER PEOFLE 16r o color sound 37 min. 1973

Sho s and discu3sc t2 feolins d ttitvdes of a group of
phy i ally hndicaPPed people in _lich institution for
the handicapped. 2mphn,s1zes the fc,ct that physically handicapped
people have the samo feelings and needs as normal people.
ProdtlIRFC Di s tIPEREN

LT s_ woRT.n 'I f
C.)

Describes the mlorld of a 7- year -old mental retardat
by her mother. Depicts her life at home, at school,
discusses the effects of the child's retardation on
and neighborhood, and tells the mother's hopes for
future°
LC No, 71-702450
Prod* and DistIUMITV

as vlewed
and at play,
the family
he child's

MAN ALIVEi 1 4M Nor WHAT XOU SEE 16mm color -wand 25 Ulm 1975

This film is a personal narration of a young watan, Sondra
Diamond, who is cerebral palsied and who is a clinical psychol
°gist. An indepth discussion of what humanness is, its relevance
to how the handicapped cope with being human, and the attitudes
which a disabled person has to face are e=mined. Mr. Bonisteel,
the interviewer, lends an interactive aspect to the discussion

humanoss
DistICANBC

MANPOWER audiodlsc 3 1/3 rpm 45 mmn©

"This transcription, prepared as a series of four-and-one-half
minute public service oadcast, consists of interviews which
Illustrate how blind people can, and do, work in the sighted world.
The jobs are as varied as the work all people do-..a photo processor,
a lawyer, a librarian.-and many other different jobs held by blind
people are described. The transcription is for permanent retention,
- Educator's Ouide_t- Free Ta Seri - s and Tr-ns- 1t cats 1976,

compiled by James 1.4 _e--er
DistIAF8



MATTED OF NDIFFERENC"

nts a critique of
dos an intcrview wi

ement.
C No. 74- 703344

?rod, and Dis :PHENIX

16mm color sound

etyis ambivalence
Na :,die Mahn of the

LISA 16m color sound 5 min.
cassette) 1971

Also a

tt 1,6

n. 974

?aril the aced.
ay Panther

b_

eats a stat ment oof the world as seen by a b
d. Involves her parents, friends and att t d

in general.
LC No. 74-714064
D ,. T t A nm. sr% +1.

4. I.-n.4 a ..ii4.:,MAU% 1i1ta L I'll J:10

MI TI 16mm -W sound 12 ml

-a in dar ged
s towards her

Mimi is the true story of a young woman oping with her physical
handicap as well as with the inability of others to respond to
her in a_normal fashion, The dialog is honest, the situation real
and mi's perceptions candid.
Dista IMF

TILE MULTIPLE HANDICAPPED 16mm color sound 23 min. n.d.

Shows mentally retarded, cerebral palsied, dysmelia, deaf -.blind
and emotionally disturbed deaf children. in Sweden, Germany,

tati4 tat&Lanui
LC No, 74-705179
Prod.:1133ER Dist:USNAC

1( SON, ICE 16mm color sound 24 min( 297

"Without pity or horror, this film enters the world of Kevin,
an 11-year-old English boy who was born without arms or legs
because his mother took the drug Thalidomide during her pregnancy.
It reveals to parents, social workers, teachers, neighbors, peers,
and all others who deal with or come in contact with a handicapped
person that they can do so with less shame and sentimentality
and with more knowledge, hope, and dignity. accellent for public
library programs on the handicapped. " -- Sophist
DistsWOMBAT

MYT.. AND REALITIES sound filmstrip audl t.--

1973

Presents several of the common miscon__ceptions about the aged
offering realistic information of the resources, health, housing,
transportation and social roles of the elderly. Lc No, 73-734279
DistsCONMED

color 31 -es

U



NOBODY TOOK E - 6rn m B&W sound 26 mi n. 1973

Depict., ghetto children hnndicapped with learning disabilit
and most often labeled mentally retarded. Demonstrates that
basic trust in hfimself and others is their first need. Shows
how highly structured clasrsroomrt,nd playground techniques result
in an understanding of order and development of language,
LC No, 73-701157
Prod° and DistsAINS

OLD SFEA1 FOR TllEi S LVES, 16mm D &fit sound 30 min. 1969

Shows people of widely different life styles as they discuss
their children, oney, sex, health, living with infirmities
and death, in order to illustrate the rewards and problems of

growlr- old.
LC No. 78-706818
ProdsVDONUR D tsAJN naITTWTV

OUR ELDEF3S--A GENE4ATION NEGLECTED
188 frames color 1972

_p with record /cassette

Discusses the reasons why the elderly are shunned and their
problems ignored, the psychological damage caused by this
treatment and the grim conditions in some nursing homes. Includes
the problems of poverty among the aged and the shortcomings of
the social security and medicare programs.
LC No. 73-732530
FrodtSED DistIPEM

PEOPLE FIRST ^-1--AVWW A qh. er14.tA 1C01

.).4-le of the most ambitious and _
ti.ing f1 !runs Abel

the developmentally disabled, Over 25,000 feet of film were
shot to document the private lives and political activities
of PEOPLE FIRST, the first self-advocacy group of developmentally
disabled citizens.
Diets James Stanfield Film As4ociates

Project; Adult. P.O. Box 851,
Pasadena CA 91102 (Or call co

A PLACE AI ONO US 16mm color sound 27 min, 1970

37 5 7 1658)

Examines two innovative programs in the field of mental rat
dation, One project consists of research into the nature of
retardation and a study of the best procedures to help the retarded,
The second project uses intensive vocational training and a
supportive peer group situation in housing and recreation to
return the mildly retarded to the community*
LC Vo.'78-709556
YrodsWNBCTV Distal

2
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y. REACHING OJT* THE IB,A2Y AND EXCEPTIONAL CHILD 16mm
color sound 25 min. 1968

A report on a two-year demonstration of the roten
valuable service the library can provide to vart- s types
of exceptional childrenblind, deaf, mentally retarded,
socially inlladjusted, and homebound, or hospitalized with
physical handicaps, Shows how the library can "reach out"
to help such children by taking special service to them.
ProdtCHCPL Dist:CONNF Prodn'CONNF

nADIN' AND WRITIN' AIN'T EVERYTEING 16mm color sound
26 min. 1975

Centering on the need of retarded children to live as independently
as possible, this film briefly oxploresthe lives or four rentally
handicapped ycungersters. In terns of the parents' experiences,
two major responses become evident. One expresses the initial
difficulty of having to overcome the reality of mental retardation
in the family, while the other shows the parents' desire that
their child live as independently as possible, despite his or
her severe limAtations."-.Booklist
DistsDETOOL or STNFLD

TaE RETARDED CHILD 2 filmstrips
part 2: 66 frames, 11:58 min,
1976

part 1 t 62 fram
2 cassettes, 1

11330 nin,.
ok, 1 guide

"For parents bl,ir Jingly confronted with the reality of a mentally_
retarded child, parent groups can offer helpful encouragement
and guidance through an exchange of shared proDlemS and feelings.
1=Lat
bietstSFCE

SILENT WORM), MUFFLED WORLD 16mm color sound 2 thin. 1966

Relates the difficulties of speech, education and normal living
for the deafened, and shows new methods of education and rehabil-
itation. Uses animation to explain mechanics of hearing and types
of impairment. Narrated by Gregory Peck.
LC No. FIA66-634
YTodsUSPHS DistsUSNAC ProdnsCF

ST'a ASIDE, STEP DOWN 16mm color sound 20 min. 1971

Reports on the problems of aging in America, such as income,
housing, nutrition and transportation. Shows successful private
and government programs aimed at solving them.
LC No. 74-705701
Prod:USSRS Dist:USNAC
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SUREST TEST 1611m color sound 11 miry. 1974

Demonstrates the difficulties with na ow doors, steps, parking
spaces, building fi tures. etc. faced by a young woman in a
wheelchair uho searches for employment and homing in her effort
to lead an independent life. Urges that architectural landscape,

and, street - planning include wheelchair access.
Dists Easter Seal Society, Seattle Washington

SWAN LACE: CONVERSAI 4ITF DEAF' TEENAGERS 16mm ccalor sound

15 min. nod.

The film depicts interviews with deaf enagers in which they
express their views on vricus aspects of life, including
relationships between deaf youth and their families, their feelings
about education: their plans for the future and attitudes toward
racial tatters. In sign language with spoken narration.
DistsWMARYC Prod1WMARYC

THESE TOO AHE OUR CHILDREN 16mm color sound 40 min.' n.d.

Demonstrates methods of working with mentally retarded and
physically handicapped persons, as practiced by the Boulder
County Board of Developmental Disabilities in Colorado.
Prod, and DistsUCOLO

THEY CALL ME NAMES 16mm color sound 20 min. 1972

Portrays the lives of mentally dif anent young people and explores
how they perceive a world in which they are told often and in
many ways that they are retarded.
LC No. 73-700194
PRO LI and LIST: BFA

THROUGH DIFFERENT EYES i6mm color sound 1 T.in. 1970

Features retarded children In a day training program receiving
specialized training for their handicaps. Emphasizes need of
retarded children for training and highlights the areas in which
training must be applied. Examines social needs of the children
as well as the impact a retarded child has On the rest of the
family.
LC No. 79-709689
FrodsPECKM DistaCHENT

22
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TO A GOOD, LONG LIFT? 16= color sound 19 mill. 1976

"Thir3 affirzstive document of the srAtisfyin r, 11f-3tyles that
can be creatot_and pursued by people no matter what their age
will be useful rosource in Junior high and senior hign school
guidance and contemporary issues classes and units on gerontology."
Bookliflt
DistsbEA.

UNDERSTANDING DEAF 16mm color sot d 21 mina 1977

"Because deaf children attend special, echo ls, have difficulty
articulating sounds, and speak in voices that lack inflections,
hearing people often 'As:hi:age the children's intelligence, curiosit:
and sensitivity, , . Sitting in on primary through high school
level classes, this film records the instructional methods used
w4th th
DistsPEREN

WALTER 16mm sound color 15 min, nd

A moving story of a young self-sufficient paraplegic who has
guts, ambition and a special love for wheelchair basketball.
DistsCF

WAY OUT OF THE WILDERNESS 3/4 inch video cassette B W 29 min. 1972

Shows the care of retarded children at the Plymouth State Home
and Training Center, where a home atmosphere is provided in
preparing the children for return to the outside world. Describes
what is being done to help blind and motor-handicapped children

a way out of the wilderes.
ProdsUSNAO Dist:USNAC

WE KNOW WHOWHt WE ARE 16mm color sound 28 min. 1977

"Feeling of insecurity and inferiority can handicap the blind
more than their lack of sights consequently, the Iowa Commission
for the Blind's Orientation Center encourages blind people to
overcome the debilitating effects of their fears of inadequacy
while simultaneously teaching them the skills they need to get
along in the sighted world's", ooklist
DistsNFB

WHAT COLOR IB THE WIND 16mm color sound 27 min, 1968

Tells the story of twin boys, three years old, one of whom was born
blind. Tells how their parents, with some professional help, are
determined that the blind boy shall compete and have an opportunity
no less than that of his twin brother in the sighted world.
LC No, 74-700294 Prod, and DistiALGRAN
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T DO YOU DO W ,EN YOU SEE A B3LIND PERSON? 16mm color sound

13 min. 1971

A light touch
and wrong way
Instruction i
confronted by
seeks to chin
their abiliti
DIst'APB

THE WI

personifies -his film which demonstrates the right
of deali, with blind people in various situations.

Nen to those who are unaware of the problems
the visually handicapped in social situations, and
some of the misconceptions about blind individuals,
and their feelings about blindness.

GOOSE 16 nm S &W sound 18 min, 1973

Satirically views the life of an old man confined in a nursing
home, with short vignettes of nursing home life, and his att mP
to leave the home. Raises questions about the values of our
society concerning old age and old age institutions.
Prod, and DistsFI

WORLD OF A DIFFERENT mum 16 ram color sound 12 min, 1970

Discusses the benefits that retarded children can derive from
participating in an active school program which reflects the
abundance of the world and allows for those who are different.
LC No. 72.705727
Prod. and. DistsBSP5 ProdnsLONOP

YOU'LL GET YOURS WEE 01PRE 65 16 mm color sound 40 min. 1973

Depicts America's treatment of its senior citizens. Contrasts this
treatment with that of ether --ntri-s, such as West Germ'Any.
Dispels some of the misconceptions about the American health and

retirement systems,
LC No. 73-703132
Prod, and DistiCBSNEW



PRODUCERS, DI TR AND PRODUCTXON CREDITS

The followin addresses and letter cedes come from
the lacEm s Intril)nter0 (1977). As

Nlesn notes, °3ome not 4.',rr7 aauresses because
the index is intended to provide archival inforation on
those producers, distributors, k.nd production credits who
no longer exist as a business." This case Applies to a few
of the producers and production credits here. There are
full addresses, however, for all the distributors that

follow,

215'



AFB

American Fou
the Blind, Inc.

15 West 16th street
New York, NY 10011

AINS

Aims In tructiona
Services, Inc.

626 Justin Avenue.
Glendale, CA 91201

AJN

Americas Journal of
Nursing

20 N. Wacker Drive, Suite 1948
Chicago, IL 60606

ALA

American Library Association
50 E. Huron Street
Chicago, IL 60611

ALGRAN

Alpn arpnt
803 Lockearn Street
Los Angeles, CA 900 9

AOTA

American Occupational The
Association

Public Information Dept.
6000 Executive Blvd.
Rockville, K10 20B52

BARR

Barr Film-
?. O. Box 5667
Pasadena, California

BAY

Bay State
Box 129
Springfield, i.A 01101

K 19

roductio

BBCTV

itish Broadcasting Car
Television

630 Fifth Ave
New York, NY 10020

BBF

Billy Budd Filns
235 East 57th Street
New York NY 10022

BFA

BFA Educational Media
2211 Michigan Avenue
P. 0. Box 1795
Santa Monica, CA 90406

BSPS

Bay Shore Publi
Bayshore, NY 1

CAF

Schools
706

Current Affairs Plirps
Division of Key Productions
24 Danbury Road
Wilton, CT 06897

CANBC

Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
245 Park Avenue (34th floor

91107 New York, NY 10017

2t
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CBCLS

CDC Lcarnin Systems
Box 500, Terminal A
Toronto, Ontario 116

CESNEW

CBS News
383 Madison Avenue
New York NY 10017

CENTEF

Centron Educational Pi
7A91 we TI,14-1

Laurence, iiS 66044

F

Churchill Films
662 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90069

CE1CPL

Cincinnati and Hamilton
County Public Library

800 Vine Street
Cincinnati, OH 45202

CINSOU

Cinema/Sound Ltd.
Xeffrey_Norton Publishers
145 E. 49th Street
New York, NY 10017

CONMED

Concept Tledia
1500 Adams Street
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

K 20

CONNF

Conn Films,
6 Cobble 11111 Road
Westport, CT 06880

C_

Cif % Educational Fi:
1011 Canino Del Mar
Del star, CA 92104

CSD

Clarke School.
HAll

Northampton, MA 02060

DBFDU

Daniel Blackstone and
Fairleigh Dickinson

DETCOL

Deaf

Detroit Collective
Stanfield House
900 Euclid Street
Santa Monica, CA 90403

DEVDIG

Development Digest
3347 motor Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 9003

F1

Films, Inc.
1144 Wilnetve Street
Wilmette, IL 60091



FIIJLYS

Stuart Pinie Inc-,

3428 d ?oad

Falls Church, Vit 22041

Guidance Association,
A/V Subsl_diary

757 Third Lvenuo
l'ew York, ,;Y 10017

G iDTSJ

Joern Gerdts
8231 ilerrinount Drive
Mercer island , VA 980L0

IBM

IBM Film Activities
I3M Corporation
Old Orchard 'load
Armonk, NY 1050L4

IFB

International Film Bureau
532 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 606°4

1U

Indiana University
Bloonington, IN 47401

JGB

Jewish ,Guild
15 W. 65th S
New York, NY

or the Blind
eet
1002')
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LEM.:';F

Learnini7 and Info rnation, Inc.
315 Central Park
iqew Fork, HY 10025

Learninr, Garden

LO ©F

Loctiiant motion Pictures

MOHSCD

Missouri Division of Bealth
Section of Chronic Diseases
Broadway State Office Bldg.
High Street and Broadway
Jefferson City, NO 65101

IIFC

Mental Health Film Council
(England)

MSC

Merced rnstitute Servi
Children, Inc.

632 Uest 13th Street
Merced, CA 95340

MISCF

Miscellaneous Fills
1888 Century Park Epst, 0

Los Angeles, CA 90067,
5



MOVPIC

rovinp7 Fir' e Company
910 Third Street
Orepon City, OR 97045

io'lern Talkini Pic
2323 ;:ew Ey0e
New hyde Park 11040

NET

vices

National Educational Television,
Inc.

Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47401

NFI3

National Federation of the Blind
218 Rudolph Hotel Bldg,
Des Moines, IA 50309

NFBc

National Film Board of Canada
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

NF 4D

National Foundation Ma__
of Dimes

Publishing Department
1275 Mamaroneck Avenue
White Plains NY 10605

NJA C

New Jersey Association for
Retarded Children

Bergen-Passaic Unit
Passaic, NJ 07055

K - 22

NJPBA

New Jersey Public Broadcasti.
The Public Television Library
475 L'Enfant Plaza S4
Washington, DC 20024

NMAC

National red
Center

2111 Plaster Bride Road
Atlanta, GA 30324

1 Audiovisual

NNAVF

National Medical A-V Facility
Atlanta, GA 30333

NTREP

National Tape Repository
University of Colorado
.Boulder, CO 80302

NYSL

New York State Library
Education Bldg.
Albany, ;Y 12224

NYU

New York University Film Library_
26 Washinvton PlacePlace
New Yorki NY 10030

OS

Orchard School for Special
Education

8701 Menard Avenue
Morton Grove, IL 60053



PCHENT

Peach Enterprises, Inc.
4649 Gerald
Warren, Hi 48092

PECKM

Peck (Ecrlin)
4649 Gerald
Warren, 'ea 4 092

PEHEN

Perennial Education, Inc.
1825 Willow Road
Northfield, IL 60093

PPP

Pyramid Films
Box 1048
Santa Monica, CA 90406

PHENIX

Phoenix Films, Inc.
470 Park Avenue, S.
New York, NY 10016

PHM

Prentice-Hall Media
150 White Plains Road
Tarrytown, NY 10591

PORTA

Portafilms
4180 Dixie Highway
Drayton Plains, MI 48020

PUTEL

Public Television Library
475 L'Enfant Plaza, SW
Washington, DC 20024
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RICHPR

Richfield Frcductions
8006 Tipkos Avenue
Silver Sprinvs, ND 20901

SAMC

tale ur Movie Club

SEE

Scott Education Division
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
150 White Plains Road
Tarrytown, NY 10591

STNFLD

Stanfield House
900 Euclid
Santa Monica, CA 90403

STURTM

Martha Stuart Communications
66 Bank Street
New York, NY 10014

SYRCU

Syracuse University Film Library
Collendale Campus
1455 E. Colvin Street
Syracuse, NY 13210

UCOLO

University of Colorado
Educational Media Center
Boulder, CO 80309

UKANFIC

University of Kansas Medical
Center

Lawrence, KS 66045



UKA

University
Lawrence,

<rInsas
66°45

University of
Television Center

400 C. Fourth Street
Ann Arbor, I 43109

UNE3R

University of Nebraska
instructional ;edia Cen
University of Nebraska

Extension Division
Lincoln, NB 68508

UPEND

University of Pennsylvania
3440 Woodland Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19104

USBEH

U. S. Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped

400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20202

USDHEW

U. S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare

330 independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20201

USNAC

U. S. National Audiovisual Center
General Services Administration
Washington, DC 20409

USPHS

U. S. Public Health Service
Welfare 31d7,
4th Street and independence Ave.
Washing On, DC 20201

U, S. Social and -on
Se =vice

330 independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20201

UTEX

University of TEXAS
Visual Instruction Bureau
Austin, TX 78712

WDONUR

Video Nursing, Inc.
2645 Girard Avenue
Evanston, IL 60201

WCETTV

WCET Television
Crosley Telecommunications
2222 Chickasaw Street
Cincinnati, Oh 45219

WESPCE

Western Psychological Services
12031 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90025

WMARYC

Western Maryland College
Total Communication Laboratory
Westminster, MD 21157



WNBCTV

WNBC Television
Rockefeller PlPZa
1.;e11 Yorks JY 10020

W0 AT

Wombat Productions
77 Tarr /to n Road
White 'laths, ;-.Y 10607

WQ}1.:D

WQED, 6etropolitan Pittsburgh
Educational Television

4802 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

WTTWTV

WTTW Television
5400 N. St. Louis
Chicago, IL 60625

ZENITH

Zenith Cinema Service
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UBJECT INDEX

As a Blind Person
A Blind Teacher in a Public School
Co-Twin Stuays A Day in the Life Of a Blind Child and

Her Sighted Identical Twin
Dimension of Life
Manpower
We Know Who We Are
What Color Is the Wind
What Do You Do When You See a Blind Person?

The Auditor ally Handicapped Child
Deafness In Children
Everything But Hear
It's a Hearing World
Silent World, Muffled World
Swan lakes Conversations With Deaf Teena
Understanding the Deaf

DYSLE.XLA

Anybody's Child
The Invisible Handicap

ELDERLY

Active People Over Sixty
Age Related Vision and Hearing Changes
Aging
Aging. Always an Agony
An Alternative to Aging
America's Aged* The Forgotten Many
And When Your Grow Old
Are You Listening / Older People
Don't Have Time To Die
Growing Old With Grace
The Home Bound Aged
How Would You Like to Be Old
A Matter of Indifference
Myths and Realities
The Old Speak for Themselve-
Our Elders. A Generation Veg ed
Step Aside, Step Down
To a Good, Long Life
The Wild Goose
You'll Get Yours When You're 65
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XCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

The Community and thz Exceptional Child

The Exceptional Child

LEARNING DISABILITIES

Nobody Took the Time

Y SE';ATICES

An Alternative to Aging
Library For the Blind
Library Service To the Special Patron

Reaching Outs The Library and the Exceptional Child

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED

Access
And Crown Thy Good
Becky
Children Are Not Problems, They Are People

Color Her Sunshine
Coming Home
Eternal Children
Family and Community Concerns
A Family of Friends
The Graduation
Great Expectations
Help Wanted
Horizons For the Mentally Retarded
Introducing the Mentally Retarded
Lisa's World
Mimi
Meet Lisa
People First
A Place Among Us
Readin' and Writin' Ain't Everything
The Retarded Child
These Too Are Our Children
They Call Me Names
Through Different Eyes
Way Out of the Wilderness
World of a Different Drum

PHYSICAL DISABILITIES (GENERAL)

The Curb Between Us
A Day in the Life of Bonnie Console
Get It Together
Gravity Is My Enemy



He's Not the Walking Kind
Keep On Valking
Leo Beucrman
Like Other People
Man Alivcs I Am Not What You See
The Multiple Handicapped
My SonoKevin
Surest Test
Walter
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INTRODUCTION

This bibliography has been prepared for an Institute on Library

Service to the Blind and Physically Handicapped. it is not compre-

hensive, but includes references generally available, most of them

books, journal articles or book chapters. Topics included are:

aspects of library service to the visually handicapped, the deaf,

and individuals with problems of mobility; descriptions of handicaps;

training, vocational rehabilitation and library employment of the

handicapped; attitude toward and psychology of the handicapped; and

legislation and federal programs for the handicapped.

Indexes scanned for selection of references include Library

Literature -19

1977) , the Monthl

1977), Resources in Education (1974 - September

Government Publications (1974 - Onto-

ber 1977), EducationIndex (1974 - October 1977), and Business

iodicals Index (1974 - October 1977). Selected 1978 issues of these

indexes were scanned.

Sub eet Headins Used in the Vertical Files on Blindness and

Physically Handicaps (May 1974) prepared by the Library of Congress

Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped has been used as

the basis forr selection of subject headings. A number of subject

headings this list have been lumped (combined) when six or fewer

references were listed under one subject heading. Additional head-

ings, e.g.: (LEGISLATION); scope notes (PHYSICAL HANDICAPS Includes

bibliography, history, statistics); d references (Sensory Aid--

Blind see AIDS AND APPLIANCESBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED)

were added whenever appropriate.



Since most cif the references are on library service to the blind

a d physically handicapped, the subject heading LIBRARY SERVICE TO

[HE HAND AND PHYSTCALLY HANDICAAPPED is only used when a reference

cannot he indexed more specifically.

The 200 references are arranged alphabetically by author.

Anonymous items are interfiled by the first signifiLant word in the

title, ch reference is identified an accession number given in

the first column of the author_ index. The subject dex consists of

an alphabetically arranged list of subject headings along with an

accession number or accession numbers of references indexed by that

subject heasi
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List by Accession Number and Author

001 Abbyc, S. "The Learning-Disabled Child: Films for Social, Emotional,
Language and Sensory Needs" Film Library Quarterly 9(No. 3,
19761:37-43.

002

003

004

Abeson, A. the Educational Leas
2(June 1977):23-26.

Restrictive Alternative" Amicus

Adams, K. "Monroe County Library System Serves the Handicapped"
Information Re arts and Bibliogr -hies 7(No. 2, 1978):60-61.

Allen, A. "Survey Results: DuPage Library System Subregional Library
for the Blind and Physically Handicapped" Illinois Libraries
59(April 1977):269-271.

005 Amdursky, S. J. "To Reach the Deaf"
ber 1975):468-470.

Illinois ibraries 57(Septem-

006 American Foundation for the Blind. How Does the Blind Person Get
Around? New York: American Foundation for the Blind, Inc., Oc --

ber, 1976.

007 American Foundation for the Blind. SLIld-ysfLtst9nsEl
Services of the Divisiori211Thasi
New York: American Foundation for the Blind, Inc., November 15, 1976.

008 "American Public Transit Association Legislative Program" Metro
73(November/December 1977) :18-19.

009 Anderson, E. M. and B. Spain. The Child with S a Bifida London:
Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1977.

010 Asheim, L. "New Trend in the Curriculum of Library Schools" in Gold-
Herbert Education for Librarianshi The Des n of e

Curriculum of Library Schools Urbana: Univers y of Illinois
Graduate School of Library Science. Monograph No. 11(1971):65-68.

011 Ayers, W. R., M. C. Parsons and M. W. Rappaport. "Applications of
Technology and Rehabilitation Engineering. Part A: The Applica-
tion of Technology to Handicapping Conditions and for Handicapped
Individuals. Part B: Rehabilitation Engineering" The White House
Conference on Handicapped Individuals. Vol. Awareness Papers
Washington, D.C., May 23-27, 1977, p. 15-44.

012 Barbour, H. "The Anatomy of a Library for the Handicapped Programs
in Action" lat21-1dBibit2zrpLIi.es 7(No. 2, 1978):
51-54.

013 Bardach, J. L. "Psychological Adjustments of Handicapped Individuals
and Their Families" The White House Conference on Handicapped
Individuals. Vol 1: Awa
1977, p. 7.

reness P
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014 Baskin, B. H. and K. H. Harris, Notes From a Different Drummer: A
Guide to Juvenile FictionPertrqying the Handicapped New York:
R. R. B Company, 1977.

015 Bauman, M., coma. Blindness Visual Im airmant Deaf-Blindness:
Annotated Listing of Literature, 1953 -75 Philadelphia:
Temple Univers Press, 1976.

016 Bell, D. "Reading by Touch" Braille Monitor June, 1972, no vol.
number, page numbers not available. First published in The New
Beacon (British journal) in January, 1965.

017 Berkowitz, M., J. Rubin and J. D. Worral. "Economic Concerns of
Handicapped Persons" The White House Conference on Handicapped
Individuals. Vol. 1: Awareness Papers Washington, D.C., May 23-Washington,
27, 1977, p. 217-245.

018 Bolger, E. "Volunteerism- Take It 47ut of My Salary" Ms. 3(February
1975):71-74.

019 Brown, E. 7. "The Physically Handicapped" Library Services to the
Disadvrntaged Metuchen, New Jersey: Scarecrow Press, 1971, p.
137-207.

020 Casey, G. M. "Education for Institutional Library Service" Library
Trend 26(Winter 1970:431-445.

021 Casey, G. M. "Library Service to the Handicapped and In utiona-
lized" Library Trends 20(October 1971):350-366.

022 Casey, G. "Library Service to the Handicapped and Institutionalized:
An Historical Approach" Information- Reports and Bibliograzhies
7(No. 2, 1978):13-17.

023 Cassiano, V. "Participation in Cultural Activities" The White House
Conference on Handicapped Individuals. Vol. I: Awareness Papers
Washington, D.C., May 23-27, 1977, p. 133-145.

024 Coates, E. R. "Music for the Blind and Physically Handicapped from
the Library of Congress" American Music Teacher 25(February
1976) :21 -24.

025 Cotler, S. R. and A. H. De Graff. Architectural Acc_essibilit for
the Disabled of College Campuses Albany, N.Y State Universi
Construction Fund, October, 1976.

y

026 The Council for Exceptional Children. "Full Educational Opportunities
for Handicapped Individuals" The White House Conference on Handi-

arenessPaerscaedindividi Washington, D.C.:
May 23-27, 1977, p. 247-286.

027 Cylke, F. K. Braille Resources for the Deaf- Blind Person:WhatItty
Are and What The Could Become Washington, D.C.: Library of Con-
gress. Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, Septem-
ber 13. 1977.
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028 Cylke, F. K. "Coordination of Library Services for Blind and Physi-
cally Handicapped Individuals" Meeting at international Federa-
tion of Library Associations. Brussels, Belgium, September 6,
1977. Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress. Division for the
Blind and Physically Handicapped, 1977.

029

030

031

032

033

034

035

036

037

038

039

040

041

Cylke, F. K. "Free National Program to Beef Up Services for Blind
and Handicapped

Cylke, F. K.
capped"

Cylke, F. K.
capped"

American Libraries 7(July 1976):466-467.

"Library Services for the Blind and Physically Handl-
The ALA Yearbook 1975 Chicago: ALA, 1976, p. 115-116.

"Library Services for the Blind and Physically Handi-
The ALA Yearbook 1976 Chicago: ALA, 1977, p. 66.

Cylke, F. K. "Library Services for the Blind and Physically Handi-
capped: Yesterday Today - Tomorrow" Illinois Libraries 57
(September 1975) :447-450.

Dalton, J. "The Hardicapped as Librarians: Facing the Problem"
WilsonLibrar Bulletin 43(December 1968):318-321.

Dalton, P. I. "Are You Listening?" Illinois Libraries 57(September
iiz

Daniell, W. B. "Idea Exchange" School edia Quarterly 3(Summer
1975):347-348.

DaRold, J. and B. Bray. "Service to the Deaf" News o es of Cali-
fornia Libraries 71(No. 1, 1976):15-20.

Decker, L. R. and D. A. Peed. "Affirmative Action for the Handicapped"
Personnel 53(Nay -June 1976):64-69.

De Lury, B. E. "Equal Job Opportunity for the Handicapped Flea
Positive Thinking and Positive Action" Labor Law Journal
26(November 1975):679-685.

S

Dexter, B. L. Special Education and the Classroom Teacher Spring-
field, Illinois: C. C. Thomas, 1977.

"Disabled People in the U 0 : Facts and Figures" in

for Children Bulletin
erracia oks

8(Nos. 6 & 7, 1977):20-21

Donnan, S. "Handicapped Library Users' Expectations and Realities
of Service: The Needs of the Physically Disabled Person" Infor-
matiPn221712_1r14 Bibliographies 7(No. 2, 1978):27-28.

042 Drennan, H. T. "The Legislative Bases of Federal Support for Public
Library and Information Services to the Handicapped" informa-
tion Re-o ts and Bibl 0 a hies 7(No. 2, 1978):38-40.

043 Dresang, E. T. "There Are No 'Other' Children" School Library Jour-
nal 24(September 1977):19 -23.
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044 "Education of the Handicapped Today" American Education 12( June
1976):6-8.

045 Edwards, F. L. "Individual Access to Non Print Information for Deaf
Students" in Strom, M. G. Library Serviceato he Blind and
Physical Handicapped Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1977,
p. 80-84.

046 Fay, F. "Problems of the Severely and Multiply Handicapped" The
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CEREBRAL PALSY
098

sa PHYSICAL, HANDICAPS

CHILDREN, BLIND AND PHYSICALLY DICAPPED (Includes growth and
development)

002; 128; 189
sa PHYSICAL HANDICAPS

COMPUTER SERVICES IN LIBRARYBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
030; 050; 055; 072; 091

COMPUTER SPEECH
031

sa AIDS AND P I CES--B IND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

DEAF (Includes media services and captioned films, personal nar-
ratives, statistics)

005; 045; 055; 066; 067; 069; 092; 110; 119; 124; 135; 160
sa DEAF--COMMUNICATION

DEAF/BLIND
PHYSICAL HANDICAPS
SPEECH AND HEARING IMPAIRMENTS

DEAF--COMMUNICATION (Includes sign language)
011; 034; 036; 045; 066; 067; 114; 142

sa DEAF
DEAF/BLIND
SPEECH AND HEARING IMPAIRMENTS
TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY D PED

DEAF/BLIND (includes communication)
015; 027

sa DEAF
DEAF -- COMMUNICATION
PHYSICAL HANDICAPS
SPEECH AND HEARING IMPAIRMENTS
TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONBLIND P YSICALLY HANDICAPPED

Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped. Library of Congress.

see NATIONAL LIBRARY SERVICE FOR THE BLIND AND PHYSICALLY
HANDICAPPED. LIB OF CONGRESS.
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EDUCATION--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED (Includes deaf and
visually handicapped)

002; 023; 026; 035; 039; 044; 053; 081; 088; 098; 114
sa EDUCATION- -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED - BIBLIOGRAPHY

EDUCATIONBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPEDSTATISTICS
EDUCATION, HIGHER - -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
EDUCATION, SPECIAL
EDUCATION, VOCATIONALBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

EDUCATION--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED--BIBLIOGRAPHY
026

sa EDUCATIONBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
EDUCATIONBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPEDSTATISTICS
EDUCATION, HIGHER - -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
EDUCATION, SPECIAL
EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

rpr "sky vl 1.17 ¶7 It aXretY^ATITII,r, OMI
raaut,m4Lviv---D.L. criLoi.u41.44,4 culAILLi-41-rrzu--aits.41.044k,a

026
sa EDUCATION--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

EDUCATIONBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPEDBIBLIOG
EDUCATION, HIGHER - -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
EDUCATION, SPECIAL
EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

EDUCATION, HIGHER--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
033; 089; 117

sa EDUCATION- -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
EDUCATION--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPEDBIBLIOGRAPHY
EDUCATIONBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPEDSTATISTICS
EDUCATION, SPECIAL
EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL - -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

EDUCATION, SPECIAL (Includes curriculum guides, facilities, program
and methods, teaching aids)

043; 052; 090; 126
sa EDUCATION--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

EDUCATION--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPEDBIBLIOGRAPHY
EDUCATION--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED--STATISTICS
EDUCATION, HIGHER--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

EDUCATION, VOCATIONALBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
026

sa EDUCATION--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
EDUCATION--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPEDBIBLIOGRAPHY
EDUCATION--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPEDSTATISTICS
EDUCATION, HIGHERBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
EDUCATION, SPECIAL
REHABILITATIONBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

24,1
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Embossed Writing Sys to
see BRAILLE

EHPLOYHENT- -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

053; 092; 112; 122; 130; 131; 136; 140; 141; 194
sa ATTITUDES AND ADJUSTMENTSBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

ATTITUDES TOWARD THE BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
EMPLOYMENTBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPEDLIBRARIES
REHABILITATION- -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

BM:PLOY-KENTBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED--LIBRARIES
019; 033; 067; 069; 070; 071; 086; 119; 134; 200

sa ATTITUDES AND ADJUSTMENTS-- BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE BLIND AND2HYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
EMPLOYMENTBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

EPILEPSY_ (InClUdeS h .Lstory)
118

sa PHYSICAL HANDICAPS

FEDERAL PROGRX REHABILITATION
102

REHABILITATIONBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

HEART DISEASES
131

sa PHYSICAL HANDICAPS

HOUSING -- BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
049; 104

LARGE-TYPE BOOKS (Includes sources)
019; 076; 173; 176

sa PERIODICALS

LEARNING DISABILITIES (Includes centers and
with learning disabilities)

001; 082
sa PHYSICAL HANDICAPS

LEGAL RIGHTS--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
044; 074; 088; 096; 129; 134; 137; 199

sa LEGISLATION

24

ces for Individuals
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LEGISLATION (Includes educati__ laws, rehabilitation acts, trans-
portation laws)

008; 011; 023; 026; 032; 037; 038; 042; 044; 057; 059; 088;
090; 092; 102; 104; 106; 114; 121; 122; 134; 189; 190; 195; 199

sa LEGAL RIGHTS--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

Y ASSOCIATIONS (As related to the blind and physically handicapped)
125; 132; 133

RARY SERVICES - -AGED AND AGING

069; 090; 107; 135; 138
sa LIBRARY SERVICES--HOMEBO ,D

LIBRARY SERVICES - -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED (Includes only
those entries that could not be placed in another more specific
-subject heading)

097; 177; 181; 184; 191; 192; 193; 196

LIBRARY SERVICES--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED--BIBLIOGR
108; 169

LIBRARY SERVICES--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPEDCENTERS AND
SERVICES (Includes clearinghouses, data bases, retrieval systems,
multistate centers, publications)

108; 127; 175
sa NATIONAL LIBRARY SERVICE FOR THE BLIND AND PHYSICALLY

HANDICAPPED

LIBRARY SERVICES--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED -- FOREIGN COLRdTRIES
028; 075; 146; 171

LIBRARY SERVICESBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED - - HISTORY
021; 022; 032; 051; 072; 105; 113; 115; 149; 190

LIBRARY SERVICES--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED-- STANDARDS
022; 032; 073; 075; 146; 151; 161; 174

LIBRARY SERVICES -B IND AND PHYSICALLY HAND C PE- -TATISTICS
042; 164

LIBRARY SERVICESBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED-- SURVEYS
004; 007; 042; 053; 069; 095; 123; 158

24E
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LIBRARY SERVICESDISADVANTAGED
010; 143

LIBRARY SERVICES--HOMEBOUND
069; 090; 103; 107; 155; 157; 159

sa LIBRARY SERVICES--AGED AND AGING

LIBRARY SERVICESHOSPITALS AND INSTITUTIONS
020; 021; 028; 100; 138

LIBRARY SERVICES -- LOCAL, STATE, AND REGIONAL
022; 068; 198

sa NATIONAL LIBRARY SERVICE FOR BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDI-
CAPPED

MUSICBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HA_NDICA PED
024

Mobility AidsBlind
see AIDS AND APPLIANCESBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

READING AND WRITING AIDS - -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

NATIONAL LIBRARY SERVICE FOR BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED.
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS,

007; 029; 050; 068; 084; 085; 144; 146; 168
sa LIBRARY SERVICESBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDIC PED--CENTERS

AND SERVICES
LIBRARY SERVICES- - LOCAL, STATE, AND REGIONAL

NEUROLOGICAL DISEASES
186

sa PHYSICAL HANDICAPS

OpracOn
see AIDS AND APPLIANCES--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

READING AND WRITING AIDS--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

PERIODICALS (Includes braille, large -type, recorded)
170

sa BRAILLE
LARGE-TYPE BOORS
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PHYSICAL HANDICAPS (Inctudes bibliography, history, statistics)
011; 015; 017; 039; 040; 079; 085; 088; 098; 110; 114; 186;
187; 189

sa BLINDNESS
CEREBRAL PALSY
CHILDREN, BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
DEAF

DEAF/BLIND
EPILEPSY

HEART DISEASES
LEARNING DISABILITIES
NEUROLOGICAL DTSEASFS
SPEECH AND HEARING IMPAIRMENTS
SPINA BIFIDA

PSYCHOLOGYBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
087

ATTITUDES AND ADJUSTMENTSBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

Public Assistance
see SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAMS

RADIO PROGRAMSBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
003; 142; 148; 167

READING AND WRITING AIDS- -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPE
006; 011; 019; 116; 142; 145; 149; 166; 172

sa AIDS AND APPLIANCESBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
TALKING BOOKS

RECREATION- -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
121

sa TOYSBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

ITATION--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED (Includes facilities,
programs, vocational)

011; 017; 046; 074; 131; 160
sa EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL- -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

EMPLOYMENTBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
FEDERAL PROGRAMSREHABILITATION

Sensory Aids--Blind
see AIDS AND APPLIANCES- -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

READING AND WRITING AIDS-- BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAMS
017; 153
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SPEECH AND HEARING IMPAIRMENTS
011; 098

sa DEAF

DEAFCOMMUNICATION
DEAF/BLIND
PHYSICAL HANDICAPS
TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION- BLIND AND PHYSICALLY -CAPPED

SPINA BIFIDA
009

sa PHYSICAL HANDICAPS

TALKING BOOKS (Includes technology)
031 139; 145 146

sa AIDS AND APPLIANCES--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
READING AND WRITING AIDS--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
003; 005; 011; 019; 142; 145; 149

sa AIDS AND APPLIANCESBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
DEAFCOMMUNICATION
DEAF/BLIND
SPEECH AND HEARING IMPAIENTS

TOYS--BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
162

sa RECREATION - -BLIND AND PHYSICALLY CAPPED

TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATIONBLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED (Also
includes travel by aged)

006; 008; 046; 057; 088; 111; 137; 142; 163

VOLUNTEER WORK IN L
018; 047; 05
183

RARIES

065; 080; 123; 143; 154; 156; 173; 182;
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